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Introduction
In this Thesis we shall count points of bounded height, with par-
ticular emphasis on asymptotic estimates. We begin by defining the
standard example of a height and some of its basic properties, then we
will state some important known results and finally we briefly describe
the main results of this work.
We start with a short account of heights; for more details we refer
to [3] or [22].
Let K be a finite extension of Q of degree [K : Q] = d. By a place v
of K we mean an equivalence class of non-trivial absolute values on K.
The set of all places of K will be denoted by MK . For each v in MK
we write Kv for the completion of K with respect to the place v and
dv for the local degree defined by dv = [Kv : Qw] where w denotes the
place inMQ we get by restricting v to Q. A place v inMK corresponds
either to a non-zero prime ideal pv in the ring of integers OK or to a
complex embedding σv of K into C. If v comes from a prime ideal we
call v a finite or non-archimedean place indicated by v - ∞ and if v
corresponds to an embedding we say v is a infinite or archimedean place
abbreviated to v | ∞. For each place inMK we choose a representative
| · |v, normalized in the following way: if v is finite and α 6= 0 we set by
convention
|α|v = Np−
ordpv (αOK )
dv
v
where Npv denotes the norm of pv from K to Q and ordpv(αOK) is
the power of pv in the prime ideal decomposition of the fractional ideal
αOK . Moreover we set
|0|v = 0.
And if v is infinite we define
|α|v = |σv(α)|.
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Suppose α is in K∗ = K\{0} then |α|v 6= 1 holds only for a finite
number of places v.
Throughout the Introduction n will denote a natural number, which
in this Thesis always means a positive rational integer. The height on
Kn+1 is defined by
H(α0, ..., αn) =
∏
MK
max{|α0|v, ..., |αn|v} dvd .(0.0.1)
Due to the remark above this is in fact a finite product. Furthermore
this definition is independent of the field K containing the coordinates
(see [3] Lemma 1.5.2 or [22] p.51,52) and therefore defines a height on
Qn+1 for an algebraic closure Q of Q. Immediately from the definition
we get
H(1, α1, ..., αn) ≥ max{H(1, α1), ..., H(1, αn)}.(0.0.2)
The height H(1, α) of a number α can be expressed using the minimal
polynomial a0x
d + ...+ ad in Z[x]\{0} with coprime coefficents, a0 > 0
and of minimal degree which has α as a root. We call d the degree of
α. Over the complex numbers the minimal polynomial of α factors as,
say a0(x− ζ1)...(x− ζd), and then
H(1, α) = (a0
d∏
i=1
max{1, |ζi|}) 1d .(0.0.3)
This formula is a consequence of Proposition 1.6.5 and Proposition
1.6.6 in [3].
The well-known product formula (see [3] Proposition 1.4.4) says
that ∏
MK
|α|dvv = 1 for each α in K∗.
This has important consequences, two of them are: for α ∈ Qn+1\{0}
we have H(α) ≥ 1, and the value of the height in (0.0.1) does not
change if we multiply each coordinate with a fixed element of K∗.
Therefore one can define a height on points P = (α0 : ... : αn) in Pn(Q)
by
H(P ) = H(α0, ..., αn).
This is the absolute non-logarithmic projective Weil height or simpler
Weil height. A projective point P = (α0 : ... : αn) in Pn(Q) has also a
7natural degree defined as
[Q(P ) : Q]
where Q(P ) denotes the extension we get by adjoining all ratios αi/αj
(0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, αj 6= 0) to Q. At this point we have a finiteness state-
ment usually associated with the name of Northcott due to his result
Theorem 1 in [37]: for each positive real number X and each natural
number d there are only finitely many points P in Pn(Q) of degree d with
H(P ) ≤ X. If P has degree d then clearly αi/αj (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, αj 6= 0)
have degree at most d. Appealing to (0.0.2) we see that the above
finiteness statement follows from the fact that the number of α’s in Q
of degree d with H(1, α) ≤ X is finite. The latter can be seen using
(0.0.3) to bound the number of polynomials a0x
d+ ...+ ad in Z[x] (see
[3] Theorem 1.6.8). In this way one gets a trivial upper bound of order
of magnitude X(d
2+d)n for the number of points in Pn(Q) of degree d
with height not exceeding X. The above finiteness property is funda-
mental for the concept of heights in particular it allows to associate a
counting function
ZH(P, X) = |{P ∈ P;H(P ) ≤ X}|
to each subset P of Pn(Q) of bounded degree. If the height is un-
bounded one might investigate the counting function if the height gets
large. More precisely one might try to find an asymptotic estimate for
ZH(P, X).
We will now recapitulate some important well-known results in the
context of this Thesis.
Franke, Manin and Tschinkel [20] started a program where they
investigate the counting functions for rational points on certain classes
of varieties. The general thought here is that the asymptotics should
reflect geometric properties of the variety. However we stick to rather
special varieties and indeed the central set of investigation in our work
is
Pn(k; e)
the set of points P in Pn over an algebraic closure k of the number field k
with relative degree [k(P ) : k] = e. The most well-known result in this
direction is probably Schanuel’s Theorem [43] for e = 1, which gives
the asymptotics for Pn(k; 1) = Pn(k) the projective space of dimension
n over a number field k. Denote by m the degree of k.
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Theorem 0.1 (Schanuel). As X tends to infinity one has
ZH(Pn(k), X) = Sk(n)Xm(n+1) +O(Xm(n+1)−1 logX).(0.0.4)
The logarithm can be omitted in all cases except for n = m = 1.
The constant Sk(n) involves all classical field invariants more precisely
Sk(n) =
hkRk
wkζk(n+ 1)
(
2rk(2pi)sk√|∆k| )n+1(n+ 1)rk+sk−1.
Here hk is the class number, Rk the regulator, wk the number of roots of
unity in k, ζk the Dedekind zeta-function of k, ∆k the discriminant, rk
is the number of real embeddings of k and sk is the number of pairs of
distinct complex conjugate embeddings of k. Several authors including
Evertse [15], Schmidt [48], Loher [28] and Loher-Masser [29] proved
explicit upper bounds for ZH(Pn(k), X) which are independent of the
detailed field structure.
What is known for e > 1? Let P be in Pn(k; e) then [Q(P ) : Q] ≤
me. The trivial bound mentioned on the previous page yields therefore
a bound for ZH(Pn(k; e), X) involving the exponent ((me)2 +me)n of
X. The first non-trivial bounds for ZH(Pn(k; e), X) are due to Schmidt
[48].
Theorem 0.2 (Schmidt). There are positive constants c = c(k, e, n),
C = C(k, e, n) depending on k, e, n such that
cXme(max{e,n}+1) ≤ ZH(Pn(k; e), X) ≤ CXme(e+n)(0.0.5)
where the upper bound holds for X > 0 and the lower bound holds for
X ≥ X0(k, e, n) depending also on k, e, n.
So it turned out that the central problem is the following (see also
[47] p.27).
Problem 0.1. Find (when possible) an asymptotic estimate for the
counting function ZH(Pn(k; e), X) as X tends to infinity.
Schanuel’s Theorem yields the asymptotics for e = 1 but already
with e = 2 the problem becomes far more difficult even if one replaces
the arbitrary k in Schanuel’s Theorem by Q. And indeed for arbitrary
k and e, n > 1 not even the correct order of magnitude is known. Nev-
ertheless Schmidt [49] made a first big step towards solving Problem
0.1.
9Theorem 0.3 (Schmidt). As X tends to infinity one has
ZH(Pn(Q; 2), X) =
 D1X
6 +O(X4 logX) if n = 1
D2X
6 logX +O(X6
√
logX) if n = 2
DnX
2(n+1) +O(X2n+1) if n > 2
.
In fact Schmidt’s result was more precise since it gave the asymp-
totics for real and imaginary quadratic points separately. Here D1 =
8
ζ(3)
, D2 =
8(12+pi2)
ζ(3)2
and Dn = D(Q, 2, n) is given by the sum
D(Q, 2, n) =
∑
K
SK(n)
where the sum runs over all quadratic extensions K. The reader might
be confused by the different style of representation for these constants
but this partially reflects the different nature of the proofs. Schmidt
proved also a similar result for a more general definition of height and
showed that this leads to asymptotic formulae for the number of de-
composable quadratic forms f(x0, ..., xn) =
∑
0≤i≤j≤n aijxixj with co-
efficients aij in Z having |aij| ≤ X and moreover for the number of
symmetric (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrices with rank ≤ 2 such that bii ∈ Z,
|bii| ≤ X and 2bij ∈ Z, 2|bij| ≤ X for i 6= j. Already way back in 1967
Schmidt [16] introduced more general classes of heights where the max-
norm in (0.0.1) at the infinite places is replaced by an arbitrary but
fixed distance function. More recently Thunder [59] and Roy-Thunder
[40] introduced “twisted heights” which allow also modifications at the
finite places.
One year after Schmidt’s article on quadratic points his Ph.D. stu-
dent Gao [17] covered all cases where n > e > 2 but still with k = Q
only. Unfortunately Gao’s result was not published but we are very
grateful to Gao Xia for showing us his work.
Theorem 0.4 (Gao). For n > e > 2 and as X tends to infinity
one has
ZH(Pn(Q; e), X) = D(Q, e, n)Xe(n+1) +O(Xe(n+1)−1).
The constant D(Q, e, n) is given by the infinite sum D(Q, e, n) =
∑
K SK(n)
where the sum runs over all extensions K of Q of degree e.
The audacious strategy of Schmidt and Gao was to prove a result
similar to (0.0.4) but with Pn(K) replaced by Pn(K/Q) the subset of
primitive points in Pn(K); by definition these satisfy K = Q(P ). Now
Pn(Q; e) is a disjoint union of the sets Pn(K/Q) where K runs over all
number fields of degree e. For each Pn(K/Q) the main term remains
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the same as in (0.0.4) but Schmidt (for e = 2) could replace the error
term by
O(
√
hKRK log(3 + hKRK)
|∆K |n/2 X
2n+1)(0.0.6)
where the constant in O depends only on n but is independent of the
field K (for a completely explicit version see [61]). This is the major
step of the proof and involves many very clever new ideas. Now one can
sum over all quadratic number fields and the Theorem of Siegel-Brauer
ensures that the sum over the main terms SK(n) as well as over the
error terms converges provided n > 2. For similar reasons the restric-
tion n > e in Gao’s result appears. However for 1 ≤ n ≤ e Gao found
also that the correct order of magnitude of ZH(Pn(Q; e), X) is Xe(e+1).
Here the asymptotics are still unknown, even in the case e = 3 and
n = 2 of cubic points in two dimensions.
A completely different strategy was used first by Schmidt for e = 2
and then by Masser and Vaaler [33] for arbitrary e to find the asymp-
totics for n = 1. Here the quadratic case is rather easy using (0.0.3)
and expressing the height via coefficients of its minimal polynomial.
But for degree 3 one needs Cardano’s quite complicated formula and
already for e > 4 there is no analogue of the latter. However Masser
and Vaaler [34] realized that Chern and Vaaler’s intricate volume com-
putations in [8] lead to the asymptotics for numbers of fixed degree
not only of fixed degree over Q but in fact also for the number of fixed
degree over any fixed number field k.
Theorem 0.5 (Masser, Vaaler). Let k be a number field with [k :
Q] = m. Then as X tends to infinity one has
ZH(P(k; e), X) = eVR(e)rkVC(e)skSk(e)Xme(e+1) +O(Xme(e+1)−e logX).
The constants VR(e), VC(e) have their origins in [8]. Moreover the
logarithm can be omitted in all cases except (m, e) = (1, 1) and (m, e) =
(1, 2). Theorem 0.5 was the first asymptotic result for arbitrary num-
ber fields k and e > 1. Very roughly speaking Masser and Vaaler’s idea
was to interpret the height of the root of an irreducible polynomial in
k[x] of fixed degree e as a suitable height of the coefficient vector of
this polynomial and to proceed by counting minimal polynomials with
respect to this modified height. To carry out this plan they had to
generalize the class of heights introduced by Schmidt allowing now dif-
ferent distance functions at the infinite places not only one as Schmidt
did. On the other hand Masser and Vaaler had to impose a technical
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condition, associated with the name of Lipschitz, on the boundaries of
the unit balls given by the respective distance function. They there-
fore introduced so-called Lipschitz systems, giving what one could call
Lipschitz heights.
Unfortunately the proof of Masser and Vaaler’s Theorem shed no
light on the case n > 1 and we emphasize that for k 6= Q and e, n > 1
not even the correct order of magnitude is known. But Schmidt already
conjectured that for (0.0.5) his lower bounds are nearer the truth than
the upper bounds.
We now describe our own main results. In short; we will establish
asymptotic estimates for the counting functions of Pn(k; e) ∩ Pn(K),
Pn(k; e) and Pn(k; e) ∩ V(k) where K is an extension of k of degree
e and V is a linear projective variety. These results are contained in
Chapter 3, 4 and 5. We proceed with a more detailed account of each
of these chapters.
In Chapter 3 we investigate Pn(K/k) = Pn(k; e)∩ Pn(K) the set of
points in Pn(K) generating K over k. We start by generalizing Masser
and Vaaler’s Lipschitz systems (see [34]) to Arakelov-Lipschitz systems
N on K of dimension n. These provide heights HN on Pn(K) where
one allows also arbitrary norms at a finite number of finite places. First
of all this is natural in view of the equal status of all places on a num-
ber field. But it is also essential to deduce the results in Chapter 5.
We then investigate the counting function ZN of Pn(K/k) with respect
to the height HN . Having in mind the above plan of summing these
counting functions over all extensions K of k of fixed relative degree
we derive an error term which is particular good with respect to the
field K. Schmidt (see (0.0.6)) and Gao [17] expressed the error term
using the discriminant whereas we need a new invariant δ(K/k). This
is a slight generalization of an invariant δ(K) = δ(K/Q) introduced
by Roy and Thunder [39]. The reason for this is that the summa-
tory properties for δ(K/k) are much easier to prove than those for the
discriminants, which are still governed by difficult conjectures such as
Linnik’s Conjecture (see [14]). The latter is proved only for very spe-
cial cases although great progress was achieved by the recent work of
Ellenberg and Venkatesh [14].
We can now state the first result of Chapter 3.
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Corollary 0.1. Let k,K be number fields with k ⊆ K and [K :
k] = e, [k : Q] = m, [K : Q] = d. Let N be an Arakelov-Lipschitz
system of dimension n on K. Then as X tends to infinity we have
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) =2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNSK(n)Xd(n+1)
+O(AN
hKRK
δ(K/k)
d(n+1)
2
−1
Xd(n+1)−1 logX)
where the implied constant in O depends only on n and d.
We will define neither AN nor VN here but let us point out that
the dependence on N in the error term is explicitly given by AN . The
quantity VN can be considered as some sort of global volume which,
for a height HN with max-norms at all finite places, reduces just to the
product of the volumes of the unit balls with respect to the distance
functions appearing at the infinite places. Just as Schmidt’s error term
(0.0.6) for k = Q and e = 2 the error term in Corollary 0.1 converges
if summed over all extensions K of relative degree e, at least if n > 4e.
The previous corollary follows from the main result of Chapter 3,
Theorem 3.1. Here we express the error term in terms of a bunch of
new invariants δg(K/k) which are refinements of δ(K/k). Thus for a
fixed K each error term splits up in a sum of δg(K/k). This refinement
enables us to reduce n from 4e to about 5e/2 in Chapter 4, and we will
further discuss the advantage of these invariants in Chapter 4. The-
orem 3.1 is the main technical theorem and somehow the core of this
work. It has various applications such as the results in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. Moreover one can derive the asymptotics for algebraic num-
bers generating a field over Q of degree mn containing an unspecified
subfield of degree m provided n is much larger than m. This leads also
to information on the distribution of number fields of degree d contain-
ing a proper intermediate field if ordered via the function δ, for more
details we refer to [62]. Furthermore one gets a generalized version
of Proposition in [34] with a particularly good error term. It is most
likely that using this generalized Proposition and following the ideas of
Masser and Vaaler in [34] one can deduce the asymptotics for points
of fixed degree on arbitrary lines. Also the somewhat degenerate case
k = K (here Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 0.1 coincide) has applications
using in an essential way the explicit dependence on N in the error
term (see the announcements below).
Theorem 3.1 could be proved in a slightly more general form (using
AGL-heights as in Appendix B) but only at the expense that more
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effort is needed to apply the Theorem. However this slight generaliza-
tion would provide asymptotic results for the number of decomposable
forms as shown by Schmidt [49] and Gao [17]. But they considered only
forms defined over Q while the modified Theorem 3.1 would give as-
ymptotic results for forms defined over arbitrary number fields. What is
more, counting results for decomposable forms sometimes easily trans-
late into counting results for symmetric matrices of bounded rank (see
for example [49] p.346). We expect this list of applications to Theorem
3.1 not to be exhaustive.
We now move to Chapter 4. It deals with the set Pn(k; e) and
contains the main result of this Thesis. First we take up the definition
of an Arakelov-Lipschitz system on a number field and we define a
uniform Arakelov-Lipschitz system on the collection of all extensions
of k of degree e. This then gives rise to a class of heights HN defined
on Pn(k; e). The Main Theorem asymptotically estimates the counting
function of Pn(k; e) with respect to the height HN . Here we state it
only in the simplest form choosing a special uniform Arakelov-Lipschitz
system by taking max-norms at all places. Then the corresponding
Arakelov-Lipschitz height HN becomes just the Weil height H. Write
D = D(k, e, n) =
∑
K
SK(n)
where the sum runs over all extensions of k of degree e.
Theorem 0.6. Let e, n be positive integers and k a number field
of degree m and suppose that n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me). Then the sum
defining D converges and as X tends to infinity we have
ZH(Pn(k; e), X) = DXme(n+1) +O(Xme(n+1)−1 logX).
Thus Theorem 0.6 solves Problem 0.1 for arbitrary k but under
the restriction n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me). In particular it determines
the correct order of magnitude under the above conditions on e and
n. Since Schmidt’s and Gao’s constraints are only n > e our Theorem
0.6 does not imply their full result. On the other hand it is the first
asymptotic result for arbitrary k and e, n > 1. Let us give a single
new example. We take n = 11, k = Q(i), e = 2, so that we are
counting points in eleven dimensions quadratic over Q(i). For the
number Z = ZH(P11(Q(i); 2), X) of points of height at most X, the
Schmidt bounds are X48  Z  X52 for X ≥ X0, with absolute
implied constants. Our result implies that
Z = DX48 +O(X47 logX)
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with
D = 12 · (2pi)24
∑
K
[K:Q(i)]=2
hKRK
wKζK(12)|∆K |6 .
The Main Theorem is quite general since it holds for the wide class
of Arakelov-Lipschitz heights. It is in Chapter 5 that we see the advan-
tage of working in such generality. Here we are concerned with some
non-trivial subvarieties of projective space.
Various people especially Franke, Manin, Tschinkel, Batyrev, Sal-
berger, Peyre, Thunder and Heath-Brown made progress in estimating
the number of rational points of bounded height on certain classes
of varieties. Much of this work can probably be extended to points
defined over number fields k. But a fundamental obstacle underlies
all the work because the points over Q or k are necessarily restricted
via diophantine constraints like Faltings’s Theorem [16] or the various
conjectural generalizations. Indeed the points are often restricted to
proper Zariski-closed subsets. However any variety defined over say Q
has a Zariski-dense set of points over Q of sufficiently large fixed de-
gree. Thus one can hope that the behaviour of points of fixed degree
should be easier to study.
The case of points over k on a linear variety was treated in great
detail by Thunder [58] and can be considered as a kind of standard ex-
ample. We generalize this to points of fixed degree. Thus our Theorem
0.7 below is a first step in estimating the counting function for points
of fixed degree on a non-trivial variety.
Let V be a projective variety in PN−1 and define
V(k; e) = PN−1(k; e) ∩ V(k)
the set of points on V of degree e over k. For natural numbers e, n we
define the sum
α = α(k, e, n) =
∑
K
(2−rKpi−sK )n+1V (n+ 1)rKV (2n+ 2)sKSK(n)
where the sum runs over all extensions of k with relative degree e and
V (p) denotes the volume of the euclidean ball in Rp with radius one.
A linear projective variety V defined over a number field has a natural
height, for example for a hypersurface it is simply the height of the
coefficient vector of any equation defining V. Here it is especially con-
venient, as Thunder did, to take l2-heights, which are a very special
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case of our Arakelov-Lipschitz heights obtained by taking l2-norms in-
stead of max-norms at the infinite places. So we write H2(V) instead
of H(V). Similarly we count points of bounded l2-height, and similarly
we abbreviate the counting function to Z2.
Theorem 0.7. Let k be a number field of degree m, let n, e and
N ≥ n+2 be natural numbers, and let V be a linear subvariety of PN−1
of dimension n defined over k. Suppose that either e = 1 or
n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me).
Then the sum defining α converges and as X tends to infinity we have
Z2(V(k; e), X) = αH2(V)−meXme(n+1) +O(Xme(n+1)−1 logX).
The constant in O depends only on k, e, n.
The case e = 1 was known before and is due to Thunder ([58] The-
orem 1) but Thunder’s proof is different from ours.
Let us illustrate this result with two new examples. The equation
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + x9 + x10 + x11 + x12 + x13 = 0
has
1
13
 ∑
K
[K:Q]=2
(
pi6
2949120
)rK (
1
479001600
)sKSK(11)
X24 +O(X23 logX)
pairwise non-proportional solutions of degree 2 over Q with height less
or equal X. Next we take an equation defined over a rather large field:
√
1x1 +
√
2x2 +
√
3x3 +
√
4x4 +
√
5x5 +
√
6x6
+
√
7x7 +
√
8x8 +
√
9x9 +
√
10x10 +
√
11x11 +
√
12x12 = 0
defined over the field k = Q(
√
2,
√
3,
√
5,
√
7,
√
11). Here we find
1
7832
 ∑
K
[K:k]=2
(
pi5
332640
)rK (
1
39916800
)sKSK(10)
X704 +O(X703 logX)
pairwise non-proportional solutions of degree 2 over k with height less
or equal X.
So much for the new results of this Thesis. But we should also
comment on the preliminary Chapters 1 and 2.
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Chapter 1 is dedicated to the counting of lattice points in bounded
domains of the euclidean space Rn and lays the ground for all subse-
quent counting results. In the literature two principles appear. The
older one is associated with the name of Lipschitz and is applicable
if the boundary of the set can be covered by the images of finitely
many maps from [0, 1]n−1 to Rn each one satisfying a Lipschitz condi-
tion. This principle has been applied by Schanuel [43] and was further
developed by Schmidt [51] and Masser and Vaaler [34]. The other
method, but formulated for Zn only, comes from Davenport [10]. It
has been generalized to arbitrary lattices by Schmidt [49] and [17] (see
Theorem 1.3 in Chapter 1) and by Thunder [56] and [58]. The count-
ing principles based on Davenport’s method involve conditions which
can be difficult to check; one has to control the number of connected
components of the intersection of the set with arbitrary lines and what
is more not only for the set itself but also for any projection of the set
on any subspace. Therefore we are using the Lipschitz approach. The
main result of Chapter 1 is Theorem 1.2 which can be seen as the per-
fect analogue in the Lipschitz context of Schmidt’s powerful Theorem
1.3. However the Lipschitz method also involves conditions which are
not so straightforward to check but we have carried out this checking
very carefully in Chapter 3 and to the best of the author’s knowledge
this is the first detailed account of such matters in the literature, pub-
lished and unpublished.
Chapter 2 contains hardly any new results but provides a source
of references for results needed in Chapter 4. Furthermore it serves as
warm-up for the somewhat technical topic of Arakelov-Lipschitz sys-
tems.
In Appendix A we take up Chapter 1 and we compare the Lips-
chitz conditions with the Davenport conditions. It becomes clear that
the former does not imply the latter but that the opposite implication
probably does hold in some form. We render this precise by formulat-
ing a conjecture, which we prove in some special cases.
In Appendix B we briefly recall Gao’s definition of heights [17]. His
definition is in some sense less general for two reasons: first he allows
only the max-norm at the finite places and second he uses the Daven-
port method which is perhaps more restrictive. But from another point
of view Gao’s heights are more general and have applications (such as
counting decomposable forms) which cannot be deduced directly us-
ing our definition of heights. Therefore we generalize our definition of
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heights such that they include Gao’s heights and we attempt a conjec-
tural version of the Main Theorem for this new definition of heights.
In Chapter 3,4 and 5 we use the O-notation and we will clarify
this symbol in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 and 4 it will be convenient to
use  and  in order to avoid unimportant constants. An expression
A B (A B) is to be understood as follows: there exists a positive
constant c depending only on a specified set of parameters such that
A ≤ cB (B ≤ cA). In Chapter 3 the constants in , will depend
only on e, n and in Chapter 4 they will depend on e, n and k but we
will recall such matters in each chapter.
Finally we would like to announce results which are not further
mentioned in this Thesis.
The first result takes up on Masser and Vaaler’s Theorem. Let m,n
be natural numbers with n > max{6m + 2 + 2/m,m2 +m}. Then as
X tends to infinity the number of algebraic numbers α of degree mn
such that Q(α) contains a subfield of degree m and H(1, α) ≤ X is
asymptotically equal to
D′(m,n)Xmn(n+1)
where D′(m,n) =
∑
K nVR(n)
rkVC(n)
skSk(n) and the sum runs over all
number fields of degree m.
Note that the subfield condition reduces the order of magnitude
from Xmn(mn+1) to Xmn(n+1). As a by-product of the proof we find
the following amusing fact: when ordered via the invariant δ then the
density of the number fields of degree d containing a proper interme-
diate field in the set of all number fields of degree d is zero, at least if
d > 6. This is in stark contrast to when ordered via modulus of the
discriminant since Linnik’s Conjecture implies one would have positive
density provided d > 1 is not a prime. For d = 4 much more is known:
a quartic field has a quadratic subfield if and only if its Galois closure
is D4 or an abelian group of order four. Malle [31] has given conjec-
tural asymptotics for ∆G(e,X) the number of fields of degree e having
Galois closure isomorphic to G and modulus of the discriminant not
larger than X. But this is proved only in very special cases. However
Bhargava’s work [2] implies ∆S4(4, X) is asymptotically equal to λX
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for
λ =
5
6
∏
p
(
1 +
1
p2
− 1
p3
− 1
p4
)
= 1.01389....
And according to Cohen, Diaz y Diaz and Olivier [12] the number
∆D4(4, X) with dihedral group is asymptotically equal to µX where
µ = 0.1046520224.... It is also known that abelian groups G of order
four occur rarely more precisely ∆G(4, X) = o(X). Thus when we order
by absolute value of the discriminant the probability that a quartic field
has a quadratic subfield is the positive number
µ
µ+ λ
= 0.09356....
The second result solves a problem due to Loher and Masser. In
[29] they give upper bounds for the number of α in a number field k
with H(1, θα) ≤ X for a fixed non-zero algebraic number θ and they
state: “It would be interesting to know if there are asymptotic formulae
like Schanuel’s for the cardinalities here, at least for fixed θ not in
k.” We have the following result which implies an affirmative answer
on Loher and Masser’s question. Let n be a natural number and let
θ be a non-zero algebraic number. Then as X tends to infinity the
number of (α0 : α1 : ... : αn) in Pn(k) with H(θα0, α1, ..., αn) ≤ X is
asymptotically equal to
g(θ, k, n)Xm(n+1).
The constant g(θ, k, n) can be explicitly given but has a rather complex
structure.
After all we briefly explain how Theorem 3.1 can be applied to
obtain the asymptotics for special types of non-linear varieties. For
example if a variety defined over a number field k is a disjoint union
of lines (also defined over k) we can easily estimate the counting func-
tions of these lines by Theorem 3.1 and then try to sum them to get
asymptotic estimates for the given variety. This idea can be found in
Heath-Brown’s articles [18] and [19] but see especially McKinnon [35]
for the approach with lines. McKinnon found the correct order of mag-
nitude for many algebraic varieties (see [35] Theorem 1.3) but he did
not provide the asymptotics. Some of them can be deduced from our
Theorem 3.1. For example, let r > 1 be a fixed natural number. Then
as X tends to infinity the number of points (x, y, z) on the hypersurface
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in A3(k) defined by
z = xyr
with H(1, x, y, z) ≤ X is asymptotically equal to
Sk(1)ζk,H(m(r + 1))X
2m.
Here m = [k : Q] and ζk,H(s) denotes the height zeta function defined
by
∑
α∈kH(1, α)
−s, which converges for s > 2m, thanks to Schanuel’s
Theorem. The asymptotics for this example are possibly already known
but with Theorem 3.1 we can also make an attempt to count points of
fixed degree. So suppose we have a variety which is a union of disjoint
linear subvarieties (of positive dimension and defined over k). Then
we can use Theorem 3.1 to estimate the number of primitive points
on each linear subvariety. Summing these estimates over the linear
subvarieties one can hope to get the asymptotics for primitive points
on the given variety. Due to the particular good dependence of the
error term in Theorem 3.1 with respect to the underlying field, one
can now try to sum the asymptotic estimates for primitive points over
all number fields of fixed degree. Indeed sometimes this summation
converges and one gets asymptotics for the number of points of fixed
degree and bounded height on a non-linear variety. To the best of
the author’s knowledge the following example is new. We consider the
affine subvariety of A2n+1(Q) given by the n equations
xn+2 − x1xrn+1 = 0
...
x2n+1 − xnxrn+1 = 0
where r > 1 is a natural number. If we suppose that n > 5e/2 + 5
then we can use Theorem 3.1 to prove: as X tends to infinity there are
asymptotically (∑
K
SK(n)ζK,H(e(nr + 1))
)
Xe(n+1)
points (x1, ..., x2n+1) on the above variety with [Q(x1, ..., x2n+1) : Q] = e
and H(1, x1, ..., x2n+1) ≤ X. Here the sum runs over all number fields
K of degree e.

CHAPTER 1
Counting lattice points
In this chapter we will prove an easy but important theorem, which
will be used in almost all of the following results. It estimates the
number of lattice points in a bounded subset of Rn. To get nontrivial
estimates it is necessary to ask for some additional conditions on the
set. Classically two different approaches are known; one is associated
with the name Lipschitz and the other one goes back to Davenport [10].
The chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce
the conditions on the set. Section 2 is devoted to the orthogonality
defect, which plays a crucial role in the study of lattices. Finally in the
third section we state and prove the main result.
1. Preliminaries
For a vector x in Rn we write |x| for the euclidean length of x.
Definition 1.1. Let S be a subset of Rn and let 0 ≤ k ≤ n. We
say S is in Lip(n, k,M,L) if there are M maps φ : [0, 1]n−k −→ Rn
satisfying a Lipschitz condition
|φ(x)− φ(y)| ≤ L|x− y|(1.1.1)
such that S is covered by the images of the φ’s. For k = n this is to be
interpreted simply as the finiteness of the set S.
We call L a Lipschitz constant for φ. If k = n thenM is interpreted
as an upper bound for the cardinality of S and any non-negative L is
allowed. By definition the empty set lies in Lip(n, k,M,L) for any pos-
itive integer n, any k in {0, 1, 2, ..., n} any M in {0, 1, 2, 3, ...} and any
non-negative L. However in our applications k will be 1 or 2.
The closed euclidean ball centered at z with radius r will be denoted
byBz(r). Let Λ be a lattice of rank n in Rn then we define the successive
minima λ1(Λ), ..., λn(Λ) of Λ as the successive minima in the sense of
Minkowski with respect to the unit ball. That is
λi = inf{λ; λB0(1) ∩ Λ contains i linear independent vectors}.
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By definition we have
0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λn <∞.(1.1.2)
Remark 1. Minkowski’s successive minima can be defined with re-
spect to any convex, symmetric, bounded subset of Rn, which contains
the origin in its interior.
Next we prove a simple but useful lemma. Let Λ be a lattice in Rn
with successive minima λ1, ..., λn.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose V is a subspace of Rn of dimension i− 1 ≥ 1
and contains i − 1 linearly independent elements v1, ..., vi−1 of Λ with
|vk| = λk for 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1. Then any v in Λ not in V satisfies
|v| ≥ λi.
Proof. Suppose v is in Λ but not in V . Then v1, ..., vi−1, v are linearly
independent. Hence one of these vectors has length at least λi. If
λi−1 < λi the claim follows at once since |v1| ≤ ... ≤ |vi−1| = λi−1.
Now let j in {1, ..., i} be minimal with λj = λi. If j = 1 then the result
is clear from the definition of λ1. If j > 1 then v1, ..., vj−1, v are linearly
independent and again we conclude one of these vectors has length at
least λj = λi. But v1, ..., vj−1 have length at most λj−1 < λi, so |v| ≥ λi
as claimed. 2
Lemma 1.2. Suppose n = dm and Λ = Λm0 for a lattice Λ0 in Rd.
Then the successive minima of Λ are given by
λ1(Λ0), ..., λ1(Λ0), λ2(Λ0), ..., λ2(Λ0), ..., λd(Λ0), ..., λd(Λ0)
where each minimum is repeated m times.
Proof. A typical minimum λi(Λ0) occurs above in the positions (i −
1)m+ 1, ..., im. Thus it suffices to verify
λim(Λ0
m) ≤ λi(Λ0) ≤ λ(i−1)m+1(Λ0m)(1.1.3)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. For the first inequality we note that there is a subspace Vi
in Rd of dimension i containing i linearly independent elements v1, ..., vi
of Λ0 with length λ1(Λ0), ..., λi(Λ0). Now V
m
i in Rdm of dimension im
contains im linearly independent elements of Λm0 like (v1, 0, ..., 0) also
with length at most λi(Λ0). The first inequality in (1.1.3) follows at
once.
For the second inequality note that any (i−1)m+1 independent points
w of Λm0 cannot all lie in V
m
i−1. So some w has the form w = (w1, ..., wm)
with some wj not in Vi−1. By the previous lemma we see that |w| ≥
|wj| ≥ λi(Λ0) and the second inequality is proved. 2
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2. Orthogonality defect
Given a lattice, we would like to choose a good basis of this lattice.
Intuitively one might say an orthogonal basis is good. Usually we will
not find an orthogonal basis but we may look for a basis as orthogonal
as possible. To quantify the deficiency from being orthogonal we de-
fine the orthogonality defect Ω of a set of linearly independent vectors
v1, ..., vn in Rn as
Ω(v1, ..., vn) =
|v1|...|vn|
detΛ
where Λ is the lattice generated by v1, ..., vn. The Theorem of Hadamard
tells us that this quantity is bounded below by 1 and is 1 if and only if
the system of vectors is orthogonal. From a geometrical point of view
this is obvious since the product of the length of the edges can not
exceed the volume of a parallelepiped. But how small can it get for a
fixed Λ? For this we define the orthogonality defect of the lattice Λ as
Ω(Λ) = inf
(v1,...,vn)
|v1|...|vn|
detΛ
where the infimum runs over all bases (v1, ..., vn) of Λ. Since Λ is
discrete the infimum will be attained. Due to its importance it is worth
to state Minkowski’s Theorem before we go on. Since we need only a
special case we do not give the full theorem (see [7] p.218 Theorem V).
Theorem 1.1 (Minkowski’s Second Theorem for balls). Let Λ be a
lattice in Rn with successive minima λ1, ..., λn. Then
2n
n!
det Λ ≤ λ1...λnVol B0(1) ≤ 2n detΛ
where Vol B0(1) =
pin/2
Γ(n/2+1)
.
Proof. See [7] p.205. 2
By Minkowski’s Second Theorem we obtain n linearly independent
vectors u1, ..., un in Λ, such that |u1|...|un|/ detΛ = λ1...λn/ detΛ is
bounded below and above in terms of n only. Unfortunately these
vectors usually fail to build a basis of the lattice but they can be used
to construct a reduced basis (see Lemma 1.3 below). However there are
several basis reduction algorithms: Minkowski, Mahler-Weyl, Korkine-
Zolotarev, LLL just to name a few. A common property is, that the
orthogonality defect of these reduced bases is bounded above in terms
of the rank only (see Lemma 1.3 below). Therefore we can define
Ω(n) = sup
Λ
Ω(Λ)
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where the supremum runs over all lattices of rank n.
Question 1. Is there an algorithm to compute Ω(n)?
Being more pragmatic one may ask for upper bounds on Ω(n). This
suffices for most applications. We use the Mahler-Weyl basis reduction
to prove the following bound:
Lemma 1.3. Let n > 1 be a natural number then
Ω(n) ≤ n
3
2
n
(2pi)
n
2
.
Proof. Let Λ be a lattice of rank n. By Theorem 1.1
λ1...λnVol B0(1) ≤ 2n detΛ.
It is known from the definition of the λi that there are linearly inde-
pendent vectors u1, ..., un, such that |ui| = λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Using
a lemma of Mahler and Weyl ([7] p.135 Lemma 8) we obtain a basis
v1, ..., vn of Λ satisfying
|vi| ≤ max{|ui|, 1
2
(|u1|+ ...+ |ui|)} ≤ max{1, i
2
}λi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since Γ(m+ 1) = m! and Γ(m+ 1/2) = (m− 1/2)(m−
3/2)(m−5/2)...(1/2)√pi for positive integers m, we see that Γ(n
2
+1) ≤
(n
2
)
n
2 provided n ≥ 2. Using also n! ≤ nn−1 this yields
Ω(Λ) ≤ |v1|...|vn|
detΛ
≤ nn!Γ(
n
2
+ 1)
pi
n
2
≤ n
3
2
n
(2pi)
n
2
and proves the statement. 2
Using the Korkine-Zolotarev algorithm instead of “Mahler andWeyl”
gives probably a better upper bound for Ω(n). On the other hand for
powers of lattices Λm0 we have Ω(Λ
m
0 ) = (Ω(Λ0))
m. The hexagonal lat-
tice generated by (1, 0), (1/2,
√
3/2) has orthogonality defect 2/
√
3 > 1.
So by restricting to powers of lattices we see that the growth of Ω(n)
is at least exponential. This lower bound gives rise to the following
question.
Question 2. Is the function
log Ω(n)
n
(1.2.1)
bounded above?
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3. Counting
What is the idea behind the approach using Lipschitz parameteri-
zation? A set F is called a fundamental domain of Λ if there is a basis
v1, ..., vn of Λ such that
F = [0, 1)v1 + ...+ [0, 1)vn.
Let Λ be a lattice in Rn and v1, ..., vn a basis of Λ with corresponding
fundamental domain F . For a set S in Rn write T = TS(F ) for the
number of translates by lattice points having non-empty intersection
with the boundary ∂S. The following inequality is well-known but
crucial. Therefore we state it as a lemma.
Lemma 1.4. Suppose S is measurable and bounded. Then
||Λ ∩ S| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ T.(1.3.1)
Proof. Clearly the translates Fv = F + v (v ∈ Λ) define a partition of
Rn. Moreover every Fv contains exactly one lattice point - namely v.
Denote by m = mS(F ) the number of translates of F by lattice points,
which have empty intersection with the complement of S. In particular
we have m ≤ |Λ ∩ S|. Now suppose v lies in S. So either Fv lies in S
or Fv contains a point of S and a point of its complement. But Fv is
convex and therefore connected. So if Fv contains a point of S and a
point of its complement then it contains a point of the boundary ∂S.
Hence |Λ ∩ S| ≤ m+ T.
Now detΛ is the volume of Fv. So the union of all translates Fv
lying in S has volume m detΛ. And the union of all translates having
non-empty intersection with S has volume at most (m+T) det Λ. Thus
we have proven the following inequalities:
m ≤ |Λ ∩ S|≤m+ T,
m detΛ ≤ Vol S ≤(m+ T) det Λ.
Hence
||Λ ∩ S| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ T.
2
The inequality above explains why the following proposition is cru-
cial for the subsequent counting results of this chapter.
Proposition 1.1 (Masser). Assume n > 1, let Λ ⊆ Rn be a lattice
and let λ1, ..., λn be the successive minima of Λ with respect to the
unit ball. Assume S is a bounded subset of Rn with boundary ∂S in
Lip(n, 1,M, L). Let v1, ..., vn be a basis of Λ with fundamental domain
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F and TS(F ) the number of translates Fv = F + v (v ∈ Λ), which have
non-empty intersection with ∂S. Then for any natural number Q we
have
TS(F ) ≤MQn−1
n∏
i=1
(
√
n− 1Ω(v1, ..., vn)L
λiQ
+ 2).
Proof. We certainly may assume that ∂S is not empty. Choose one
of the parameterizing maps φ and split I = [0, 1] in Q intervals of
length 1/Q. Then φ(In−1) splits in Qn−1 subsets φ(C) where C is a
hypercube in Rn−1 of side 1/Q. Due to the Lipschitz condition the
distance between any two points in φ(C) does not exceed
√
n−1L
Q
. Now
F is the fundamental domain corresponding to the given basis so F =
[0, 1)v1 + ... + [0, 1)vn. We have to count the v in Λ such that Fv
meets ∂S. Thus Fv meets one of the φ(C) say in a point x. Writing
v = r1v1 + ... + rnvn for r1, ..., rn in Z, we see that there are ϑ1, ..., ϑn
in [0, 1) such that
x = (r1 + ϑ1)v1 + ...+ (rn + ϑn)vn.
We now show that there are not too many other v′ in Λ such that Fv′
meets this same φ(C). Let x′ be in φ(C)∩Fv′ then we get corresponding
r′i, ϑ
′
i. To estimate the length of x− x′ write %i = ri+ ϑi− (r′i+ ϑ′i) for
the coefficient of the basis element vi. Hence
|%1v1 + ...+ %nvn| = |x− x′| ≤
√
n− 1L
Q
.(1.3.2)
After permuting the indices we may assume that |vi| ≤ |vi+1| and there-
fore |vi| ≥ λi. Now by Cramer’s rule and the definition of Ω(v1, ..., vn) =
Ω we get
|%i| =|det[v1...x− x
′...vn]
det[v1...vi...vn]
| = | det[v1...x− x
′...vn]|
|v1|...|vi|...|vn| Ω.
Now we apply Hadamard’s inequality to find the upper bound
|v1|...|x− x′|...|vn|
|v1|...|vn| Ω
=
|x− x′|
|vi| Ω.
Due to (1.3.2) the latter is
≤
√
n− 1ΩL
λiQ
.
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Notice that |ϑi − ϑ′i| < 1 therefore all the ri lie in an interval of length
√
n− 1ΩL
λiQ
+ 1.
So the number of (r1, ..., rn) is at most
n∏
i=1
([
√
n− 1ΩL
λiQ
] + 2),
provided there are at least two of them. However it is trivially true if
there is just one of them. On recalling that we have M parameterizing
maps and Qn−1 subsets φ(C) for each map we get the desired upper
bound for the number of translates having non-empty intersection with
the boundary of S. 2
The Proposition 1.1 leads to an explicit version of Lemma 2 [34].
Corollary 1.1. Let S be a bounded set in Rn such that the bound-
ary ∂S of S is in Lip(n, 1,M, L). Let Λ be a lattice in Rn. Then S is
measurable and moreover
||S ∩ Λ| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ 3nM(
√
nΩ(Λ)L
λ1
+ 1)n−1.(1.3.3)
Proof. For n = 1 the set S is a union of at most M intervals (or
single points) in which case the statement is trivial. So we may assume
n > 1. For the measurability we refer to [25] p.294 Satz 7. To prove
the second statement we choose a basis with minimal orthogonality
defect. Thanks to (1.3.1) it suffices to estimate T corresponding to
this basis. Using Proposition 1.1 we see that T is bounded above by
MQn−1(
√
n−1Ω(Λ)L
λ1Q
+ 2)n. Now let us choose Q = [
√
nΩ(Λ)L
λ1
] + 1. This
leads straightforwardly to
T ≤ 3nM(
√
nΩ(Λ)L
λ1
+ 1)n−1
and the theorem is proved. 2
Sometimes another choice of Q is more reasonable. However the
reader interested only in the theorems needed for the following chapters
may skip the next remark.
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Remark 2. Assume n > 1. If we estimate every λi by λ1 then we
obtain
T ≤MQn−1(
√
n− 1Ω(Λ)L
λ1Q
+ 2)n
=M(
√
n− 1Ω(Λ)L
λ1Q
+ 2)(
√
n− 1Ω(Λ)L
λ1
+ 2Q)n−1.
Now we choose Q = [ Ω(Λ)L
2
√
n−1λ1 ] + 1 and deduce
T ≤ 2nM( nΩ(Λ)L√
n− 1λ1
+ 2)n−1
≤ 2nnM( Ω(Λ)L√
n− 1λ1
+ 1)n−1.
So
||S ∩ Λ| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ 2nnM( Ω(Λ)L√
n− 1λ1
+ 1)n−1.(1.3.4)
This bound is sharper if for example Ω(Λ)L
λ1
≥ 2√n.
In some cases it is necessary to take into account not only the first
but also the other minima. Therefore the following more precise result
is often very useful and indeed it can be considered as the main result
of this chapter.
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ be a lattice in Rn with successive minima
(with respect to the unit ball) λ1, ..., λn. Let S be a bounded set in
Rn such that the boundary ∂S of S is in Lip(n, 1,M, L). Then S is
measurable and moreover
||S ∩ Λ| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ c0(n)M max
0≤i<n
Li
λ1...λi
.
For i = 0 the expression in the maximum is to be understood as 1.
Furthermore one can choose c0(n) = n
3n2/2.
Proof. For the measurability see Corollary 1.1. Since the case n = 1
is straightforward we assume n > 1. As in the proof of Corollary 1.1
it suffices to estimate T corresponding to a basis with minimal orthog-
onality defect. To simplify notation we write κ for
√
n− 1Ω(Λ). It is
convenient to distinguish two cases:
(1) L < λn :
We use Proposition 1.1 with Q = 1. We estimate the n-th term of the
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product by κ+ 2. So
T ≤M(κ+ 2)
n−1∏
i=1
(
κL
λi
+ 2) ≤M(κ+ 2)
n−1∏
i=1
(κ+ 2)(
L
λi
+ 1)
=M(κ+ 2)n
n−1∏
i=1
(
L
λi
+ 1).
Now we expand the remaining product and estimate each of the 2n−1
terms in the resulting sum by max0≤i<n L
i
λ1...λi
. Hence
T ≤M(κ+ 2)n2n−1 max
0≤i<n
Li
λ1...λi
.(1.3.5)
Next we use Lemma 1.3 and recall that n > 1 to estimate
κ+ 2 ≤
√
n− 1n3n/2
(2pi)n/2
+ 2 ≤ 1
2pi
n3n/2 +
1
4
n3n/2 <
1
2
n3n/2.
Hence
T ≤Mn3n2/2 max
0≤i<n
Li
λ1...λi
,
which proves the theorem in the first case.
(2) L ≥ λn :
Note that in particular L > 0. Here we choose Q = [ L
λn
]+1 and we get
T ≤ M
Q
n∏
i=1
(
κL
λi
+ 2Q) ≤ Mλn
L
n∏
i=1
(
(κ+ 2)L
λi
+ 2)
≤M(κ+ 4)n L
n−1
λ1...λn−1
≤M2n(κ+ 2)n L
n−1
λ1...λn−1
where this last L
n−1
λ1...λn−1
is now the maximum term in (1.3.5). We have
already seen that (for n > 1) κ+ 2 ≤ 2−1n3n/2 and so the result drops
out. 2
The following remark is not used in the sequel but it might be of
some independent interest.
Remark 3. For L ≥ λn−1 one can deduce by Theorem 1.1
||S ∩ Λ| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ c′0(n)M
Ln−1λn
detΛ
,
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where one can choose c′0(n) = (
√
pi
2
)n Γ(n+1)
Γ(n/2+1)
c0(n).
Theorem 1.2 can be considered as a version of Schmidt’s Theorem
1.3 (see below) with different and probably weaker conditions on the
set. Since we would like to compare these two theorems the exact state-
ment of Schmidt’s theorem is needed. This requires another definition
originally coming from p.347 in [49] (using compact instead of bounded
and measurable) and later defined in the following way in [17] p.14.
Definition 1.2. A subset S of Rn is called of narrow class s if
(a) S is bounded, measurable and intersects every line in at most s
intervals or single points.
(b) The same is true for any projection of S on any linear subspace of
Rn.
Theorem 1.3 (Schmidt). Let S be a set in Rn of narrow class s
and assume S ⊆ B0(R). Let Λ be a lattice in Rn. Then we have
||S ∩ Λ| − Vol S
detΛ
| ≤ c1(n, s) max
0≤i<n
Ri
λ1...λi
(1.3.6)
where one can choose c1(n, s) = (s+
2√
3
3nn)n.
Proof. See [17] p.15. 2
We will attempt a more detailed comparison in Appendix A.
CHAPTER 2
Some uniform upper bounds
This chapter is dedicated to some uniform upper bounds due to
Schmidt and Loher and Masser for the number of algebraic points of
bounded height in projective space either restricted to a fixed num-
ber field or of bounded degree. The bounds will depend only on the
dimension of the projective space and the bounds for the degree and
the height. Our own contribution in this chapter is modest and con-
sists of Theorem 2.4, which is a small improvement in a special case of
Schmidt’s upper bound. For our application coming in Chapter 4 only
the original bounds due to Schmidt, Loher and Masser are used. How-
ever a good reason to include Theorem 2.4 is that the proof involves
Lipschitz systems. Lipschitz systems are the origin of the more general
Arakelov-Lipschitz systems following in Chapter 3. Therefore the proof
of Theorem 2.4 can be considered as a first and simple example dealing
with Arakelov-Lipschitz systems.
1. Introduction and results
It was Evertse who first gave uniform upper bounds for the number
of elements α in a fixed number field K with absolute Weil height
H(1, α) not exceeding a parameter X. His bound c(d)X3d (d is the
degree of K) is uniform in two different senses. First it depends only
on the degree of K but not on the field structure of K itself. Moreover
it holds not only for the height but also for “shifted heights” more
precisely his bound holds for the number of α’s inK withH(1, θα) ≤ X
where θ is an arbitrary but fixed non-zero algebraic number. The need
for such a result came up in the final step in the proof of his famous
result on the unit-equation [15] Theorem 1, to bound the solutions with
small height. In [47] Lemma 8B p.29 Schmidt refined his arguments to
get the correct exponent 2d. Behind both of these theorems there is a
simple principle. We sketch the proof in the simplest case where θ = 1
andK has a real embedding σ but the attentive reader will easily adapt
the proof for arbitrary non-zero θ. For each place v we denote byKv the
completion of K at v. Let X ≥ 1 be a real and suppose α1, ..., αN are
pairwise distinct numbers inK with absolute Weil height not exceeding
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X. Due to H(1, α)d ≥ |σ(α)| the real numbers σ(α1), ..., σ(αN) lie in
an interval of length 2Xd and so we get by the Box Principle (after
changing indices)
|σ(α1)− σ(α2)| ≤ 2Xd/N.
Now we may suppose w corresponds to the real embedding σ. We apply
the product formula to find
1 =
∏
v
|α1 − α2|vdv = |α1 − α2|wdw
∏
v 6=w
|α1 − α2|vdv
≤ |α1 − α2|wdw
∏
v
max{1, |α1 − α2|v}dv
= |σ(α1)− σ(α2)|H(1, α1 − α2)d
Now H(1, α+β) ≤ 2H(1, α)H(1, β) holds for any α, β in K. Hence we
have the following estimate
1 ≤ |σ(α1)− σ(α2)|2dX2d ≤ 2d+1X
3d
N
so N ≤ 2d+1X3d.
Here the constant c(d) = 2d+1 is exponential in d and this was the
case in Evertse’s as well as Schmidt’s result. However for X = 1 we are
counting roots of unity in K and it is clear that the number N of these
satisfies φ(N) ≤ d for Euler’s totient function φ, leading to an upper
bound for N that is polynomial in d. Therefore the above estimates
seem to be inadequate for small height. Already in 1989 Masser stated
(without proof) that there is a positive effective absolute constant C
such that for X ≤ exp{1/Cd} one has not more than Cd log d numbers
in K with height not exceeding X. A more refined version of the idea
above is needed to eliminate the exponential dependence on d. Recently
Masser and Loher ([29] Theorem 1) proved
Theorem 2.1 (Loher, Masser). Let θ 6= 0 be in Q, let K be a
number field of degree d, and let X ≥ 0 be real. If d ≥ 2 there are at
most 68(d log d)X2d elements α in K with H(1, θα) ≤ X; further if θ
is in K this can be improved to 31(d log d)X2d. If d = 1 the expression
68(d log d) can be replaced by 17.
Loher and Masser ([29] Theorem 4) gave also new bounds for vec-
tors. Write ZH(K
n, X) for the number of elements (α1, ..., αn) in K
n
with H(1, α1, ..., αn) ≤ X.
Theorem 2.2 (Loher, Masser). Let K be a number field of degree
d ≥ 2, let n ≥ 1 and let X ≥ 0 be real. Then one has ZH(Kn, X) ≤
(1088d log d)nX(n+1)d.
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Up to now we fixed the number field. Now we focus on the case of
fixed degree only. Let k be a number field and fix an algebraic closure
k of k. Let P = (α0 : ... : αn) be a point in Pn(k). By adjoining
all the ratios αi/αj (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, αj 6= 0) to k, we get an extension
k(P ) = k(..., αi/αj, ...). For natural numbers e, n we define the subset
Pn(k; e) of Pn(k) as the set of points P with [k(P ) : k] = e. The
corresponding counting function ZH(Pn(k; e), X) denotes the number
of points in Pn(k; e) with H(P ) ≤ X. As far as we know Schmidt
[48] was the first giving upper and lower bounds for the number of
projective points of bounded height and fixed degree over an arbitrary
but fixed number field k.
Theorem 2.3 (Schmidt). Let k be a number field of degree m.
Then
ZH(Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c2(k, e, n)Xme(n+e),(2.1.1)
ZH(Pn(k; e), X) ≥ c3(k, e, n)Xme(n+1) when X ≥ X3(k, e, n),(2.1.2)
ZH(Pn(k; e), X) ≥ c4(k, e, n)Xme(e+1) when X ≥ X4(k, e).(2.1.3)
The constants c2, c3, c4 are positive. In particular, we may take
c2(k, e, n) = 2
me(e+n+3)+e2+n2+10e+10n.
Following the strategy of Masser and Vaaler in [34] Theorem 2.2
provides a slight improvement on the dependence on m in Schmidt’s
upper bound for n = 1.
Theorem 2.4. Let k be a number field of degree m over Q and
X ≥ 0 a real. Then
ZH(P1(k; e), X) ≤
{
2e(1088m logm)e2me(e+1)Xme(e+1) if m > 1
e3e+1 · 2e(e+1)Xe(e+1) if m = 1 .
As above, the case X = 1 counts roots of unity of degree e over
k. It was noted in [32] that the number of roots of unity of degree at
most d is asymptotically 315ζ(3)
4pi4
d2 as d tends to infinity. So certainly
ZH(P1(k; e), 1) is of order at most d2 = e2m2. Taking m = 1 shows
that the exponent 2 of e here is best possible; however the exponent
2 of m can be lowered to 1 +  for any  > 0. Taking e = 1 shows
that no further improvement is possible. So for X = 1 the exponen-
tial dependence on m and e can be removed. For X > 1 we get a
hint if we look at the asymptotics. According to Theorem [34] they
are eVR(e)
rkVC(e)
skSk(e)X
me(e+1) for certain constants VR(e), VC(e) de-
pending only on e and non-negative integers rk, sk with rk + 2sk = m.
By Corollary 4.1 of [29] one has Sk(e) ≤ (1088m logm)e (provided
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m > 1) and it turns out that VR(e), VC(e) ≤ 1. In fact these num-
bers tend to zero if e gets large. So one might hope to remove the
exponential dependence on m in the factor 2me(e+1) of Theorem 2.4
entirely.
2. Lipschitz heights
Here we recall the definition of Lipschitz systems and their cor-
responding heights introduced by Masser and Vaaler [34] in order to
prove counting results for the numbers of fixed degree and bounded
height. We briefly describe their strategy; this will also motivate the
more general definitions of Lipschitz systems that we will provide in
Chapter 3.
An algebraic number α is of degree e over the rationals if and only
if it is a zero of a non-zero polynomial f of degree e irreducible over
the rationals with integer coefficients. If we fix an α of degree e all
these corresponding polynomials are proportional and the zeros are
pairwise distinct. Now H(1, α)e is simply the Mahler-measure of f
divided by the greatest common factor of the coefficients. But what
is this Mahler-measure M? Let f be any polynomial in C[x]. If f is
constant thenM(f) = |f |. If f is not constant we may factor f over
C so f = z0(x− α1)(x− α2)...(x− αe). And now
M(f) = |z0|
e∏
i=1
max{1, |αi|}.
We define a modified height on Qe+1
HN (z) =M(z0xe + ...+ ze)
∏
v-∞
max{|z0|v, ..., |ze|v}dv .
Here v runs over all finite places in MQ. Due to the product formula
this defines a height on Pe(Q). Clearly
HN (z) =M(z0xe + ...+ ze) gcd{z0, ..., ze}−1
for integer coordinates z0, ..., ze. So the number of α’s of degree e over
Q and H(1, α) ≤ X is nothing but e times the number of projective
points P = (z0 : ... : ze) in Pe(Q) where z0 6= 0, f = (z0xe + ...+ ze)/z0
is irreducible over the rationals and HN (P ) ≤ Xe. So one just has to
count projective points in Pe(Q) corresponding to irreducible polyno-
mials with first coordinate non-zero and with modified height not larger
than Xe. The points coming from reducible polynomials or with first
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coordinate zero cause no trouble since their number is of smaller mag-
nitude and so one just has to adapt Schanuel’s proof for the new height.
We now define the more general settings following almost literally
section 2 in [34]. Let n be a natural number and let N be a continuous
function from Rn+1 or Cn+1 to [0,∞) with
(i) N(z) = 0 if and only if z = 0,
(ii) N(ωz) = |ω|N(z) for all ω in R or C,
(iii) the set {z;N(z) = 1} in Rn+1 or Cn+1 = R2n+2 is in Lip(n+ 1, 1,M, L)
or in Lip(2n+ 2, 1,M, L) for some M and L.
As in [34] we call N a Lipschitz distance function (of dimension n). A
standard example is given by
N(z) = max{|z0|, |z1|, ..., |zn|}.(2.2.1)
The set defined in (iii) is the boundary of the set B = {z;N(z) < 1}
and therefore B is a bounded symmetric open star-body in Rn+1 or
Cn+1 respectively (see [34] p.6). This implies B has a finite volume VN
(see [7], Chapter IV, Section 2). Since B is bounded open and contains
the origin we see by (ii) that all N are equivalent in the following sense:
For each N there are positive constants cN , C
′
N such that
cN max{|z0|, |z1|, ..., |zn|} ≤ N(z) ≤ C ′N max{|z0|, |z1|..., |zn|}.(2.2.2)
for all z in Rn+1 or Cn+1 (see also Subsection 1.2 Chapter 3). Next
let r, s be non-negative integers not both zero and let N be a system
of r + s Lipschitz-distance functions, one for each of the factors in
the product Rr × Cs. Masser and Vaaler call such a system an (r, s)-
Lipschitz system (of dimension n). The volume VN is defined as the
product of the r + s volumes VN . Now we can consider number fields.
Let K be a number field with r real embeddings and s pairs of
complex conjugate embeddings. Thus an (r, s)-Lipschitz system (of
dimension n) gives a system of Lipschitz distance functions Nv onK
n+1
v
for each infinite place v. For the finite places Masser and Vaaler choose
Nv(z) = max{|z0|v, |z1|v, ..., |zn|v}.(2.2.3)
They proceed by defining a height HN on Kn+1 by
HN (α)d =
∏
v
Nv(σv(α))
dv(2.2.4)
taken over all places v, where σv denotes the canonical embedding of
K in Kv extended componentwise to K
n+1, d = [K : Q] and dv = [Kv :
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Qv] denote the global and local degree. For any β in K∗ we have the
product formula ∏
v
|σv(β)|dvv = 1.(2.2.5)
Combined with (ii) it implies that (2.2.4) defines a height on Pn(K).
We call HN a Lipschitz height. To measure how much HN differs from
the absolute Weil height we use the estimate (2.2.2) for each factor
Nv(·) and obtain
C−1N H(α) ≤ HN (α) ≤ C ′NH(α)(2.2.6)
where
CN = max
v
c−1Nv(2.2.7)
C ′N = max
v
C ′Nv .
Here v runs over all infinite places. For our purpose only CN is impor-
tant and we can forget C ′N .
3. A general upper bound
Recall that K is a number field of degree d. Suppose we have a
function F : Pn(K) −→ [0,∞) and a positive constant C such that
F(P ) ≥ C−1H(P ) for all P in Pn(K). Let ZF(Pn(K), X) be the func-
tion that counts the points P in Pn(K) with F(P ) ≤ X. The following
corollary is almost an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.1. Let X ≥ 0 be real then
ZF(Pn(K), X) ≤
{
2(1088d log d)n(CX)d(n+1) if d > 1
3n+1(CX)n+1 if d = 1
.
Proof. By hypothesis F(P ) ≥ C−1H(P ) we have
ZF(Pn(K), X) ≤ ZH(Pn(K), CX).(2.3.1)
Now every projective point (α0 : α1 : ... : αn) has αn−i 6= 0 for some
unique maximal i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. It follows that
ZH(Pn(K), CX) =
n∑
i=0
ZH(K
i, CX)
where we interpret K0 as {1}. For d > 1 we can apply Theorem 2.2 to
estimate the right-hand side. In this way we derive the following upper
bound
ZF(Pn(K), X) ≤ 1 +
n∑
i=1
(1088d log d)i(CX)d(i+1) ≤ (CX)d
n∑
i=0
Y i
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with Y = (1088d log d)(CX)d. Since H(P ) ≥ 1 we see by (2.3.1) that
ZF(Pn(K), X) = 0 if CX < 1. Therefore we may assume CX ≥ 1.
Since d ≥ 2 we have Y ≥ 2 and so
n∑
i=0
Y i = Y n
n−1∑
i=0
Y −(n−i) < 2Y n.
Hence we have found the upper bound 2(1088d log d)n(CX)d(n+1). The
excluded case K = Q is trivial since the number of non-zero lattice
points of Zn+1 in the set defined by −CX ≤ xi ≤ CX (0 ≤ i ≤ n)
is certainly an upper bound for ZH(Pn(Q), CX). On the other hand
the number of such lattice points is (2[CX] + 1)n+1− 1 which does not
exceed (3CX)n+1. Appealing to inequality (2.3.1) proves the claim for
d = 1. 2
4. Proof of Theorem 2.4
Every α of degree e over k is a zero of a monic polynomial irreducible
over k with coefficients in k. We choose a height on Pe(k) as in Section 2
of this chapter but now for the more general case with arbitrary number
field k and we will see in a moment that it is indeed a Lipschitz height.
Let r be the number of real and s the number of complex conjugate
pairs of embeddings of k. For each of the factors in Rr ×Cs we choose
N(z) =M(z0xe + z1xe−1 + ...+ ze).
We can choose cN = 2
−e (see [22] Lemma 2.2 p.56 or [44] Corollary 11
(38), p.248) and so CN becomes
CN = 2e.(2.4.1)
Masser and Vaaler [34] proved that this defines an (r, s)-Lipschitz sys-
tem N . Moreover their equation (2.15) tells us that
H(1, α)e = HN (z)(2.4.2)
provided α is of degree e over k and f = z0x
e + ... + ze is a non-zero
polynomial of degree e with coefficients in k and vanishing in α. Hence
e times the number of projective points in Pe(k) with HN not larger
than Xe is an upper bound for the number of α’s in question. Thus
Corollary 2.1 with F = HN , C = CN = 2e, K = k, d = m, n = e
and X replaced by Xe applies and we find exactly the desired upper
bound.

CHAPTER 3
Counting over a fixed number field
In the first section we define a generalization of the Lipschitz sys-
tems of the previous chapter. This gives rise to a new height defined
on Pn(K). In the second section we state Theorem 3.1, which is the
main result of this chapter, and we deduce two corollaries. The last
section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
1. Arakelov-Lipschitz systems I
1.1. Motivation. In the last chapter we introduced Masser and
Vaaler’s Lipschitz systems. They led us to a quite general class of
heights useful to prove counting results for points in Pn(K) but also
for the number of algebraic numbers of fixed degree. Now we consider
a simple example where a similar strategy works. Let V in K3 be
the vector space defined by the equation 2x + 3y − z = 0. How many
solutions (x, y, z) with height bounded above by X are there? We iden-
tify proportional solutions so that we have to count projective points
P = (x : y : z) were z = 2x + 3y with H(P ) ≤ X or what is the same
count the number of (x : y) in P2(K) with HN ((x : y)) ≤ X. Here
HN ((x : y)) =
∏
v
max{|x|v, |y|v, |2x+ 3y|v}dv/d
where d = [K : Q], dv = [Kv : Qv]. Due to the ultrametric inequality
we have
HN ((x : y)) =
∏
v|∞
max{|x|v, |y|v, |2x+ 3y|v}dv/d
∏
v-∞
max{|x|v, |y|v}dv/d.
Now it is easy to see that HN defines a Lipschitz height in the sense
of Masser and Vaaler and hence their Proposition answers the ques-
tion. But what happens for the equation 2x + 3y + 5z = 0? Here
max{|x|v, |y|v, |2x/5 + 3y/5|v} = max{|x|v, |y|v} fails not only for the
archimedean valuations but also for those lying above the prime 5.
Hence we must be prepared to allow modifications on the max-norm
not only at the infinite places but also at a finite number of finite places.
We now switch to the general setting.
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1.2. Arakelov-Lipschitz systems on a number field. Let K
be a number field of degree d with r real embeddings and s pairs of
complex conjugate embeddings. Recall that we identify MK with the
set of places of K. For a non-zero fractional ideal A of K we abbreviate
the norm NK/Q(A) to NA, which we consider as a rational number (not
as an ideal) if not specified otherwise.
For every place v we fix a completion Kv of K at v. There is a value
set
Γv = {|α|v;α ∈ Kv}.
It is [0,∞) for v archimedean and
{0, (Npv)0, (Npv)±1/dv , (Npv)±2/dv , ...}
otherwise where [Kv : Qv] = dv denotes the local degree and Qv is a
completion with respect to the place which extends to v. For brevity
we use v | ∞ if v is archimedean and v - ∞ otherwise. For v | ∞
we identify Kv with R or C respectively and we identify C with R2
via ξ −→ (<(ξ),=(ξ)) where we used < for the real and = for the
imaginary part of a complex number.
As usual n,M will always stand for a natural number. But L will
denote a non-negative real number.
Definition 3.1 (Arakelov-Lipschitz system). An Arakelov-Lipschitz
system (ALS) NK or simply N on K (of dimension n) is a set of con-
tinuous maps
Nv : K
n+1
v → Γv v ∈MK(3.1.1)
such that
(i) Nv(z) = 0 if and only if z = 0,
(ii) Nv(ωz) = |ω|vNv(z) for all ω in Kv and all z in Kn+1v ,
(iii)
{ {z;Nv(z) = 1} is in Lip(dv(n+ 1), 1,M, L) for some M,L : v | ∞
Nv(z1 + z2) ≤ max{Nv(z1), Nv(z2)} for all z1, z2 in Kn+1v : v -∞ .
Moreover we assume that only a finite number of the functions Nv(·)
are different from
Nv(z) = max{|z0|v, ..., |zn|v}.(3.1.2)
If we consider only the functions Nv for v|∞ then we get an (r, s)-
Lipschitz system (of dimension n) in the sense of Masser and Vaaler
[34]. If (iii) holds for someM =MN , L = LN for every v | ∞, then we
will say that N is a ALS with associated constants MN , LN . For v|∞
we call Nv as in Chapter 2 a Lipschitz distance function (of dimension
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n). We have already seen in Chapter 2 that the set defined in (iii) is
the boundary of the set Bv = {z;Nv(z) < 1} and that therefore Bv is
a bounded symmetric open star-body in Rn+1 or Cn+1. In particular
Bv has a finite volume Vv.
Let us consider the system where Nv is as in (3.1.2) for all places
v. If v is an infinite place then Bv is a cube for dv = 1 and the
complex analogue if dv = 2. Their boundaries are clearly in Lip(dv(n+
1), 1,M, L) most naturally with M = 2n+2 maps and L = 2 if dv = 1
and with M = n + 1 maps and for example L = 2pi
√
2n+ 1 if dv =
2. This system is somehow the standard example for an Arakelov-
Lipschitz system.
1.3. Preliminaries. For any v ∈MK there is cv in the value group
Γ∗v = Γv\{0} with
Nv(z) ≥ cvmax{|z0|v, ..., |zn|v}(3.1.3)
for all z = (z0, ..., zn) in K
n+1
v . For if v is archimedean then Bv is
bounded open and contains the origin. Since Γ∗v contains arbitrary
small positive numbers the claim follows by (ii). Now for v non-
archimedean Nv and max{|z0|v, ..., |zn|v} define norms on the vector
space Kn+1v over the complete field Kv. But on a finite dimensional
vector space over a complete field all norms are equivalent ([5] Corol-
lary 5. p.93) hence (3.1.3) remains true for a suitable choice of cv.
So let N be an ALS on K of dimension n. For every v inMK let cv
be an element of Γ∗v, such that cv ≤ 1 and (3.1.3) holds. Due to (3.1.2)
we can assume that cv 6= 1 only for a finite number of v′s. Define
CfinN =
∏
v
c
− dv
d
v ≥ 1(3.1.4)
where the product runs over all finite v. Next for the infinite part we
define
CinfN = maxv
{c−1v } ≥ 1(3.1.5)
where now v runs over all infinite v.
Multiplying the finite and the infinite part gives rise to another
constant
CN = C
fin
N C
inf
N .(3.1.6)
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It will turn out that besides MN and LN this is another important
quantity for an ALS. So we say that N is an ALS with associated
constants CN ,MN , LN .
Remark 4. Let v be an infinite place. Suppose Nv : K
n+1
v −→
[0,∞) defines a norm, so that Nv(z1 + z2) ≤ Nv(z1) + Nv(z2). Then
Bv is convex and (3.1.3) combined with (3.1.4), (3.1.5) and (3.1.6)
shows that Bv lies in B0(CN
√
n+ 1). From Theorem A.1 in Appendix
A it follows immediately that ∂Bv lies in Lip(dv(n + 1), 1, 1, 8dv
2(n +
1)5/2CN ).
We denote by σ1, ..., σd the embeddings from K to R or C respec-
tively, ordered such that σr+s+i = σr+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We write
σ : K −→ Rr × Cs(3.1.7)
σ(α) = (σ1(α), ..., σr+s(α)).(3.1.8)
Sometimes it will be more readable to omit the brackets and simply
write σα. We identify C in the usual way with R2 and extend σ com-
ponentwise to get a map
σ : Kn+1 −→ RD(3.1.9)
where D = d(n+ 1). On RD we use | · | for the usual euclidean norm.
Let σv be the canonical embedding of K in Kv again extended compo-
nentwise on Kn+1.
Definition 3.2. Let D 6= 0 be a fractional ideal in K and N an
ALS of dimension n. We define
ΛN (D) = {σ(α);α ∈ Kn+1, Nv(σvα) ≤ |D|v for all finite v}(3.1.10)
where |D|v = Np−
ordpvD
dv
v .
It is easy to see that ΛN (D) is a additive subgroup of RD (the origin
lies in ΛN (D), thanks to (iii) the set is closed under addition and by
| − 1|v = 1 and (ii) we get an additive inverse for every element).
Now assume B ≥ 1 and |σ(α)| ≤ B; then (3.1.3) implies H(α)d ≤
(BCfinN )
dND−1 and by Northcott’s Theorem we deduce that ΛN (D) is
discrete. Hence it is a lattice.
Notice that for ε in K∗ one has
det ΛN ((ε)D) = |NK/Q(ε)|n+1 detΛN (D).(3.1.11)
Therefore
∆N (D) = detΛN (D)
NDn+1
(3.1.12)
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is independent of the choice of the representative D but depends only
on the ideal class D of D. Let Cl be the set of ideal classes. We define
V finN = 2
−s(n+1)|∆K |n+12 h−1K
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1(3.1.13)
for the finite part. By s we denote the number of pairs of complex
conjugate embeddings of K, hK stands for the class number of K and
∆K is the discriminant of K. The infinite part is defined by
V infN =
∏
v|∞
Vv.
By virtue of (3.1.3) we observe that
V infN =
∏
v|∞
Vv ≤
∏
v|∞
(2CinfN )
dv(n+1) = (2CinfN )
d(n+1).(3.1.14)
We multiply the finite and the infinite part to get a global volume
VN = V
inf
N V
fin
N .(3.1.15)
1.4. Arakelov-Lipschitz heights on a number field. In Sub-
section 1.2 we gave a slightly more general version of Masser and
Vaaler’s Lipschitz systems, which they used in [34] to define a class
of heights. We proceed as in their article to obtain a generalization of
these heights. So let N be an ALS on K of dimension n. Then the
height HN on Kn+1 is defined by
HN (α) =
∏
v
Nv(σv(α))
dv
d
where the product is taken over all v ∈ MK . The product over the
archimedean absolute values will be denoted by H infN (·) and the one
over the non-archimedean absolute values by HfinN (·). The product
formula (2.2.5) together with (ii) implies that HN is well-defined on
Pn(K).
Remark 5. Multiplying (3.1.3) over all places with suitable multi-
plicities yields
HN (α) ≥ C−1N H(α).(3.1.16)
Thanks to Northcott’s Theorem it follows that {P ∈ Pn(K);HN (P ) ≤
X} is a finite set for each X in [0,∞).
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2. Introduction and results
We will investigate the set
Pn(K/k) = {P ∈ Pn(K); k(P ) = K}
and its counting function
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) = |{P ∈ Pn(K/k);HN (P ) ≤ X}|.
In [39] Roy and Thunder introduced the quantity
δ(K) = inf
α
{H(1, α);K = Q(α)}.
We generalize this definition for extensions K/k of number fields k,K
δ(K/k) = inf
α
{H(1, α);K = k(α)}.
The reader may wonder why we use the Weil height H and not HN
but for our purpose the choice of the height is not significant as long
as one has (3.1.16) with some CN . Writing [K : k] = e we define the
integer
gmax = gmax(K/k) = sup
K0
{[K0 : k]; k ⊆ K0 ( K} ≤ e
2
if k 6= K, and we define
gmax = gmax(K/k) = 1
if k = K. Note that 1 ≤ gmax ≤ max{1, e/2}. Finally writem = [k : Q]
and
µ = m(e− gmax)(n+ 1)− 1.
Recall the definition of the Schanuel constant
SK(n) =
hKRK
wKζK(n+ 1)
(
2rK (2pi)sK√|∆K | )n+1(n+ 1)rK+sK−1.(3.2.1)
Here hK is the class number, RK the regulator, wK the number of
roots of unity in K, ζK the Dedekind zeta-function of K, ∆K the
discriminant, rK is the number of real embeddings of K and sK is
the number of pairs of distinct complex conjugate embeddings of K.
For non-negative real functions f(X), g(X), h(X) we say that f(X) =
g(X) + O(h(X)) as X > X0 tends to infinity if there is a constant
C0 (independent of X) such that |f(X) − g(X)| ≤ C0h(X) for each
X > X0. The main result of this chapter is Theorem 3.1 below. But
first we give an important consequence.
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Corollary 3.1. Let k,K be number fields with k ⊆ K and [K :
k] = e, [k : Q] = m, [K : Q] = d. Let N be an Arakelov-Lipschitz
system of dimension n on K with associated constants CN , LN ,MN
and write
AN =MdN (CN (LN + 1))
d(n+1)−1.(3.2.2)
Then as X > 0 tends to infinity we have
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) =2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNSK(n)Xd(n+1)
+O(ANRKhKδ(K/k)−µXd(n+1)−1L)
where
L = logmax{2, 2CNX} if (n, d) = (1, 1) and L = 1 otherwise
and the implied constant in O depends only on n and d.
Now with k = K the above corollary leads to a version of the Propo-
sition in [34] with explicit error term regarding the field K. In particu-
lar we get Schanuel’s Theorem with an explicit error term with respect
to the field. A more precise version can be obtained by counting prim-
itive points (over Q) for all subfields of K (see Corollary 3.2 below).
However the main purpose of Corollary 3.1 is to improve Schmidt’s
upper bound (2.1.1) in Theorem 2.3 from Chapter 2 when n and X
are large. To prove the asymptotics in the Main Theorem of Chapter
4 we need a more precise theorem using a slightly more sophisticated
quantity than δ(K/k).
First for fields k,K with k ⊆ K and [K : k] = e define the set
G(K/k) = {g; there is a field K0 with k ⊆ K0 ( K and [K0 : k] = g}
if k 6= K, and define
G(K/k) = {1}
if k = K. Then for an integer g ∈ G(K/k) define
δg(K/k) = inf
α,β
{H(1, α, β); k(α, β) = K, [k(α) : k] = g} ≥ 1(3.2.3)
and
µg = m(e− g)(n+ 1)− 1.(3.2.4)
Note that δ1(K/k) = δ(K/k). Furthermore gmax and µ in Corollary 3.1
are simply the maximal g and the minimal µg
gmax = max
g∈G
g, µ = min
g∈G
µg.
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Theorem 3.1. Let k,K be number fields with k ⊆ K and [K : k] =
e, [k : Q] = m, [K : Q] = d. Let N be an Arakelov-Lipschitz system of
dimension n on K with associated constants CN , LN ,MN . Write
AN =MdN (CN (LN + 1))
d(n+1)−1(3.2.5)
and
B = ANRKhK
∑
g∈G(K/k)
δg(K/k)
−µg .
Then as X > 0 tends to infinity we have
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) = 2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNSK(n)Xd(n+1) +O(BXd(n+1)−1L),
where
L = logmax{2, 2CNX} if (n, d) = (1, 1) and L = 1 otherwise
and the implied constant in O depends only on n and d.
To see that Theorem 3.1 implies Corollary 3.1 we need the following
well-known argument. Since it will be frequently used in the sequel we
are not ashamed to give a proof here.
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and L a finite
extension of relative degree e generated by α1, ..., αt. Then there are
integers 0 ≤ m1, ...,mt < e such that F (α) = L for α =
∑t
j=1mjαj.
Moreover we may assume at most log2(e) of the mj are non-zero.
Proof. It is well-known and easily seen (e.g. by induction on r) that
for a polynomial P (X1, ..., Xr) ∈ F [X1, ..., Xr] not identically zero with
total degree p we can find integers m1, ...,mr among 0, ..., p such that
P (m1, ...,mr) 6= 0. Now the case e = 1 is trivial and moreover when
e ≥ 2 we may choose elements, say α1, ..., αr, among α1, ..., αt with
F ( F (α1) ( F (α1, α2) ( ... ( F (α1, ..., αr) = L.(3.2.6)
Thus r ≤ log2 e. Denote the conjugates of αj over F by α(i)j for 1 ≤
i ≤ e. We consider the polynomial
P (X1, ..., Xr) =
e∏
i=2
(
r∑
j=1
(α
(1)
j − α(i)j )Xj).(3.2.7)
Since L = F (α1, ..., αr) none of the factors
∑r
j=1(α
(1)
j −α(i)j )Xj are zero
and so P is not identically zero and of total degree e − 1. Using the
observation of the beginning we get integersm1, ...,mr with 0 ≤ mj < e
such that P (m1, ...,mr) 6= 0. But this implies α =
∑r
j=1mjαj generates
L over F . 2
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Now let us prove that Theorem 3.1 implies Corollary 3.1. We have
to show that the error term in the former is bounded above by the error
term in the latter. If K = k then δ = δ(K/k) = 1, while G(K/k) = {1}
and δ1(K/k) = 1, µ1 = −1. So we are done. If K 6= k then each g
in G(K/k) satisfies g ≤ gmax and so µg ≥ µ. Thus we have to com-
pare δg = δg(K/k) with δ. Let α1, α2 be any numbers in K such that
k(α1, α2) = K. By the previous lemma we deduce that there are ratio-
nal integers 0 ≤ m1,m2 < e such that ξ = m1α1 +m2α2 is primitive,
so K = k(ξ). Hence δ(K/k) ≤ H(1, ξ). On the other hand an easy cal-
culation shows H(1, ξ) ≤ 2H(1,m1,m2)H(1, α1, α2) ≤ 2eH(1, α1, α2).
Hence δ ≤ 2eδg for all g in G(K/k). This suffices to deduce Corollary
3.1 from Theorem 3.1.
As mentioned after Corollary 3.1 we may obtain a version of Propo-
sition in [34] with a good error term regarding the field K by using
ZN (Pn(K), X) =
∑
Q⊆K0⊆K
ZN (Pn(K0/Q), X).
The terms with K0 = K are dealt with by Corollary 3.1 and those
with K0 6= K by Corollary 2.1 with F = HN , C = CN and [K0 :
Q] ≤ gmax(K/Q). It is well-known that the number of subfields of
K is bounded only in terms of d = [K : Q] (for example counting
subsets of the group of the galois closure gives 2d! and realizing that
an intermediate group of two groups H ⊆ G is a union of cosets of H
gives even 2d). This leads immediately to
Corollary 3.2. Let K be a number field of degree d. Let N be an
Arakelov-Lipschitz system of dimension n on K with associated con-
stants CN , LN ,MN . Then as X > 0 tends to infinity we have
ZN (Pn(K), X) =2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNSK(n)Xd(n+1)
+O(ANRKhKδ(K/Q)−(d−gmax(K/Q))(n+1)+1Xd(n+1)−1L)
+O((CNX)gmax(K/Q)(n+1))
where the constants in O depend only on n, d and AN ,L are defined
in Theorem 3.1. Moreover for K = Q the second error term can be
omitted.
3. Proof of Theorem 3.1
Here all constants involved in  or  depend only on n, d (so
are independent of K, k and N ). The constants CN ,MN , LN will be
abbreviated to C,M,L. Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.9 have much in com-
mon with Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 respectively of [34]. To minimize
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confusion we tried to use the original notations whenever possible. So
let q = r+s−1, Σ the hyperplane in Rq+1 defined by x1+ ...+xq+1 = 0
and δ = (d1, ..., dq+1) with di = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and di = 2 for r + 1 ≤
i ≤ r + s = q + 1. The map l(η) = (d1 log |σ1(η)|, ..., dq+1 log |σq+1(η)|)
sends K∗ to Rq+1. The image of the unit group U = O∗K under l is a
lattice in Σ with determinant
√
q + 1RK (for q = 0 we consider 0 as a
lattice in 0).
Let F be a bounded set in Σ and for real, positive T let F (T ) be
the vector sum
F (T ) = F + δ(−∞, log T ].(3.3.1)
We denote by exp the diagonal exponential map from Rq+1 to [0,∞)q+1.
We have r + s Lipschitz distance functions N1, ..., Nq+1 one for each
factor of Rr×Cs. We use variables z1, ..., zq+1 with zi in Rdi(n+1). Now
we define SF (T ) in RD for D =
∑q+1
i=1 di(n+1) = d(n+1) as the set of
all z1, ..., zq+1 such that
(N1(z1)
d1 , ..., Nq+1(zq+1)
dq+1) ∈ expF (T ).(3.3.2)
3.1. The boundary of SF (1) is Lipschitz parameterizable.
The archimedean condition (iii) in Subsection 1.2 was introduced by
Masser and Vaaler to ensure that the set SF (T ) has Lipschitz param-
eterizable boundary of codimension one. The latter is shown in [34]
Lemma 3. To see the dependence on F,L,M for the Lipschitz con-
stant corresponding to ∂SF (T ), we need an explicit (up to dependence
on n, d) version of this Lemma 3. We worked out a completely explicit
lemma to the cost that the proof gets a bit tedious. Notice that for
q = 0 the boundary of SF (1) is nothing but the set defined in (iii)
Subsection 1.2 (for v|∞) and so in that case we have ∂SF (1) lies in
Lip(D, 1,M, L).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose q ≥ 1 and let F be a set in Σ such that ∂F
is in Lip(q+1, 2,M ′, L′) and moreover assume F lies in B0(rF ). Then
∂SF (1) is in Lip(D, 1, M˜ , L˜) where one can choose
M˜ = (M ′ + 1)M q+1
L˜ = 3
√
D(L′ + rF + 1) exp{√q(L′ + rF )}(L+ CinfN ).
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤M ′ let
ψ(i) : [0, 1]q−1 −→ Rq+1
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be the parameterizing maps of ∂F with Lipschitz constants L′. Choose
an orthonormal basis e1, ..., eq of Σ. The affine map ν : [0, 1]
q −→ Σ
defined by
ν(t) = (1− 2t1)rF e1 + ...+ (1− 2tq)rF eq(3.3.3)
is a Lipschitz parameterization covering the topological closure F with
Lipschitz constant 2rF . Since δ is not in Σ the boundary ∂F (1) consists
of two parts
∂(F (1)) = (∂(F ) + (−∞, 0]δ) ∪ F .
So we see that ∂(F (1)) is parameterized by M ′ + 1 maps. Here the
parameter domain is not compact anymore but this problem can easily
be eliminated as we shall see in a moment. Since F is bounded we may
use (3.3.1) to get
∂(exp(F (1))) = exp(∂(F (1))) ∪ {0}
= exp(∂(F ) + (−∞, 0]δ) ∪ exp(F ) ∪ {0}.(3.3.4)
With a ψ = (ψ1, ..., ψq+1) = ψ
(i) as above, the first part is covered by
Φ = exp(ψ + tδ) = (eψ1+td1 , ..., eψq+1+tdq+1) = (eψ1ud1 , ..., eψq+1udq+1)
(3.3.5)
with parameter domain [0, 1]q−1 × (−∞, 0] and u = et in (0, 1]. Now
we simply choose u as parameter instead of t and extend its parameter
range from (0, 1] to [0, 1] to cover the origin. The remaining part of
(3.3.4) is covered by
Φ = exp(ν).(3.3.6)
We use t for the parameter variables in [0, 1]q, not just for (3.3.6) as
in (3.3.3) but also for (3.3.5). So until now we have M ′ + 1 maps. We
denote them by Φ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤M ′ + 1 or more simply Φ. The Ni are
continuous functions and therefore ∂SF (1) consists of these (z1, ..., zq+1)
in
∏q+1
i=1 Rdi(n+1) = Rd(n+1) such that
(N1(z1)
d1 , ..., Nq+1(zq+1)
dq+1) ∈ ∂(exp(F (1))).
By our assumptions on N there are maps
η
(j)
i : [0, 1]
di(n+1)−1 −→ Rdi(n+1)(3.3.7)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ q + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ M satisfying a Lipschitz condition and
whose images cover the sets
{z ∈ Rdi(n+1);Ni(z) = 1}.(3.3.8)
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We write more simply ηi. For real ζ ≥ 0 the images of ζηi cover the
sets {z ∈ Rdi(n+1);Ni(z) = ζ} and with Φ = (Φ1, ...,Φq+1) we obtain a
parameterization of ∂SF (1) by maps
(Φ1(t)
1
d1 η1(t
(1)), ...,Φq+1(t)
1
dq+1 ηq+1(t
(q+1))).(3.3.9)
We haveM ′+1 possibilities for Φ andM possibilities for each ηi. Hence
the total number of parameterization maps is (M ′ + 1)M q+1 and the
number of parameters is q+
∑q+1
i=1 (di(n+1)−1) = d(n+1)−1 = D−1
as desired.
To verify the Lipschitz conditions and to compute a Lipschitz con-
stant we make use of the following assertions.
(1) Suppose fi : [0, 1]
D−1 −→ Rni have Lipschitz constants Li (1 ≤ i ≤ q + 1).
Then f = (f1, .., fq+1) : [0, 1]
D−1 −→ Rn1+...+nq+1 has a Lipschitz constant√
L21 + ...+ L
2
q+1.
(2) Suppose f : [0, 1]E−1 −→ Rn has a Lipschitz constant L. Then for any
D > E the function f ′ : [0, 1]D−1 −→ Rn defined by f ′(x,x′) = f(x) also
has a Lipschitz constant L.
(3) Assume f : [0, 1]E −→ R, f ′ : [0, 1]E′ −→ Rn are functions with Lipschitz
constants L,L′. Then
√
2max{‖f ′‖∞L, ‖f‖∞L′} is a Lipschitz constant
of the function g : [0, 1]E+E
′ −→ Rn defined by g(x,x′) = f(x)f ′(x′),
where ‖f‖∞ = sup |f |, ‖f ′‖∞ = sup |f ′| for the euclidean norms |f |, |f ′|.
Here (1) and (2) are clear. To prove (3) we write f ′ = (f ′1, ..., f
′
n)
so that
|g(x,x′)− g(y,y′)|2 =
n∑
i=1
(f(x)f ′i(x
′)− f(y)f ′i(y′))2
which because of
(aa′ − bb′)2 = (a′(a− b) + b(a′ − b′))2 ≤ 2(a′2(a− b)2 + b2(a′ − b′)2)
is at most
2
n∑
i=1
(f ′i(x
′)2(f(x)− f(y))2 + (f(y)2(f ′i(x′)− f ′i(y′))2)
≤2(‖f ′‖2∞L2|x− y|2 + ‖f‖2∞L′2|x′ − y′|2).
Now (3) follows because the squared distance between (x,x′) and (y,y′)
is |x− y|2 + |x′ − y′|2.
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Back to (3.3.9). First we will apply (3) to compute Lipschitz con-
stants of the the single components in (3.3.9) and then we will make
use of (2) and (1) to establish the final Lipschitz constant. According
to (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) respectively two cases for Φ may arise. For the
first case we have
‖Φ
1
di
i ‖∞ = ‖e
ψi
di u‖∞ ≤ ‖e
ψi
di ‖∞ ≤ e‖
ψi
di
‖∞ = Ei,(3.3.10)
say. We may assume that the image Imψ of ψ meets ∂F in a point P
(for if not then we can omit ψ) and so by assumption |P | ≤ rF . Let P ′
be an arbitrary point in Imψ. Using the Lipschitz condition and the
triangle inequality yields |P ′| ≤ rF +
√
q − 1L′ and therefore
‖ψi‖∞ ≤
√
q − 1L′ + rF .(3.3.11)
If we plug this in (3.3.10) we obtain
‖Φ
1
di
i ‖∞ ≤ Ei ≤ exp(
√
q − 1L′
di
+
rF
di
)
≤ exp(
√
q
di
(L′ + rF )).(3.3.12)
Now notice that ‖ν‖∞ = √qrF and therefore ‖ exp(ν/di)‖∞ ≤ exp(√qrF/di).
This shows that the estimate (3.3.12) holds also in the second case
(3.3.6).
Next let us compute a Lipschitz constant Li of Φ
1
di
i . We proceed by
distinguishing the cases (3.3.5) and (3.3.6). For the first case we observe
that 1 is a Lipschitz constant of f = u and furthermore ‖u‖∞ = 1. Also
for f ′ = e
ψi
di we have ‖f ′‖∞ ≤ Ei, and the Mean Value Theorem leads
to a Lipschitz constant for f ′ of the form EiL′/di. So by (3) we get a
Lipschitz constant for Φi
1
di = ff ′ of the form
√
2(
L′
di
+ 1)Ei ≤
√
2(L′ + 1) exp(
√
q
di
(L′ + rF ))
using (3.3.12).
Similarly we recover the Lipschitz constant
2rF
di
exp(
√
qrF
di
)
for Φ
1
di
i in the second case (3.3.6). We choose
Li = 2(L
′ + rF + 1) exp(
√
q
di
(L′ + rF ))(3.3.13)
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to cover both cases at once.
Back to (3.3.9) again. We intend to apply (3) to Φi(t)
1
di ηi(t
(i)) =
ff ′. We may assume that (3.3.8) and the image of ηi have a common
point, say Q. Hence by (3.1.3) and (3.1.5) we get |Q| ≤ √n+ 1CinfN .
Since L is a Lipschitz constant of ηi we see as in (3.3.11) that
‖ηi‖∞ ≤
√
di(n+ 1)− 1L+
√
n+ 1CinfN ≤
√
di(n+ 1)(L+ C
inf
N ).
(3.3.14)
Now using (3) with (3.3.12), (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) yields the Lipschitz
constant
3
√
di(n+ 1)(L
′ + rF + 1) exp(
√
q
di
(L′ + rF ))(L+ C
inf
N )
for the component functions in (3.3.9). Finally we extend the compo-
nent functions as in (2) on [0, 1]d(n+1)−1 to use (1). This leads to the
final Lipschitz constant
3
√
D(L′ + rF + 1) exp{√q(L′ + rF )}(L+ CinfN ).
2
In our first application F will have the form
[0, 1)v1 + ...+ [0, 1)vq(3.3.15)
for v1, ..., vq in Rq+1 with |v1|, ..., |vq| < 1. It is easy to see that ∂F
is Lipschitz parameterizable; a typical boundary point has the form
x1v1+ ...+xqvq with some xi = 0 or 1, so for example if i = q then this
expression gives a parameterization on the variables x1, ..., xq−1. We
find in this way that ∂F is in Lip(q + 1, 2, 2q, q − 1).
3.2. Schmidt’s partition method. First suppose q > 0. We
choose F as a fundamental domain of the unit lattice l(U) more pre-
cisely F = [0, 1)u1 + ... + [0, 1)uq, where U = (u1, ..., uq) is a basis of
l(U). The major step of the proof is counting lattice points in the set
SF (T ). This will be carried out with the help of Theorem 1.2. But
here the relevant Lipschitz constants may depend on the units in a
fatal way. In fact F has volume
√
q + 1RK and so if we are unlucky
then it might not lie in a ball of radius much smaller than RK . Thus
exp(F ) might not lie in a ball of radius much smaller than exp(RK).
This might introduce Lipschitz constants of this size and consequently
the error terms in the counting could be this large. That however is
far from what we claim in Theorem 3.1. And such an exponential de-
pendence on RK would be disastrous for the summation techniques in
Chapter 4. To overcome this problem we extend an idea of Schmidt
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[49] from the real-quadratic case d = 2 to arbitrary d (see also [17] for
d > 2).
Let us carry out the details. First we define the q + 1 natural
numbers
nj = [|uj|] + 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ q),(3.3.16)
t = n1...nq.(3.3.17)
Let Q = |{β ∈ Q; [Q(α) : Q] ≤ d, logH(1, α) ≤ 1}|. If α of degree
at most d is neither zero nor a root of unity then the Q + 1 numbers
1, α, ..., αQ are pairwise distinct and therefore logH(1, αQ) > 1 or
logH(1, α) > Q−1.
We take α = ηj for l(ηj) = uj to deduce
exp(d/Q) ≤ H(1, ηj)d =
q+1∏
i=1
max{1, |σi(ηj)|di}.
It follows that |σi(ηj)| ≥ exp(1/Q) for some i. Thus
|uj|2 =
q+1∑
k=1
d2k log
2 |σk(ηj)| ≥ (1/Q)2
and so
|uj| ≥ 1/Q > 0,
where Q depends only on d. The inequality above implies [|uj|] + 1 ≤
(1 + Q)|uj|. Recalling the definition of the orthogonality defect Ω(U)
of U and not forgetting that det l(U) =
√
q + 1RK yields√
q + 1RK < t ≤ (1 +Q)qΩ(U)
√
q + 1RK .
Now we choose a reduced basis U ; that is, Ω(U) 1. Hence
RK  t RK .(3.3.18)
Let us define
F (i) = i1
u1
n1
+ ...+ iq
uq
nq
+ [0, 1)
u1
n1
+ ...+ [0, 1)
uq
nq
(3.3.19)
with i = (i1, ..., iq) for 0 ≤ ij < nj (1 ≤ j ≤ q). Then the partition
F =
⋃
i F (i) leads to a partition
SF (T ) =
⋃
i
SF (i)(T )(3.3.20)
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in t subsets. For each of these t vectors i we define a translation tri on
Rq+1 by
tri(x) = x−
q∑
j=1
ijuj
nj
.
This translation sends Σ to Σ and F (i) to F (0). It has an exponential
counterpart etri defined by etri(exp(x)) = exp(tri(x)) and this takes
the form
etri(X1, ..., Xq+1) = (γ
d1
1 X1, ..., γ
dq+1
q+1 Xq+1)
for positive real γ1, ..., γq+1, depending on i, with
γd11 ...γ
dq+1
q+1 = 1.(3.3.21)
We define the automorphism τi of RD by
τi(z1, ..., zq+1) = (γ1z1, ..., γq+1zq+1),(3.3.22)
so that
det τi = 1.(3.3.23)
Now
etri(exp(F (i)(T ))) = exp(tri(F (i)(T ))) = exp(F (0)(T ))
and so (3.3.2) together with (ii) of Subsection 1.2 gives
τiSF (i)(T ) = SF (0)(T ).(3.3.24)
The identity
SF (T ) = TSF (1)(3.3.25)
holds for any F in Σ whatsoever and in particular
SF (0)(T ) = TSF (0)(1).(3.3.26)
Thanks to (3.3.16) and the triangle inequality, |θ1 u1n1 + ... + θq
uq
nq
| ≤ q
holds for any θj ∈ [0, 1). From the definition of F (0) and SF (0) it
follows that
SF (0)(1) ⊆ {(z1, ..., zq+1);Ni(zi)di ≤ eq for 1 ≤ i ≤ q + 1}.(3.3.27)
On recalling the definition (3.1.5) of CinfN the above inclusion together
with (3.3.26) yields
SF (0)(T ) ⊆ B0(κT )(3.3.28)
where κ =
√
d(n+ 1)CinfN exp{q} and B0(κT ) denotes the euclidean
ball centered at the origin with radius κT .
From now on let i be fixed so that we may drop the index and write
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τ . The zi lie in Rn+1 or Cn+1. By abuse of notation we set n = 0 so
that we may interpret these vectors for a moment as numbers in R or
C. Then the right hand side of (3.3.22) defines an automorphism of
Rd, say pτ with
det pτ = 1.(3.3.29)
Notice that for a set X in Rd one has τ(Xn+1) = (pτ (X))n+1 in
Rd(n+1) = RD. However it will be more convenient to write τ for pτ ,
just as the σ in (3.1.7) is simply the σ in (3.1.9) with n = 0.
Now suppose q = 0. In this case the only units are roots of unity
and we set F = 0. Here we may apply the counting principles of
Chapter 1 to the set SF (T ) directly without running into the difficulty
of getting huge Lipschitz constants. In order to treat this rather easy
case simultaneously with the more interesting case q > 0 it will be
convenient to define the set of i’s as the set {0} consisting only of the
single vector 0 = (0) and we set t = 1. Then we define SF (i)(T ) =
SF (0)(T ) = SF (T ) and moreover τi = τ0 is the identity automorphism.
Hence an expression like
⋃
i SF (i)(T ) is to be understood as SF (T ).
With these conventions (3.3.18), (3.3.20) and also (3.3.24), (3.3.25),
(3.3.26), (3.3.27), (3.3.28) and (3.3.29) remain valid.
3.3. Estimates for the minima. We define the non-zero ideal
C0 by
C0 =
∏
v-∞
p
− dv log cv
logNpv
v(3.3.30)
with cv as in (3.1.4). Thus |C0|v = cv and
NC0 = (C
fin
N )
d.(3.3.31)
Let D 6= 0 be a fractional ideal. Clearly |α|v ≤ |C−10 D|v for all non-
archimedean v is equivalent to α ∈ C−10 D. By (3.1.3) we conclude
ΛN (D) ⊆ σ(C−10 D)n+1.(3.3.32)
Since N is fixed we can omit the index and simply write Λ(D) for
ΛN (D). Certainly τσ(C−10 D) is a lattice in Rd. For each D we choose
linearly independent vectors
v1 = τσ(θ1), ..., vd = τσ(θd)
of the lattice τσ(C−10 D) with
|vi| = λi(τσ(C−10 D)) (1 ≤ i ≤ d)(3.3.33)
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for the successive minima. Since v1, ..., vd are R-linearly independent,
τ−1v1, ..., τ−1vd are also R-linearly independent. Hence θ1, ..., θd are Q-
linearly independent and therefore θ1
θ1
, ..., θd
θ1
are Q-linearly independent.
Now [K : Q] = d implies K = Q( θ1
θ1
, ..., θd
θ1
) = k( θ1
θ1
, ..., θd
θ1
) and this
allows the following definition.
Definition 3.3. Let l ∈ {1, ..., d} be minimal with K = k( θ1
θ1
, ..., θl
θ1
).
In principle l depends on k, on the lattice τσ(C−10 D) and on the
choice of v1, ..., vd. So it depends on k, on τ and on C0, D. But τ = τ(i)
itself depends on i and on the basis U of the unit lattice. However k,
C0 and the choice of U are fixed and for every τσ(C
−1
0 D) the choice of
v1, ..., vd is fixed also such that l = l(i,D) depends only on the ideal D
and on the vector i. Moreover we have the following statement which
for k = Q is Lemma 2.1 of [17].
Lemma 3.3. We have
l ≤ [d
2
] + 1.
Proof. Assume the statement is false then there exists a proper subfield
K0 of K containing the [
d
2
]+1 Q-linear independent numbers θi
θ1
for 1 ≤
i ≤ [d
2
] + 1. But [K0 : Q] ≤ d/2 and so K0 contains no more than d/2
Q-linear independent numbers contradicting the fact [d
2
] + 1 > d/2. 2
We abbreviate
λi = λi(τσ(C
−1
0 D))(3.3.34)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Lemma 3.4. Assume a ∈ {1, ..., d} and µ1, ..., µa in R with µa 6= 0
are such that w = µ1v1 + ...+ µava lies in τσ(C
−1
0 D). Then we have
|w| ≥ λa.
Proof. For a = 1 it is clear. For a > 1 we apply Lemma 1.1 of Chapter
1 with V = Rv1 + ...+ Rva−1. 2
Lemma 3.5. Assume l ≥ 2, and let ω0, ..., ωn in K be not all zero
with k(ω0 : ... : ωn) = K. Then not all of the ω0, ..., ωn are in kθ1 +
...+ kθl−1.
Proof. Set K0 = k(
θ1
θ1
, ..., θl−1
θ1
). By definition of l we have K0 ( K. Let
a, b be in {0, ..., n} with ωb 6= 0. Suppose ωa, ωb are in kθ1+ ...+ kθl−1.
Then there are αj, βj (1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1) in k such that
ωa
ωb
=
∑l−1
j=1 αjθj∑l−1
j=1 βjθj
=
∑l−1
j=1 αj
θj
θ1∑l−1
j=1 βj
θj
θ1
.
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But numerator and denominator of the last fraction are in K0 and so
ωa
ωb
is in K0. So if all ω0, ..., ωn are in kθ1 + ... + kθl−1 then k(ω0 : ... :
ωn) ⊆ K0 - a contradiction. 2
Lemma 3.6. Let ω0, ..., ωn be in C
−1
0 D not all zero with k(ω0 : ... :
ωn) = K. Then for v = (τσω0, ..., τσωn) in RD we have
|v| ≥ λl.
Proof. Each of the τσω0,..., τσωn lies in the lattice τσ(C
−1
0 D). The
sublattice generated by v1, ..., vd has finite index in τσ(C
−1
0 D). Hence
there are µ
(i)
j ∈ Q such that
v = (
d∑
j=1
µ
(0)
j vj, ...,
d∑
j=1
µ
(n)
j vj).
Lemma 3.5 and the condition K = k(ω0 : ... : ωn) imply at least one of
the numbers µ
(i)
j for l ≤ j ≤ d, 0 ≤ i ≤ n is non-zero and so the result
follows by Lemma 3.4. 2
Lemma 3.7. If l ≥ 2 then
l − 1
m
≤ [k(θ1
θ1
, ...,
θl−1
θ1
) : k] ≤ max{1, e/2}.(3.3.35)
Proof. The l−1 numbers θ1
θ1
, ..., θl−1
θ1
are Q-linearly independent. Hence
[K0 : Q] ≥ l − 1 for K0 = k( θ1θ1 , ...,
θl−1
θ1
). The first inequality follows at
once, since m = [k : Q]. But the second one follows immediately from
the definition of l since [K : k] = e. 2
Lemma 3.8. One has
λ1 ≥
√
d/2(CfinN )
−1N(D)
1
d .
Moreover with K0 = k(
θ1
θ1
, ..., θl−1
θ1
) if l ≥ 2 and K0 = k if l = 1 and
g = [K0 : k] ∈ G(K/k) one has
λl ≥ 1√
2ed
(CfinN )
−1N(D)
1
d δg(K/k).
Proof. For the first statement observe that by definition
τσα = (γ1σ1α, ..., γq+1σq+1α).
So the squared length of an element τσα of τσ(C−10 D) is
q+1∑
i=1
|γiσiα|2 ≥ 1
2
q+1∑
i=1
di|γiσiα|2.
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Next we use the AGM-inequality to deduce that this is at least
(d/2)
q+1∏
i=1
|γiσiα|2di/d.
By (3.3.21) we see that the latter is (d/2)
∏q+1
i=1 |σiα|2di/d. Here
∏q+1
i=1 |σiα|di
is the absolute value of the norm of α from K to Q which is at least
NC0
−1D provided α 6= 0. Recalling (3.3.31) we see that NC0−1D =
(CfinN )
−dND which leads to the first statement.
Now let us prove the second estimate. First note that l = 1 is
equivalent to K = k. Thus l = 1 implies k = K, g = 1, δg(K/k) =
1 and so the claim follows from the first statement. Next suppose
l > 1. We apply Lemma 3.1 twice to obtain a primitive element β =∑l
i=1mi
θi
θ1
for the extension K/k where mi are in Z and 0 ≤ mi < e
(1 ≤ i ≤ l). And once more to get a primitive element α =∑l−1i=1m′i θiθ1
for the extension k( θ1
θ1
, ..., θl−1
θ1
)/k with m′1, ...,m
′
l−1 in Z and 0 ≤ m′i < e
(1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1). So k(α, β) = K and [k(α) : k] = g. Using the product
formula we get
δg(K/k)
d ≤ H(1, α, β)d =
∏
v-∞
max{|θ1|v, |
l−1∑
i=1
m′iθi|v, |
l∑
i=1
miθi|v}dv
q+1∏
j=1
max{|σjθ1|, |σj(
l−1∑
i=1
m′iθi)|, |σj(
l∑
i=1
miθi)|}dj .
Because θ1, ..., θl are in C
−1
0 D this is
≤ N(C−10 D)−1
q+1∏
j=1
(le)dj max{|σjθ1|, ..., |σjθl|}dj ,
and since
∏q+1
j=1 γ
dj
j = 1 this in turn is
= (le)dN(C−10 D)
−1
q+1∏
j=1
max{γj|σjθ1|, ..., γj|σjθl|}dj
= (le)d(CfinN )
dN(D)−1
(
q+1∏
j=1
max{γj|σjθ1|, ..., γj|σjθl|}2dj
) 1
2
= (le)d(CfinN )
dN(D)−1
(
q+1∏
j=1
|wj|2dj∞
) 1
2
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where wj is the vector (γjσjθ1, ..., γjσjθl) in Rldj and | · |∞ denotes the
max-norm. Now using the AGM-inequality and | · | ≥ | · |∞ for the
l2-norm | · | we may estimate the above by
≤ (le)d(CfinN )dN(D)−1
(
1
d
q+1∑
j=1
dj|wj|2
) d
2
≤ (le)d(2/d)d/2(CfinN )dN(D)−1
(
q+1∑
j=1
|wj|2
) d
2
.(3.3.36)
The vector (τσθ1, ..., τσθl) in Rld has squared length exactly
q+1∑
j=1
|(γjσjθ1, ..., γjσjθl)|2,
so that the right-hand side of (3.3.36) is
= (le)d(2/d)d/2(CfinN )
dN(D)−1|(τσθ1, ..., τσθl)|d.(3.3.37)
Moreover by (3.3.33) one has
|(τσθ1, ..., τσθl)| = (|v1|2 + ...+ |vl|2) 12 ≤
√
lλl.(3.3.38)
Note that by definition l ≤ d. Combining (3.3.37) and (3.3.38) yields
the desired result. 2
3.4. Counting. Recall the partition (3.3.20) of SF (T ). In this
subsection we concentrate on the component SF (0)(T ). We will use the
main result of Chapter 1 to estimate the number of points in τΛ(D)∩
SF (0)(T ) satisfying a certain primitivity condition. Let S1 ⊆ σKn+1
and S2 ⊆ RD be sets with |S1 ∩ S2| or |τS1 ∩ S2| finite. We use the
following notation
Z∗(S1, S2) = |{σω ∈ S1 ∩ S2;ω 6= 0, k(ω0 : ... : ωn) = K}|(3.3.39)
Z∗τ (τS1, S2) = |{τσω ∈ τS1 ∩ S2;ω 6= 0, k(ω0 : ... : ωn) = K}|.
(3.3.40)
We recall that τ and σ are injective. Hence (3.3.39) and (3.3.40) are
well-defined and moreover
Z∗(S1, S2) = Z∗τ (τS1, τS2).(3.3.41)
It might be worth to repeat (3.3.34) namely
λi = λi(τσ(C
−1
0 D))
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Recall also definition (3.2.4)
µg = m(e− g)(n+ 1)− 1.
Inclusion (3.3.28) tells us in particular SF (0)(T ) is bounded. First sup-
pose q > 0. We apply Lemma 3.2 not to F but to
F (0) = [0, 1)
u1
n1
+ ...+ [0, 1)
uq
nq
.
Remember that by (3.3.16)
|uj
nj
| = |uj|
[|uj|] + 1 < 1.
We refer to (3.3.15) and the observations just after to conclude that
∂F (0) lies in Lip(q + 1, 2, 2q, q − 1). Furthermore it is clear that F (0)
lies in a ball of radius rF (0) = q. Applying Lemma 3.2 gives that the
boundary
∂SF (0)(1) lies in Lip(D, 1, M˜ , L˜)(3.3.42)
where
M˜ = (2q + 1)M q+1 Md,
L˜ = 3
√
D(2q) exp(
√
q(2q − 1))(L+ CinfN ) L+ CinfN .
Now suppose q = 0. So we have SF (0)(1) = SF (1). Recalling the obser-
vation just before Lemma 3.2 shows directly that (3.3.42) holds with
M˜ =M ≤Md and L˜ = L ≤ L+ CinfN .
By Theorem 1.2 we deduce that SF (0)(1) is measurable. Since by
(3.3.26) SF (0)(T ) = TSF (0)(1) we conclude that the latter remains true
for SF (0)(T ). So the quantities |τΛ(D) ∩ SF (0)(T )| and Vol SF (0)(T )
are well-defined and finite.
Proposition 3.1. With A = AN as in Theorem 3.1, T > 0 and
g = [K0 : k] as in Lemma 3.8 we have
|Z∗τ (τΛ(D), SF (0)(T ))−
Vol SF (0)(T )
det τΛ(D)
|  AT
d(n+1)−1
NDn+1−1/dδg(K/k)µg
.
Proof. Recall that A =Md(C(L+ 1))d(n+1)−1. We have
µg = (d−mg)(n+ 1)− 1 ≤ (d− l + 1)(n+ 1)− 1
by Lemma 3.7 provided l ≥ 2. But if l = 1 then K = k and thus
G(K/k) = {1} so g = 1. Hence for l = 1 the inequality remains valid.
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Thanks to Lemma 3.8 and (3.1.6) relating C = CN and C
inf
N it is
enough to verify the claim
|Z∗τ (τΛ(D), SF (0)(T ))−
Vol SF (0)(T )
det τΛ(D)
| Md (C
inf
N (L+ 1)T )
d(n+1)−1
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1 λ
(d−l+1)(n+1)−1
l
.
Remember also inclusion (3.3.28) telling us
SF (0)(T ) ⊆ B0(κT )(3.3.43)
where κ =
√
d(n+ 1)CinfN exp{q}.
We consider two cases.
(1) T < κ−1λl.
Now (3.3.43) shows that |v| < λl for each v in SF (0)(T ). From (3.3.32)
we get τΛ(D) ⊆ τ(σ(C−10 D)n+1) and so Lemma 3.6 implies
Z∗τ (τΛ(D), SF (0)(T )) = 0.
On the other hand
Vol SF (0)(T )
det τΛ(D)
≤ Vol B0(κT )
det τ(σ(C−10 D)n+1)
.
Since det(Λn+10 ) = (detΛ0)
n+1 for any lattice Λ0 in Rd the latter is
=
Vol B0(κT )
det(τσ(C−10 D))n+1
.
Because of Vol B0(R)  Rd(n+1), Minkowski’s Second Theorem and
(1) this in turn is
 (κT )
d(n+1)
det(τσ(C−10 D))n+1
 (κT )
d(n+1)
(λ1...λd)n+1
 λl(κT )
d(n+1)−1
(λ1...λd)n+1
 (C
inf
N T )
d(n+1)−1
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1 λ
(d−l+1)(n+1)−1
l
.
This implies the claim in case (1) because M ≥ 1.
(2) T ≥ κ−1λl.
Thus for 1 ≤ i ≤ l one has
CinfN
T
λi
 1.(3.3.44)
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Set
S = τΛ(D) ∩ SF (0)(T ).
Notice that by definition (3.3.2) 0 is not in SF (0)(T ) for all T > 0.
Thus we can define
S ′ = {v ∈ S; v = (τσω0, ..., τσωn), k(ω0 : ... : ωn) ( K}.
Clearly
Z∗τ (τΛ(D), SF (0)(T )) = |S| − |S ′|.
Let us estimate |S| first. Due to (3.3.42) we know that ∂SF (0)(1) lies
in Lip(D, 1, M˜ , L˜) where M˜ Md and L˜ L+CinfN . By (3.3.26) we
see that ∂SF (0)(T ) is in Lip(D, 1, M˜ , L˜T ). Next we apply Theorem 1.2
of Chapter 1 to deduce
||S| − Vol SF (0)(T )
det τΛ(D)
|  M˜ max
0≤j≤d(n+1)−1
(L˜T )j
λ1(τΛ(D))...λj(τΛ(D))
Md max
0≤j≤d(n+1)−1
((L+ CinfN )T )
j
λ1(τΛ(D))...λj(τΛ(D))
.(3.3.45)
From (3.3.32) we get
λj(τΛ(D)) ≥ λj((τσ(C−10 D))n+1)(3.3.46)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ d(n+ 1). We abbreviate the right-hand side of (3.3.46) to
νj. Inserting this estimate in (3.3.45) and then using C
inf
N ≥ 1 in the
form L+ CinfN ≤ (L+ 1)CinfN yields the bound
Md(L+ 1)d(n+1)−1 max
0≤j≤d(n+1)−1
(CinfN T )
j
ν1...νj
.(3.3.47)
Consider the expressions
Ej =
(CinfN T )
j
ν1...νj
(3.3.48)
in (3.3.47). From Lemma 1.2 we see that ν1, ..., νD are
λ1, ..., λ1, λ2, ..., λ2, ..., λd, ..., λd
in blocks of n + 1. Thus for j ≤ (l − 1)(n + 1) we have νj ≤ λl. So in
this case
Ej = Ej−1
CinfN T
νj
 Ej−1.(3.3.49)
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Therefore the maximum over these j in (3.3.48) is
 E(l−1)(n+1) = (C
inf
N T )
(l−1)(n+1)
(λ1...λl−1)n+1
≤ (C
inf
N T )
(l−1)(n+1)
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1
.(3.3.50)
For the other j > (l − 1)(n+ 1) we get νj ≥ λl so
Ej ≤ Ej−1C
inf
N T
λl
(3.3.51)
which contribute an extra(
CinfN T
λl
)d(n+1)−1−(l−1)(n+1)
to the maximum in (3.3.50). This yields the bound
Md(CinfN (L+ 1))d(n+1)−1
T d(n+1)−1
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1 λ
(d−l+1)(n+1)−1
l
(3.3.52)
for (3.3.47).
Next we shall obtain an upper bound for |S ′|. For (τσω0, ..., τσωn)
in S ′ the field K1 = k(ω0 : ... : ωn) satisfies K1 ( K. Hence there exist
two different embeddings σa, σb of K with
σaα = σbα
for all α in K1. Now (τσω0, ..., τσωn) 6= 0 hence at least one of the
numbers ω0, ..., ωn is non-zero. By symmetry we lose only a factor n+1
if we assume ω0 6= 0. So let us temporarily regard ω0 6= 0 as fixed; then
every ωj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n satisfies
σa
ωj
ω0
= σb
ωj
ω0
.
Let z0, z1 be in R with z0 + iz1 = σaω0σbω0 . Then we get
<σaωj = z0<σbωj − z1=σbωj,
=σaωj = z1<σbωj + z0=σbωj,
where we used < for the real and = for the imaginary part of a complex
number. This shows that all σωj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n lie in a hyperplane
P(ω0) of Rd and therefore all τσωj lie in the hyperplane τP(ω0). The
inclusion (3.3.43) implies |τσωj| ≤ κT . The intersection of a ball with
radius r and a hyperplane in Rd is a ball in some Rd−1 with radius
r′ ≤ r. It is easy to see that it belongs to the class Lip(d, 1, 1, 2√d− 1r)
(for example using (3.3.3) with q = d−1 and rF =
√
d− 1r′ if the center
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is at the origin). Moreover it has volume zero. Hence by Theorem 1.2
and (3.3.44) we obtain the upper bound
 max
0≤i<d
(κT )i
λ1...λi
 (C
inf
N T )
d−1
λl−11 λ
d−l
l
for the number of τσωj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Next we have to estimate the number of τσω0. By inclusion (3.3.43)
we see once more that |τσω0| ≤ κT . Now by virtue of Theorem 1.2 we
deduce the following upper bound
 Vol B0(κT )
det τσ(C−10 D)
+ max
0≤i<d
(κT )i
λ1...λi
for the number of τσω0. Going right up to the last minimum, we see
that this is bounded by
 max
0≤i≤d
(κT )i
λ1...λi
and taking (3.3.44) into account yields the upper bound
 (C
inf
N T )
d
λl−11 λ
d−l+1
l
.
Multiplying the bounds for the number of τσω0 and τσωj leads to
|S ′|  (C
inf
N T )
d
λl−11 λ
d−l+1
l
(
(CinfN T )
d−1
λl−11 λ
d−l
l
)n
=
(CinfN T )
d(n+1)−n
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1 λ
(d−l+1)(n+1)−n
l
.
We appeal once more to (3.3.44) with i = l to see that the latter is
 (C
inf
N T )
d(n+1)−1
λ
(l−1)(n+1)
1 λ
(d−l+1)(n+1)−1
l
.
Combining the estimates for |S| and |S ′| proves the claim in case (2).2
3.5. End of the proof. Let Λ∗(A) be the subset of Λ(A) defined
by
Λ∗(A) = {σ(α);α ∈ Kn+1, Nv(σvα) = |A|v for all finite v}.
As in Subsection 3.4 the star ∗ indicates some primitivity condition.
However the property defining the set above has nothing to do with
the one in Subsection 3.4.
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Lemma 3.9. For X > 0 we have
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) = w−1K
∑
A∈R
Z∗(Λ∗(A), SF (NA
1
dX))
where the sum runs over any system R of class representatives of K.
Proof. Let P ∈ Pn(K) with homogeneous coordinates (α0, ..., αn) =
α ∈ Kn+1\{0}. Thanks to the uniqueness of the prime factorization
for non-zero fractional ideals together with property Nv(σvK
n+1) ⊆ Γv
we may conclude that there is exactly one ideal A = Aα such that
Nv(σvα) = |A|v(3.3.53)
for all finite v. Suppose ε ∈ K∗ then we have
Nv(σvεα) = |σvε|vNv(σvα)
for all finite v. Hence Aεα = εAα; in other words the ideal class of
Aα is independent of the coordinates α we have chosen. In particular
we can choose α such that Aα lies in R and so α is unique up to units
η. The set F (∞) = F + Rδ is a fundamental set of Rq+1 under the
action of the additive subgroup l(U). Because of (ii) of Subsection 1.2
we have
logNi(σi(ηα))
di = logNi(σiα)
di + di log |σiη|
for 1 ≤ i ≤ q + 1. And so there exist exactly wK representatives α of
P with
(d1 logN1(σ1α), ..., dq+1 logNq+1(σq+1α)) ∈ F (∞).
But the above is equivalent with
(N1(σ1α)
d1 , ..., Nq+1(σq+1α)
dq+1) ∈ expF (∞).
Furthermore
expF (T0) = {(X1, ..., Xq+1) ∈ expF (∞);X1...Xq+1 ≤ T d0 }.
By definition (see Subsection 1.4)H infN (α), H
fin
N (α) are invariant under
substitution of α by ωα where ω denotes a root of unity in K. Hence
for all wK possible choices α of P the inequality
H infN (α) ≤ T0
is equivalent to
σα ∈ SF (T0).
On the other hand
HN (P ) = H
inf
N (α)H
fin
N (α)
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and by (3.3.53)
HfinN (α)
d =
∏
v-∞
|A|dvv = NA−1,
which completes the proof. 2
Let Cl be the set of ideal classes and for (non-zero) ideals A, B, C
denote by A, B, C the ideal classes of A, B and C. Recall from (3.1.11)
that the function ∆N (·) is well-defined on Cl.
Lemma 3.10. We have∑
A∈R
∑
B
µ(B)
NBn+1
∆N (AB)−1 = 1
ζK(n+ 1)
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1(3.3.54)
where the inner sum on the left-hand side runs over all non-zero ideals
B in OK.
Proof. We have∑
A
∑
B
µ(B)
NBn+1
∆N (AB)−1 =
∑
A∈Cl
∑
B
µ(B)
NBn+1
∆N (AB)−1
=
∑
A∈Cl
∑
C∈Cl
∆N (AC)−1
∑
B∈C
µ(B)
NBn+1
=
∑
A∈Cl
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1
∑
B∈D/A
µ(B)
NBn+1
=
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1
∑
A∈Cl
∑
B∈D/A
µ(B)
NBn+1
=
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1
∑
B
µ(B)
NBn+1
again over all non-zero ideals B in OK . Now we just have to remember
the fact that
∑
B
µ(B)
NBs
= ζK(s)
−1 for s > 1 (so in particular for s =
n+ 1) and the result drops out. 2
The image of σv(K
n+1\{0}) under the map Nv lies in Γ∗v and for all
non-zero α in Kn+1 there are only finitely many v with Nv(σvα) 6= 1.
So assume α is in Kn+1\{0}; then Nv(σvα) ≤ |A|v for all v - ∞ is
equivalent with the existence of a unique B = B(α) ⊆ OK , B 6= 0
such that Nv(σvα) = |AB|v for all v -∞. Hence from (3.1.10) we have
the following disjoint union
Λ(A) =
⋃
B
Λ∗(AB)
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and therefore
Z∗(Λ(A), SF (T )) =
∑
B
Z∗(Λ∗(AB), SF (T ))
for any T > 0. Using the Mo¨bius function µK of K we get by inversion
Z∗(Λ∗(A), SF (T )) =
∑
B
µK(B)Z
∗(Λ(AB), SF (T )).(3.3.55)
Applying (3.3.20) we find
Z∗(Λ(AB), SF (T )) =
∑
i
Z∗(Λ(AB), SF (i)(T ))
where i is taken over the same set as in (3.3.20). Refering to (3.3.41)
we see that the latter is
=
∑
i
Z∗τi(τiΛ(AB), τiSF (i)(T ))
and by (3.3.24) this in turn is
=
∑
i
Z∗τi(τiΛ(AB), SF (0)(T )).
Thus
Z∗(Λ(AB), SF (T )) =
∑
i
Z∗τi(τiΛ(AB), SF (0)(T ))(3.3.56)
and again i is taken over the same set as in (3.3.20). Next we apply
Proposition 3.1 with D = AB. To emphasize the dependence on i and
AB we can think of g = g(i,AB). We get
Z∗τi(τiΛ(AB), SF (0)(T )) =
Vol SF (0)(T )
det τiΛ(AB)
+O
(
AT d(n+1)−1
(NAB)n+1−1/dδg(K/k)µg
)
.
By (3.3.23) we have det τiΛ(AB) = detΛ(AB) and taking also into
account (3.3.24) and (3.3.20) gives∑
i
Vol SF (0)(T ) =
∑
i
Vol τiSF (i)(T ) =
∑
i
Vol SF (i)(T ) = Vol SF (T ).
Refering back to (3.3.56) we conclude
Z∗(Λ(AB), SF (T )) =
∑
i
Z∗τi(τiΛ(AB), SF (0)(T ))
=
Vol SF (T )
det Λ(AB)
+O
(
AT d(n+1)−1
(NAB)n+1−1/d
∑
i
δg(K/k)
−µg
)
.(3.3.57)
Let us focus on the error term. Recall that g = g(i,AB) = [K0 : k] ∈
G = G(K/k) where K0 = k(θ1/θ1, ..., θl−1/θ1) if l ≥ 2 and K0 = k if
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l = 1. Thus the
∑
i above can be replaced by t
∑
g∈G with t =
∑
i 1.
By (3.3.18) we have
t RK
and (3.3.25) says
SF (T ) = TSF (1).
Thus by (3.3.55) we get
Z∗(Λ∗(A), SF (T )) =
∑
B
µK(B)
Vol SF (1)T
d(n+1)
detΛ(AB)
(3.3.58)
+O
(∑
B
ARKT
d(n+1)−1
(NAB)n+1−1/d
∑
g∈G
δg(K/k)
−µg
)
.
According to Lemma 3.9 we set
T = T (A) = NA
1
dX.
By (3.1.12) we see that
det Λ(AB) = ∆N (AB)(NAB)n+1
for the corresponding ideal classes A,B. Therefore (3.3.58) is equal∑
B
µK(B)
NBn+1
∆N (AB)−1Vol SF (1)Xd(n+1)
+O
(∑
B
ARKX
d(n+1)−1
NBn+1−1/d
∑
g∈G
δg(K/k)
−µg
)
.
Lemma 3.9 tells us that this quantity has to be summed over a set R
of ideal class representatives A and divided by the number wK of roots
of unity. Applying Lemma 3.10 yields
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) =
1
ζK(n+ 1)wK
∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1Vol SF (1)Xd(n+1)
+O
(∑
B
AhKRKX
d(n+1)−1
NBn+1−1/d
∑
g∈G
δg(K/k)
−µg
)
.
By (3.1.13) we have∑
D∈Cl
∆N (D)−1 = 2sK(n+1)hKV finN |∆K |−
n+1
2 .
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The volume of SF (1) has been computed by Masser and Vaaler in [34]
Lemma 4
Vol SF (1) = (n+ 1)
qRKV
inf
N .
On recalling that VN = V
fin
N V
inf
N we end up with
1
ζK(n+ 1)wK
2sK(n+1)hKV
fin
N |∆K |−
n+1
2 (n+ 1)qRKV
inf
N X
d(n+1)
=SK(n)2
−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNXd(n+1)
for the main term - exactly the main term of the theorem.
To deal with the error term we assume first (n, d) 6= (1, 1). It is
well-known that ζK(x) ≤ ζQ(x)d for x > 1 (see Lang [23] p.322). Thus
we have ∑
B
NB−(n+1−1/d)  1
and so we are done. Next assume (n, d) = (1, 1) so k = K = Q, q = 0
and therefore SF (0)(T ) = SF (T ). By (3.3.28) we have SF (T ) ⊆ B0(κT )
and here κ =
√
2CinfN . From Lemma 3.8 we get λ1 ≥ (1/
√
2)(CfinN )
−1ND.
It follows without difficulty that B0(κT ) contains no point of the lat-
tice (σC−10 D)
2 except the origin provided T < (1/2)C−1N ND. But the
origin does not lie in SF (T ) and on recalling the inclusion (3.3.32) we
deduce SF (T )∩ΛN (D) is empty for T < (1/2)C−1N ND. Hence we may
restrict the sum over B in (3.3.55) to NB ≤ 2CNTNA−1. Thus by
(3.3.55)
Z∗(Λ∗(A), SF (T )) =
∑
B
NB≤2CN TNA−1
µK(B)Z
∗(Λ(AB), SF (T ))
and by (3.3.58) we get for the latter
∑
B
NB≤2CN TNA−1
µK(B)
Vol SF (1)T
2
detΛ(AB)
+O
 ∑
B
NB≤2CN TNA−1
ARKT
NAB
∑
g∈G
δg(K/k)
−µg
 .
Here G = {1} and δg = 1. Now in order to get the main term as in the
case (n, d) 6= (1, 1) we let the sum run over all B’s in OK and correct
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by an additional error term
∑
B
µK(B)
Vol SF (1)T
2
detΛ(AB)
+O
 ∑
B
NB>2CN TNA−1
Vol SF (1)T
2
detΛ(AB)

+O
 ∑
B
NB≤2CN TNA−1
ARKT
NAB
 .
We set T = XNA and by Lemma 3.9 we see that this quantity has to
be summed over a set R of ideal class representatives A and divided by
the number wK of roots of unity. But here K = Q so R consists just
of a single class, wK = 2 and RK = 1. Thus
ZN (Pn(K/k), X) =2−1
∑
B
µK(B)
Vol SF (1)(XNA)
2
detΛ(AB)
+O
 ∑
B
NB>2CNX
Vol SF (1)(XNA)
2
detΛ(AB)
+O
 ∑
B
NB≤2CNX
AX
NB
 .
As in the previous case the first term leads exactly to the predicted
main term. For the first error term we appeal once more to (3.3.28) to
get Vol SF (1)  (CinfN )2. Using inclusion (3.3.32) we get ΛN (AB) ⊆
(σC−10 AB)
2 and therefore
det ΛN (AB) ≥ det(σC−10 AB)2 = (CfinN )−2(NANB)2.
So the first error term is reduced to
C2NX
2
∑
B
NB>2CNX
NB−2
and so is
O(CNX) = O(AXL).
The second error term is even easier; namely∑
B
NB≤2CNX
AX
NB
≤ AX max{0, 1 + log(2CNX)} = O(AXL).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
CHAPTER 4
Counting points of fixed relative degree
In this chapter we present the main result of this Thesis. It deals
with counting points of fixed relative degree and bounded height. As
an immediate consequence it will solve Problem 0.1 when n is large
compared to e. We state our result for a large class of heights on
points of fixed relative degree, which can be considered as heights in
the sense of the previous chapter when the degree is one. In Chapter
5 we will give another application of our main result.
1. Arakelov-Lipschitz systems II
Let k be a number field of degree m and k an algebraic closure of k.
We fix k and k throughout this chapter and assume finite extensions
of k to lie in k.
1.1. Arakelov-Lipschitz systems on a collection of number
fields. Let C be a collection of finite extensions of k. We are especially
interested in the set of all extensions of fixed relative degree. We denote
it by
Ce = Ce(k) = {K ⊆ k; [K : k] = e}.
Let N be a collection of Arakelov-Lipschitz systems NK of dimension
n - one for each K of C. Then we call N an Arakelov-Lipschitz system
(ALS) on C of dimension n. We say N is a uniform ALS on C of
dimension n with associated constants CN ,MN , LN in R if the following
holds: for each ALS NK of the collection N we can choose associated
constants CNK ,MNK , LNK satisfying
CNK ≤ CN , MNK ≤MN , LNK ≤ LN .
Notice that a uniform ALS N (of dimension n) on the collection con-
sisting only of a single field K with associated constants CN ,MN , LN
is simply an ALS N (of dimension n) on K with associated constants
CN ,MN , LN in the sense of the previous chapter.
Let N be an ALS (of dimension n) on the collection consisting of
all finite extensions K of k. We say N is consistent if the following
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holds: for all finite extensions K,F of k with K ⊆ F and all places
u ∈MF , w ∈MK with u|w one has
Nu(σu(α)) = Nw(σw(α))(4.1.1)
for the corresponding functions Nu ∈ NF , Nw ∈ NK and all α in Kn+1.
Let v ∈ Mk and suppose w|v and v|∞. If dw = dv then Kn+1w = kn+1v
and the sets σw(K
n+1), σv(k
n+1) are both dense; it follows that Nw =
Nv on K
n+1
w = k
n+1
v . A standard example for a uniform consistent ALS
is given as follows: chooseNv as in (3.1.2) for each v inMK , then clearly
CN = 1 is fine. And we know from Subsection 1.2 Chapter 3, right
at the end, that we may choose MN = 2n + 2 and LN = 2pi
√
2n+ 1.
Alternatively we could use Remark 4, coming from the more subtle
arguments in Appendix A. Choosing l2-norms at all infinite places and
Nv as in (3.1.2) for all finite places yields another important uniform
consistent ALS.
1.2. Arakelov-Lipschitz heights on a collection of number
fields. Let C be a collection of finite extensions of k and let N be an
ALS of dimension n on C. Now we can define heights on Pn(K/k) (the
set of primitive projective points) for K in C. Let P = (α0 : ... : αn) ∈
Pn(K/k), so that k(P ) = K. According to Chapter 3 we know that
HNK (·) defines a projective height on Pn(K). Now we define
HN (P ) = HNK (P ).(4.1.2)
Set α = (α0, ..., αn). From the previous chapter we know
HNK (P ) =
∏
v∈MK
Nv(σv(α))
dv
d(4.1.3)
for the functions Nv of NK and [K : Q] = d, [Kv : Qv] = dv. Notice
that in Chapter 3 we had only a single ALS NK to define the height
on all points of Pn(K). By definition (4.1.2) NK suffices only to define
the height on the set of (projective) primitive points, which for K 6= k
is a strict subset of Pn(K). Now suppose N is consistent and let P be
in Pn(K), not necessarily primitive. Then
HNK (P ) = HNk(P )(P ),
so that NK defines the height on all points of Pn(K). For the stan-
dard example in Subsection 1.1 we see that HN is the (absolute, non-
logarithmic) Weil height H, which will be called also l∞-height. For
the other example at the end of Subsection 1.1, using l2-norms at the
infinite places, we denote HN by H2. The l2-height H2 will appear
again in Chapter 5.
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2. Introduction and results
Let N be an ALS on Ce of dimension n. Then HN (·) defines a
height on Pn(k; e), the set of points P = (α0 : ... : αn) in Pn(k) with
[k(P ) : k] = e where k(P ) = k(..., αi/αj, ...) for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, αj 6= 0.
The associated counting function ZN (Pn(k; e), X) denotes the number
of points P in Pn(k; e) with HN (P ) ≤ X. Assume N is a uniform
ALS on Ce (of dimension n). Then due to Northcott and (3.1.16)
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) is finite for all X in [0,∞). Recall the definition of the
Schanuel constant SK(n) (see (3.2.1)) and those of VNK (see (3.1.15)).
By rK we denote the number of real embeddings of K and sK is the
number of pairs of distinct complex conjugate embeddings of K. Now
we define the sum
DN = DN (k, e, n) =
∑
K
2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNKSK(n)(4.2.1)
where the sum runs over all extensions of k with relative degree e. We
will prove that the sum in (4.2.1) converges if n is large enough com-
pared to e.
After all this we are ready to state the main theorem.
Main Theorem
Let e, n be positive integers and k a number field of degree m. Suppose
N is a uniform Arakelov-Lipschitz system of dimension n on Ce, the
collection of all finite extensions of k of relative degree e, with associated
constants CN ,MN and LN . Write
AN =MmeN (CN (LN + 1))
me(n+1)−1.
(a) For every positive  there is a constant c1 = c1(k, e, n, ) depending
only on k, e, n,  such that for X > 0
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c1CNANXme(n+1)max{1, (CNX)me(2e−n+12 )+}.
Moreover with c2 = c2(k, e, n) as in Theorem 2.3 one has
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c2(CNX)me(n+e).
(b) Suppose that either e = 1 or
n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me).
Then the sum in (4.2.1) converges and as X > 0 tends to infinity we
have
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) = DNXme(n+1) +O(ANXme(n+1)−1L),
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where L = logmax{2, 2CNX} if (me, n) = (1, 1) and L = 1 otherwise.
The constant in O depends only on k, e and n.
In Chapter 5 we will explore some applications of the Main The-
orem. Here we are content with some immediate consequences. First
let us consider part (b). For e = 1 we recover a version of Proposi-
tion [34], which allows more general norms at the finite places (this
generalization will be essential to deduce the results of Chapter 5).
Now choose the standard uniform ALS at the end of Subsection 1.1
so that HN becomes the Weil height. Schanuel’s Theorem implies
SK(n) = DN (K, 1, n) = 2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNKSK(n). We can verify
VNK = 2
rK(n+1)pisK(n+1)(4.2.2)
directly by noting that ΛN (D) = (σD)n+1 in (3.1.10), so that det ΛN (D) =
(2−sKND
√|∆K |)n+1 (see [34] Lemma 5). Inserting the latter in defini-
tion (3.1.13) we get V finNK = 1 and it is clear that V
inf
NK = 2
rK(n+1)pisK(n+1).
Then (4.2.2) follows from VNK = V
inf
NK V
fin
NK . For k = Q and e = 2 we
recover essentially Theorem 3 on p.345 in [49] but only for n > 10
while Schmidt does it for all n ≥ 3 and even (in a modified form) for
n = 1, 2. For k = Q and e > 2 we find Theorem 4.1 a) on p.73 in
[17] applied to the Weil height but again with the stronger restriction
n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me) instead of Gao’s n > e.
Now let us return from Q to arbitrary number fields k and assume
e > 1. In this case rather little was known; namely Schmidt’s upper
and lower bounds (Theorem 2.3) implying that
cXme(max{e,n}+1) ≤ ZH(Pn(k; e), X) ≤ CXme(n+e)
for X ≥ X0(k, e, n) and certain positive constants c, C depending on
k, e, n (in fact the upper bound holds for any nonnegativeX). For n = 1
this established the correct order of magnitude and recently Masser
and Vaaler (Theorem 0.5) found even the correct asymptotics. How-
ever their work shed no light on the case when n > 1 and even worse
there is a considerable gap between the two exponents in Schmidt’s
bounds. Therefore for n > 1 not even the correct order of magnitude
was known (see also [34] p.428). The Main Theorem part (a) improves
upon Schmidt’s upper bound when n > 2e + 1. On the other hand
Schmidt’s bound is completely explicit. Here this could be achieved
with some extra effort by proving an explicit version of Theorem 3.1.
Now if n > 5e/2 + 4 + (2/me) we even get the correct asymptotics
confirming Schmidt’s suggestion (at least for n large) that his lower
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bounds are likely to be nearer the truth than the upper bound.
Let us illustrate this with a single new example. We take n = 11,
k = Q(i), e = 2, so that we are counting points in eleven dimensions
quadratic over Q(i). For the number Z = ZH(P11(Q(i); 2), X) of points
of height at most X, the Schmidt bounds are
X48  Z  X52
for X ≥ X0, with absolute implied constants. Our result implies that
Z = DX48 +O(X47)
with
D = 12 · (2pi)24
∑
K
[K:Q(i)]=2
hKRK
wKζK(12)|∆K |6
where we used that rK = 0, sK = 2 for all these K’s.
It is likely that the main result part (b) is valid for n > e. Gao
showed, at least for his definition of height (see Appendix B), that
for k = Q the bound n > e suffices. On the other hand Schmidt’s
lower bound implies that part (b) in the Main Theorem cannot hold
for e > 1 and n < e. However there is a good possibility of obtaining
the asymptotics for e > 1 and n = 1 using a kind of generalized Mahler
measure.
3. Proof of Main Theorem
Usually the constants involved in  and  will depend only on
k, n, e. If the constants depend also on additional parameters then
we emphasize the dependence by adding these parameters as an in-
dex. The case e = 1 is already covered by the work of the previous
chapters. Part (b) comes directly from Corollary 3.1 in Chapter 3 by
choosing K = k. Part (a) is covered by Corollary 2.1 with F = HN
and C = CN so that we conclude ZN (Pn(k; 1), X) = ZN (Pn(k), X) ≤
c(m)(CNX)m(n+1) ≤ c(m)ANCNXm(n+1) for a constant c(m) depend-
ing only on m.
For the rest of this chapter we assume
e > 1.
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3.1. Preliminaries. LetK be in Ce. Then by definition HN (P ) =
HNK (P ) for all P in Pn(K/k). Since
Pn(k; e) =
⋃
K∈Ce
Pn(K/k)(4.3.1)
where the right hand side is a disjoint union, we get
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) =
∑
K∈Ce
ZNK (P
n(K/k), X).(4.3.2)
For a non-zero ideal A in K let DK/k(A) be the discriminant-ideal
of A relative to k and write DK/k for DK/k(OK) (for definitions see
[36] p.212 or [23]) where OK denotes the ring of integers in K. By
assumption we have Q ⊆ k ⊆ K hence
DK/Q = D
[K:k]
k/Q Nk/Q(DK/k)(4.3.3)
(here the norm is interpreted as an ideal). A good reference is for exam-
ple [36] (2.10) Korollar p.213. Let P be in Pn(K/k), so K = k(P ). We
use a theorem of Silverman ([54] Theorem 2) with Silverman’s SF (for
F = k) as the set of archimedean absolute values. Then Silverman’s
LF (·) is simply the usual norm N(·). Hence we deduce
H(P )m ≥ exp(− δk log e
2(e− 1))Nk/Q(DK/k)
1
2e(e−1)(4.3.4)
where δk is the number of archimedean places in Mk (here the norm
is back as a rational number). Since Silverman uses not an absolute
height but rather an “absolute height relative to k”, we had to take
the m-th power on the left hand side of (4.3.4).
Clearly DK/Q is the principal ideal generated by ∆K . Combining
(4.3.3) and (4.3.4) yields
H(P ) ≥ exp(− δk log e
2(e− 1)m)|∆k|
− 1
2(e−1)m |∆K |
1
2e(e−1)m(4.3.5)
 |∆K |
1
2e(e−1)m .
Recalling the definitions of δ, δg andG(K/k) from Chapter 3 and taking
P = (1 : α1 : α2) in P2(K/k) we get
δg(K/k) |∆K |
1
2e(e−1)m(4.3.6)
for any g ∈ G(K/k); and similarly
δ(K/k) |∆K |
1
2e(e−1)m .(4.3.7)
Actually we have already seen in Section 2 Chapter 3 that δ ≤ 2eδg
and so (4.3.6) implies (4.3.7). Here it might be worth to point out
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that (4.3.5) can be used to prove a version of Theorem 3.1 where B is
redefined in terms of the discriminants; namely
B = BK = ANRKhK
∑
g∈G(K/k)
(|∆k|−e|∆K |)−
µg
2e(e−1)m .(4.3.8)
At the first glance this error term looks more appropriate due to the
unavoidable appearance of ∆K in the main term. In the next sub-
section we will explain why it is more convenient to use δg instead of
∆K . Thanks to the well-known Theorem of Siegel-Brauer ([23] p.328
Corollary or [53] p.67 Satz 1 for a more precise version) we can use the
inequalities (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) to bound the product of regulator and
class number. More precisely we have
RKhK β δg(K/k)β(4.3.9)
and
RKhK β δ(K/k)β.(4.3.10)
for any β > e(e − 1)m and any g ∈ G(K/k). The next argument is
rather simple but will be used a lot. It is known as dyadic summation
and we state it as a lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Dyadic summation). Let C be a non-empty subset of
Ce and let ι be a map ι : C −→ [1,∞). Write Nι(T ) = |{K ∈ C; ι(K) ≤
T}| and suppose there are nonnegative real numbers b, c (independent
of T ) with
Nι(T ) ≤ cT b
for every T > 0. Let C ′ be a non-empty subset of C. Set M =
[log2maxC′ ι(K)] + 1 if C ′ is finite and M = ∞ otherwise. Moreover
suppose α is a real number such that
∑M
i=1 2
i(α+b) converges. Then we
have ∑
K∈C′
ι(K)α ≤ c2|α|
M∑
i=1
2i(α+b).
Proof. From the definition of M and since C ′ ⊆ C we have∑
K∈C′
ι(K)α =
M∑
i=1
∑
K∈C′
2i−1≤ι(K)<2i
ι(K)α ≤
M∑
i=1
∑
K∈C
2i−1≤ι(K)<2i
ι(K)α.
First suppose α < 0. Then the latter is
≤
M∑
i=1
2(i−1)αNι(2i) ≤ c2−α
M∑
i=1
2i(α+b).
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If α ≥ 0 then we even get∑
K∈C′
ι(K)α ≤ c
M∑
i=1
2i(α+b).
This proves the lemma. 2
Recall the definition of G(K/k) from Chapter 3. In our applications
ι will be δg and C will be
C(g)e = {K ∈ Ce; g ∈ G(K/k)}
the set of extensions K of k of relative degree e containing an inter-
mediate field K0 ( K with [K0 : k] = g. Let Gu be the union of all
G(K/k)’s
Gu =
⋃
K∈Ce
G(K/k),
so that C(g)e is non-empty if and only if g ∈ Gu. In fact Gu is simply
the set of positive, proper divisors of e but we need only
{1} ⊆ Gu ⊆ {1, ..., [e/2]}.
To apply the Dyadic summation Lemma we need information about
the growth rate of Nδg(T ). In accordance with the notation in Lemma
4.1 we define for an integer g ∈ Gu and real positive T
Nδg(T ) = |{K ∈ C(g)e ; δg(K/k) ≤ T}|.
The set on the right-hand side is finite. More precisely we have
Lemma 4.2. Set γg = m(g
2 + g + e2/g + e). Then for real positive
T and g in Gu we have
Nδg(T ) T γg
Proof. Since H(1, α1, α2) ≥ max{H(1, α1), H(1, α2)} it suffices to show
that the number of (α1, α2) ∈ k2 with
[k(α1) : k] = g(4.3.11)
[k(α1, α2) : k(α1)] = e/g(4.3.12)
H(1, α1), H(1, α2) ≤ T(4.3.13)
is  T γg . The number of projective points in P(k; g) with height not
exceeding T is an upper bound for the number of α1 in k of relative
degree g with H(1, α1) ≤ T . Thus by Theorem 2.3 we get the upper
bound
 Tmg(g+1)(4.3.14)
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for the number of α1. Next for each α1 we count the number of α2. By
(4.3.12) we have [k(α1, α2) : k(α1)] = e/g and moreover H(1, α2) ≤ T .
Applying Theorem 2.3 (note that the constant c2(k, e, n) in Theorem
2.3 depends only on [k : Q], e, n) once more yields the upper bound
 T [k(α1):Q](e/g)(e/g+1) = Tme(e/g+1)(4.3.15)
for the number of α2 provided α1 is fixed. Multiplying the bound
(4.3.14) for the number of α1 and (4.3.15) gives the upper bound
 Tm(g2+g+e2/g+e)
for the number of (α1, α2) and thereby proves the lemma. 2
Recall that δ1 = δ and that Nδ(T ) denotes the number of number
fields K in k of relative degree e with δ(K/k) ≤ T . So Lemma 4.2 with
g = 1 yields an upper bound for the growth rate of Nδ(T ) but applying
Theorem 2.3 directly gives a slightly better result.
Lemma 4.3. Set γ = me(e + 1) and let Cδ = c2(k, e, 1) be as in
Theorem 2.3. Then for T > 0 we have
Nδ(T ) ≤ CδT γ.(4.3.16)
Proof. The number of points in P(k; e) with height not larger than T
is clearly an upper bound for Nδ(T ). Thus the lemma follows from
(2.1.1) in Theorem 2.3. 2
In fact Lemma 4.2 would suffice to prove the full Main Theorem,
so one could omit Lemma 4.3. We did not because γ looks nicer than
γ1 and the proof above is essentially simply a reference.
3.2. Proof of part (b). For brevity we write
DK = 2
−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNKSK(n)(4.3.17)
for the constant in the main term of Theorem 3.1 and
BK = ANKRKhK
∑
g∈G(K/k)
δg(K/k)
−µg(4.3.18)
for the constant in the error term of Theorem 3.1. Thanks to (4.3.2)
and Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that
∑
DK and
∑
BK are conver-
gent (here the sum runs over the same fields as in (4.2.1) and (4.3.2)).
Before proving part (b) let us explain why we use BK involving δg as
in (4.3.18) instead of BK with ∆K as in (4.3.8). Recall that C(g)e is non-
empty if and only if g ∈ Gu. Suppose we have a map ιg : C(g)e −→ [1,∞)
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for each g in Gu with
δg(K/k) ιg(K)κg ,(4.3.19)
ιg(K)
κ′g  RKhK(4.3.20)
for positive κg, κ
′
g depending only on k, e and g. Then we deduce from
(4.3.18) ∑
K∈Ce
BK  AN
∑
g∈Gu
∑
K∈C(g)e
ι
−µgκg+κ′g
g .(4.3.21)
Suppose we have a nonnegative real number bg for each g ∈ Gu with
Nιg(T ) = |{K ∈ C(g)e ; ιg(K) ≤ T}|  T bg .
In order to deduce convergence for (4.3.21) from the Dyadic summation
Lemma we need−µgκg+κ′g+bg < 0 for each g ∈ Gu, which is equivalent
to
n >
(bg + κ
′
g)
κgm(e− g) +
1
m(e− g) − 1(4.3.22)
for each g ∈ Gu. We will now investigate for different choices of the
invariants ιg how this lower bound for n grows if e gets large. First let us
suppose that ιg = |∆K |. By (4.3.6) we see that κg = 1/(2e(e− 1)m) is
admissible (Masser showed [39] Proposition 1, at least for k = Q, that
κ1 cannot be increased). Using the Theorem of Siegel-Brauer we see
that any κ′g > 1/2 is fine and no κ
′
g < 1/2 is possible. What about bg?
Since C(1)e = Ce we see that bg can be estimated by b1. Now counting
fields with respect to the discriminant is a major unsolved problem.
The asymptotics of N∆(T ) = |{K ∈ Ce; |∆K | ≤ T}| are predicted by a
classical conjecture, which is possibly due to Linnik and states that if
T > 0 tends to infinity one has
N∆(T ) = c∆T + o(T )(4.3.23)
for a positive constant c∆ depending on k, e. This would imply that
b1 = 1 is an admissible choice providing the bound n > 6e − 7 +
2/(me). But Linnik’s Conjecture is proved only for e ≤ 3 (Davenport
and Heilbronn [11] for k = Q and Datskovsky and Wright [9] for
arbitrary k) and for e = 4, 5 (Bhargava [2]) but restricted to k = Q.
It might come as a surprise that this approach, together with the fact
Gu = {1} for e prime, leads to the better bounds n > 5+1/m and n >
8+1/(2m) for e = 2 and e = 3 respectively. Schmidt was probably the
first (see [50]) making a considerable approach to (4.3.23) for arbitrary
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degree. His result implies
N∆(T ) T e+24 .(4.3.24)
Setting bg = (e+2)/4 and inserted in (4.3.22) provides the bound n >
e2+3e−5+2/(me). In fact estimating bg by b1 is a loss since Schmidt’s
result even implies that we can choose bg = (max{g, e/g}+2)/4. Then
we get a better bound for n, but still of quadratic order. The recent
work [14] of Ellenberg and Venkatesh makes great progress towards
(4.3.23). Their result (Theorem 1.1) gives a bound for n of order
e exp(C
√
log(e/2)) for an effective, positive, absolute constant C. Note
that any exponent bg independent of e would give even a linear bound
for n. Next we consider the invariant δ. Counting fields with respect
to δ seems to be easier. Here upper and lower bound for the order
of magnitude are rather close (see Section 4), which is in stark con-
trast to when counted via |∆K |. But using only ι = δ with κg = 1,
κ′g > e(e−1)m from (4.3.10) and bg = γ from Lemma 4.3 we could prove
the Main Theorem part (b) only for n > 4e. For e prime we can use
Gu = {1} to relax the constraint to n > 2e+1+2/(e−1)+1/(m(e−1)).
But we did not include this improvement in the Main Theorem to keep
the statement simpler. Note that if bg, κg, κ
′
g are independent of g then
the right-hand side of (4.3.22) gets large if g gets large (1 ≤ g ≤ e/2).
For δ the quantities bg, κg, κ
′
g from above are independent of g. Using a
more sophisticated invariant one could hope to reduce bg, κ
′
g or increase
κg if g gets bigger. Indeed choosing ιg = δg we may use the same values
for κg, κ
′
g as for δ but we see from Lemma 4.2 that bg = γg gets smaller
if g gets large, for example γe/2 = me(e/4 + 5/2) < me(e + 1) = γ
provided e > 2. Therefore we can relax the constraint n > 4e to
n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me).
After this discussion let us come back to the proof of the Main
Theorem part (b). Since N is a uniform ALS on Ce with associated
constants CN ,MN and LN we can assume that
CNK ≤ CN ,(4.3.25)
MNK ≤MN ,(4.3.26)
LNK ≤ LN .(4.3.27)
This implies in particular
ANK ≤ AN .(4.3.28)
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Let us now prove that
∑
K BK converges. We set β = e(e− 1)m+1/8.
Using (4.3.9) and (4.3.28) we get∑
K∈Ce
BK  AN
∑
K∈Ce
∑
g∈G(K/k)
δg(K/k)
β−µg .
Recall that Gu =
⋃
Ce G(K/k). So the term on the right-hand side
above is
=AN
∑
g∈Gu
∑
K∈Ce
g∈G(K/k)
δg(K/k)
β−µg
=AN
∑
g∈Gu
∑
K∈C(g)e
δg(K/k)
β−µg(4.3.29)
provided the sum converges. This will be verified in a moment (see
(4.3.30)). Applying the Dyadic summation Lemma with ι = δg and
b = γg from Lemma 4.2 we see that the latter is
 AN
∑
g∈Gu
∞∑
i=1
2i(γg+β−µg).
The next lemma will tell us that the exponent γg + β − µg is negative.
Assuming this for a moment we see that the inner sum above is  1.
Thus we derive the upper bound
 AN
∑
g∈Gu
1 ≤ AN [e/2],(4.3.30)
confirming that the whole sum in (4.3.29) converges. This verifies the
convergence of
∑
K BK on the assumption that γg + β − µg < 0 for all
g ∈ Gu. The following lemma shows that indeed γg + β − µg < −1/8
holds for all g ∈ Gu. Recall that we assume e > 1 and therefore by
hypothesis of the Main Theorem part (b) n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me).
Lemma 4.4. Let g be in Gu. Then
γg + β − µg ≤ −1
8
.(4.3.31)
Proof. Recall that Gu ⊆ {1, ..., [e/2]} and µg = m(e − g)(n + 1) − 1.
Write
F (g) =
1
m(e− g)(γg + β + 1).
So (4.3.31) claims that m(e−g)(F (g)− (n+1)) ≤ −1/8 for all g ∈ Gu.
Hence it suffices to show that
F (g)− (n+ 1) ≤ − 1
4me
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for 1 ≤ g ≤ e/2. By definition
F (g) =
g2 + g + e2/g + e
e− g +
e(e− 1)
e− g +
1 + 1/8
m(e− g) .
We claim that the second derivative F ′′(g) is positive for 1 ≤ g ≤ e/2.
One finds
F ′′(g) =
2(e2/g3 + 1)(e− g) + 2(2g + 1− e2/g2)
(e− g)2 +
2e(e− 1)
(e− g)3
+
2(g2 + g + e2/g + e)
(e− g)3 +
2(1 + 1/8)
m(e− g)3 .
For 1 ≤ g ≤ e/2 the last three fractions are certainly positive and so we
may focus on the numerator of the first fraction. Now if 2g+1−e2/g2 ≥
0 the claim follows at once. If 2g + 1 − e2/g2 < 0 it suffices to show
that
(e2/g3 + 1)(e− g) ≥ e2/g2 − 2g − 1.
With u = e/g the latter is equivalent to u3 − u2 + e− g ≥ u2 − 2g − 1
and this is equivalent to u2(u − 2) + e + g + 1 ≥ 0, which is certainly
true since 1 ≤ g ≤ e/2 and therefore 2 ≤ u ≤ e.
Thus we have shown that F ′′(g) > 0 for 1 ≤ g ≤ e/2 so that
F is here convex upwards; and we now consider F (1) and F (e/2).
First we use a simple arithmetic argument. Since n is an integer and
n > E = 5e/2+4+2/(me) with denominator dividing 2me we see that
n+ 1 ≥ E + 1 + 1/(2me).(4.3.32)
Now F (e/2) = 5e/2 + 5 + 2/(me) + 1/(4me) = E + 1 + 1/(4me) and
thus
F (e/2)− (n+ 1) ≤ 1/(4me)− 1/(2me) = −1/(4me).
Finally
F (1) = 2e+ 2 + 4/(e− 1) + 9/(8m(e− 1)).
Using (4.3.32) again yields
F (1)− (n+ 1) ≤ 4
e− 1 +
9
8m(e− 1) −
e
2
− 3− 2
me
− 1
2me
.(4.3.33)
First suppose e = 2. Then (4.3.33) says F (1)− (n + 1) ≤ −1/(8m) =
−1/(4em). Next suppose e > 2. Then the right-hand side in (4.3.33)
is ≤ 4/2 + 9/(16m) − e/2 − 3 − 5/(2me) < −5/(2me) < −1/(4em).
This completes the proof of the lemma. 2
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To show convergence for
∑
K DK we may use similar arguments but
here as in the proof of part (a) we use only δ = δ1 instead of δg. As in
Chapter 3 let d = me so that [K : Q] = d. To estimate VNK in (4.3.17)
we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 as we had to bound the first
error term in the case (n, d) = (1, 1). First recall VNK = V
inf
NK V
fin
NK . By
(3.1.14) we have
V infNK  (CinfNK )d(n+1).
To estimate V finNK we note that by (3.3.32)
det ΛNK (D) ≥ detσ(C−10 D)n+1.
It is well-known (see [36] p.33 (5.2) Satz) that
detσ(C−10 D) = 2
−sK
√
|∆K |N(D)N(C0)−1.
Combining the latter with (3.3.31) we see that
detσ(C−10 D)
n+1 = 2−sK(n+1)|∆K |(n+1)/2NDn+1(CfinNK )−d(n+1).
Inserting the latter in definition (3.1.13) yields
V finNK  (CfinNK )d(n+1).
Now on recalling that CNK = C
inf
NKC
fin
NK and using (4.3.25) we conclude
VNK  Cd(n+1)NK ≤ C
d(n+1)
N .
The number of roots of unity wK in (3.2.1) is at least 2. Furthermore
ζK(n + 1) > 1. Hence SK(n)  RKhK |∆K |−n+12 . This together with
the above estimate for VNK implies DK  Cd(n+1)N RKhK |∆K |−
n+1
2 and
since by Siegel-Brauer RKhK  |∆K | 12+ for any positive  we get
DK  Cd(n+1)N |∆K |−
n
2
+.(4.3.34)
At this point we could apply the Dyadic summation Lemma with ι =
|∆K | and b = (e + 2)/4 from Schmidt’s bound (4.3.24) to see that∑
K DK converges for n > e/2 + 1. Note that Linnik’s Conjecture
implies convergence even for n > 2 but we already pointed out that for
n < e the main term (provided there is an asymptotic estimate as in
our Main Theorem) cannot be of the form
∑
K DKX
em(n+1). However
we may use Lemma 4.3 instead Schmidt’s result if we have a lower
bound for |∆K | in terms of δ(K/k). This lower bound is of interest for
its own sake.
Lemma 4.5. We have
δ(K/k) ≤ δ(K/Q) |∆K | 1d .(4.3.35)
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Proof. The lemma is trivially true for K = k = Q. However we have
by assumption e ≥ 2 and so [K : Q] = em ≥ 2. The first inequality
follows immediately from the definition. Let σ be as in (3.1.7) and
suppose α is a non-zero integer of K. One gets
H(1, α) =
d∏
i=1
max{1, |σi(α)|}1/d
≤ max{1, max
1≤i≤d
{|σi(α)|}}
≤ |σ(α)|
because |σ(α)| ≥ 1. Let v1 = σ(α1), ..., vd = σ(αd) be linearly indepen-
dent vectors of the lattice σOK with |vi| = λi for the successive minima
λi of σOK . Let us temporarily denote by b the maximal degree of all
proper subfields of K. Therefore K = Q(α1, ..., αb+1). Next we need
to construct a primitive element in OK with small height. We apply
Lemma 3.1 to obtain a primitive α =
∑b+1
j=1mjαj. Now
H(1, α) ≤ |σ(
b+1∑
j=1
mjαj)| ≤
b+1∑
j=1
mj|σ(αj)|  λb+1.
We shall estimate λb+1:
λb+1 =
(
λ1...λbλ
d−b
b+1
λ1...λb
) 1
d−b
≤
(
λ1...λd
λ1...λb
) 1
d−b

(
det(σOK)
λ1...λb
) 1
d−b
=
(
|∆K | 12
2sKλ1...λb
) 1
d−b
 |∆K |
1
2(d−b)
where we used again that λ1 = |σ(α1)| ≥ H(1, α1) ≥ 1. So all this
together implies
δ(K/Q) |∆K |
1
2(d−b) .(4.3.36)
Now b is the degree of a proper subfield. Thus b ≤ d/2 and we get
(4.3.35). 2
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Using Lemma 4.5 and (4.3.34) with  replaced by /d we deduce
DK  Cd(n+1)N δ(K/k)−
dn
2
+(4.3.37)
for any positive . Choosing  = 1/2 we get
DK  Cd(n+1)N δ(K/k)−
dn
2
+ 1
2 .
Applying the Dyadic summation Lemma with ι = δ and b = γ from
Lemma 4.3 we conclude∑
K∈Ce
DK  Cd(n+1)N
∑
K∈Ce
δ(K/k)−
dn
2
+ 1
2
 Cd(n+1)N
∞∑
i=1
2(−
dn
2
+ 1
2
+γ)i
 Cd(n+1)N
provided −dn
2
+ 1
2
+ γ < 0, which is equivalent to n > 2e + 2 + 1/d.
But the latter holds since n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me). This completes the
proof of part (b) of the Main Theorem.
3.3. Proof of part (a). First note that unlike in part (b) there
are no conditions on e and n except e > 1 from page 75. To prove part
(a) let us consider the analogues of the quantities (4.3.17) and (4.3.18)
for Corollary 3.1. The first is again DK but the second changes to
B˜K = ANKRKhKδ(K/k)
−µ.
Remember that µ = m(e − gmax)(n + 1) − 1 ≥ d(n + 1)/2 − 1 and
ANK ≤ AN . Thus
B˜K ≤ ANRKhKδ(K/k)−d(n+1)/2+1.(4.3.38)
Let P be in Pn(k; e). So P lies in Pn(K/k) for some K in Ce. By
(3.1.16) we know HN (P ) = HNK (P ) ≥ C−1NKH(P ) and from (4.3.25)
we know CN ≥ CNK . Thus ZN (Pn(k; e), X) = 0 for CNX < 1. So we
may assume
CNX ≥ 1.
Set
B = neCNX
and
C ′ = {K ∈ Ce; δ(K/k) ≤ B}.
Note that by Lemma 4.3 the set C ′ is finite. As in Chapter 3 abbreviate
d(n+ 1) to D.
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Lemma 4.6. We have
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) XD
∑
K∈C′
DK +X
D−1 ∑
K∈C′
B˜K .(4.3.39)
Proof. We claim ZNK (Pn(K/k), X) = 0 for δ(K/k) > B. From this we
could deduce
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) =
∑
K∈Ce
ZNK (P
n(K/k), X)
=
∑
K∈C′
ZNK (P
n(K/k), X).(4.3.40)
Now using the estimates coming from Corollary 3.1 the statement of
the lemma follows immediately. It remains to prove the claim. Let
P be in Pn(K/k) with homogeneous coordinates ω0, ..., ωn. We may
assume ω0 6= 0 and ωi ∈ OK for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Applying Lemma 3.1
shows that there exist m1, ...,mn in Z with 0 ≤ mi < e for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
such that β =
∑n
i=1miωi/ω0 is primitive. Using the product formula
it is easily seen that H(1, β) ≤ neH(P ) and by (3.1.16) we deduce
δ(K/k) ≤ H(1, β) ≤ neCNKHNK (P ) ≤ neCNHN (P ). In particular the
fields K with δ(K/k) > neCNX = B satisfy ZNK (Pn(K/k), X) = 0,
which verifies the claim. 2
Lemma 4.7. For any positive  and α = d(e+1−n/2)+  we have∑
K∈C′
DK  CDN max{1, (CNX)α}(4.3.41)
Proof. We use (4.3.37) with /2 instead of  to get the upper bound
 CDN
∑
K∈C′
δ(K/k)−
dn
2
+ 
2(4.3.42)
for the left-hand side of (4.3.41). We may assume that C ′ is not empty
otherwise the lemma is trivially true. Applying the Dyadic summation
Lemma with ι = δ, b = γ from Lemma 4.3 and M = [log2 B] + 1 we
find that the above is bounded by
 CDN
M∑
i=1
2−iη(4.3.43)
with η = dn
2
− γ − 
2
. First suppose η > 0. Then this is
≤ CDN
∞∑
i=1
2−iη  CDN .
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Next suppose η ≤ 0. Then the right-hand side of (4.3.43) becomes
≤ CDN2−ηMM.
Since M = [log2 B] + 1 = [log2(2neCNX)] this in turn is
≤ CDN (2neCNX)−η log2(2neCNX)
 CDN (CNX)−η+

2
= CDN max{1, CNX}−η+

2
= CDN max{1, (CNX)α}.
2
Lemma 4.8. For any positive  and β = d(2e− (n + 1)/2) +  we
have ∑
K∈C′
B˜K  ANCNX max{1, (CNX)β}.(4.3.44)
Proof. By (4.3.10) we find
RKhK  δ(K/k)d(e−1)+/2.(4.3.45)
Thus (4.3.38) implies
B˜K  AN δ(K/k)d(e−1)+ 2−
d(n+1)
2
+1.(4.3.46)
Hence ∑
K∈C′
B˜K  AN
∑
K∈C′
δ(K/k)d(e−1)+

2
− d(n+1)
2
+1.
Applying the Dyadic summation Lemma just as in (4.3.42) we deduce
that the above is
 AN
M∑
i=1
2−iη(4.3.47)
this time with
η =
d(n+ 1)
2
− 1− d(e− 1)− 
2
− γ
= d((n+ 1)/2− 2e)− 1− 
2
and M = [log2 B] + 1 as before. Now if η > 0 then (4.3.47) is
 AN ≤ ANCNX
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just as for (4.3.43). If η ≤ 0 we similarly get the bound
≤ AN2−ηMM
≤ AN (2neCNX)−η log2(2neCNX)
 AN (CNX)−η log2(2CNX)
 AN (CNX)−η+/2
= ANCNX max{1, (CNX)β}.
2
Combining Lemma 4.6, Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 we conclude:
for any positive  there is a constant c1 = c1(k, e, n, ) depending only
on k, e, n and  such that
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c1max{(CNX)Dmax{1, (CNX)α},
ANCNXDmax{1, (CNX)β}}.
Recall that AN = MdN (LN + 1)
D−1CD−1N and MN ≥ 1, LN ≥ 0. Thus
we get
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c1ANCNXDmax{1, (CNX)α , (CNX)β}.
Now α = d(e+ 1− n/2) +  < d(2e− (n+ 1)/2) +  = β and we end
up with
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ c1ANCNXDmax{1, (CNX)β}.
This proves the first statement of Main Theorem part (a). The second
statement is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.3 and (3.1.16). For
any P in Pn(k; e) we have CNHN (P ) ≥ H(P ). Thus
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) ≤ ZH(Pn(k; e), CNX) ≤ c2(k, e, n)(CNX)d(e+n).
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
4. Counting number fields
Using results of the previous section and Chapter 2 we give simple
lower bounds for the growth rate of Nδ(T ) and N∆(T ), the number of
field extensions K of k of degree e with δ(K/k) ≤ T or |∆K | ≤ T . The
lower bound for Nδ(T ) shows that Lemma 4.3 is not very far from the
truth.
Corollary 4.1. With c4 = c4(k, e, 1), c2 = c2(k, e, 1) and X4(k, e)
from Theorem 2.3 set
cδ = 2
−5em−22c4, Cδ = c2 and T0 = X4(k, e).
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Then we have
cδT
me(e−1) ≤ Nδ(T ) ≤ CδTme(e+1)
where the upper bounds holds for T > 0 and the lower bound holds for
T ≥ T0.
Proof. From the definition it is clear that ZH(P(K/k), T ) > 0 if and
only if δ(K/k) ≤ T . Therefore we have
Nδ(T ) =
∑
K∈Ce
δ(K/k)≤T
1 =
∑
K∈Ce
δ(K/k)≤T
ZH(P(K/k), T )
ZH(P(K/k), T )
.(4.4.1)
Using the equivalence above once again, we see that the term on the
far right-hand side of (4.4.1) is
≥ ( sup
K∈Ce
{ZH(P(K/k), T )})−1
∑
K∈Ce
δ(K/k)≤T
ZH(P(K/k), T )
= ( sup
K∈Ce
{ZH(P(K/k), T )})−1
∑
K∈Ce
ZH(P(K/k), T )
= ( sup
K∈Ce
{ZH(P(K/k), T )})−1ZH(P(k; e), T )
Now ZH(P(K/k), T ) ≤ ZH(P(K; 1), T ) and by (2.1.1) of Theorem 2.3
and recalling that [K : Q] = em we get
ZH(P(K; 1), T ) ≤ c2(K, 1, 1)T 2me = 25em+22T 2me.
Furthermore (2.1.3) of Theorem 2.3 with c4 = c4(k, e, 1) yields
ZH(P(k; e), T ) ≥ c4Tme(e+1)
for T ≥ X4(k, e) = T0. Hence
Nδ(T ) ≥ (25em+22T 2me)−1c4Tme(e+1) = cδTme(e−1)
for T ≥ T0. On the other hand Lemma 4.3 tells us that
Nδ(T ) ≤ CδTme(e+1)
for T > 0. 2
Corollary 4.1 combined with the lower bound (4.3.7) for δ in terms
of |∆K | yields
Corollary 4.2. There are constants c5 = c5(k, e) and T1 = T1(k, e)
depending only on k, e such that
N∆(T ) ≥ c5T 1/2
for T ≥ T1.
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Proof. From (4.3.7) we know that there is a positive constant c6 =
c6(k, e) depending only on k, e > 1 such that δ(K/k) ≥ c6|∆K |1/(2e(e−1)m).
Using Corollary 4.1 and setting c5 = cδc
me(e−1)
6 , T1 = (T0/c6)
2e(e−1)m
we conclude
N∆(T ) ≥ Nδ(c6T 1/(2e(e−1)m)) ≥ c5T 1/2
provided T ≥ T1. 2
Ellenberg and Venkatesh’s Theorem 1.1 in [14] shows that the ex-
ponent 1/2 in Corollary 4.2 can be replaced by 1/2+1/e2 and Linnik’s
Conjecture implies that it can be replaced even by 1. Although Linnik’s
Conjecture is known only for e ≤ 3 the following argument, mentioned
by Ellenberg and Venkatesh (see [14] p. 723), shows that for e even the
exponent 1/2 can always be increased to 1. So suppose e is even and let
F be an extension of k of relative degree e/2. For degree 2 Linnik’s Con-
jecture is true and thus |{K ⊆ F ; [K : F ] = 2, |∆K | ≤ T}| = c7T+o(T )
where the positive constant c7 and the implied constant in o depend
only on F . This shows that N∆(T ) ≥ (c7/2)T for T > T2(F ) and since
F was an arbitrary extension of k of degree e/2 we can choose even
c7 = c7(k, e) and T2 = T2(k, e) depending only on k, e, for example
T2 = inf [F :k]=e/2 T2(F ) + 1 and then c7 = 1/2 sup[F :k]=e/2,T2(F )≤T2 c7(F ).
Linnik’s Conjecture is also true for degree 3. Thus the same argument
can be used if 3 divides e.
What about upper bounds for N∆(T )? From (4.3.35) we know that
there is a positive constant c8 = c8(d) depending only on d = em such
that
δ(K/k) ≤ c8|∆K | 1em .
Thus we get
N∆(T ) ≤ Nδ(c8T 1em ) ≤ Cδcme(e+1)8 T e+1
for T > 0. This bound is far from Schmidt’s bound (4.3.24) and so of
no relevance.

CHAPTER 5
One-dimensional subspaces of fixed degree
In this chapter we apply the Main Theorem to prove a counting
result for points of fixed degree on linear projective varieties. The
special case of degree one is a well-known Theorem of Thunder. As
usual k will denote a number field and we fix an algebraic closure k of
k. We recall that finite extensions of k are assumed to lie in k.
1. Introduction and results
Let N,M be positive integers and let
a11x1 + a12x2 + ...+ a1NxN = 0
...
...(5.1.1)
aM1x1 + aM2x2 + ...+ aMNxN = 0
be a system of M < N linearly independent linear homogeneous equa-
tions defined over a number field k. In Transcendence theory or Dio-
phantine approximation one often needs to know the existence of non-
trivial solutions to (5.1.1), which are small in an appropriate sense.
These problems have been investigated by many people (Thue [55],
Siegel [52], Bombieri and Vaaler [4], Roy and Thunder [39], [40], Thun-
der [60] and many others) and are usually associated with the name
“Siegel’s Lemma”. In contrast to that one could ask how many large
solutions does one have. The quantification of the size will be done via
the concept of heights. Any non-zero multiple of a non-trivial solution
x is again a non-trivial solution but not essentially different and so we
do consider it as the same solution. To measure the size of a solution
x = (x1, ..., xN) we use a projective height so that the size does not
depend on the choice of the representative x. It will turn out that the
l2-height H2 is in this set up slightly more natural than the Weil height.
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From Subsection 1.1 and Subsection 1.2 Chapter 4 we know that
H2(x) =
∏
v|∞
(|σv(x1)|2v + ...+ |σv(xN)|2v)dv/d(5.1.2) ∏
v-∞
max{|σv(x1)|v, ..., |σv(xN)|v}dv/d
where K is any number field containing the coordinates, the v’s run
over MK and [K : Q] = d. Furthermore we know that this is a projec-
tive height and thus defined on PN−1(k).
To get finiteness for the number of pairwise non-proportional so-
lutions of bounded height we have to impose further restrictions. It
suffices to demand that [k((x1 : ... : xN)) : k] ≤ e where k((x1 : ... :
xN) = k(..., xi/xj, ..); 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, xj 6= 0 and e is an arbitrary but
fixed natural number. Now we can state our problem a little bit more
precisely. Can one give the asymptotics as X tends to infinity for the
number of projective points (x1 : ... : xN) in PN−1(k; e) with x satisfy-
ing (5.1.1) and H2(x) ≤ X? Now of course it makes sense to assume
N > M + 1.
A related problem comes from an early work [46] of Schmidt where
he gave asymptotic estimates for the number of subspaces of QN of
arbitrary but fixed dimension and bounded height. This result was
generalized to the affine space over arbitrary number fields by Thunder
in [56] (see also [57] for a further generalization). The relation becomes
clearer using a more intrinsic formulation of our counting problem by
considering the (N −M)-dimensional k-vector space, say S, defined by
(5.1.1), namely: count the one-dimensional subspaces kx of S of fixed
degree over k with H2(x) ≤ X.
One would expect that complicated vector spaces do not have many
simple one-dimensional subspaces but what exactly do complicated and
simple mean here? A vector space defined over a number field k has
also a height, which in the case of a one-dimensional space reduces
just to the height above and it can be interpreted as a measure for the
complexity of the space. So let S be a subspace of k
N
of dimension
n + 1 over k and let v1, ..., vn+1 be a basis of S over k. We form the
wedge-product ( [47] paragraph 5)
v1 ∧ ... ∧ vn+1 ∈ k(
N
n+1).(5.1.3)
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Since the vectors are linearly independent it is non-zero ([47] Lemma
5C). Let v′1, ..., v
′
n+1 be linearly independent vectors in k
N
then v1 ∧
... ∧ vn+1 is proportional to v′1 ∧ ... ∧ v′n+1 if and only if v′1, ..., v′n+1 and
v1, ..., vn+1 span the same space ([47] p.14 Lemma 5D). Hence we may
define
H2(S) = H2(v1 ∧ ... ∧ vn+1).
Moreover we set
H2({0}) = H2(kN) = 1.
The wedge product in (5.1.3) is called a tuple of Grassmann coordi-
nates for S. Up to a non-zero scalar multiple and permutations of the
coordinates such a tuple is determined by S.
We may avoid the wedge product by the following equivalent def-
inition using the matrix A of (5.1.1) with entries aij (1 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤
j ≤ N). We denote by A0 the various maximal minors of A. Let K be
any number field containing k. Then with v as in (5.1.2)
Hfin(A) =
∏
v-∞
max
A0
|σv(detA0)|
dv
d
v ,
H inf (A) =
∏
v|∞
(
∑
A0
|σv(detA0)|2v)
dv
2d
and as always d = [K : Q] and dv = [Kv : Qv]. Using an analogue
of the Cauchy-Binet formula over number fields one can prove (see [4]
p.15 (iv)) that
H inf (A) =
∏
v|∞
| det(σv(A)σv(A)t)|
dv
2d
v(5.1.4)
where over-line means complex conjugation, σv(A)
t
is the transpose of
σv(A) and σv acts on each entry. Multiplying the finite and infinite
parts yields the height of the matrix
H2(A) = H
fin(A)H inf (A).
Notice that a tuple of determinants of all maximal minors is a tuple of
Grassmann coordinates of S. Hence H2(A) is nothing else than H2(S).
Now let us return to the counting problem for one-dimensional sub-
spaces. Besides the special cases covered directly by Schanuel’s The-
orem (with a slightly different choice of the height) Thunder was the
first who gave answers to the problem. His Theorem 1 in [58] settles
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the case where e = 1. We give a generalization of Thunder’s Theo-
rem 1 [58] by counting one-dimensional subspaces of “small” relative
degree over k. Let us recall what we mean by the degree of a one-
dimensional subspace of S. Choose a one-dimensional subspace kx
where x = (x1, ..., xN). We define the degree of kx over k simply as
the degree of the projective point (x1 : ... : xN) over k. Hence we may
fix a natural number say e and ask for the number of one-dimensional
subspaces kx of S with degree e over k and H2(x) ≤ X.
We choose a slightly different formulation, which is more appropri-
ate in the context of the work of Franke, Manin, Tschinkel [20], Peyre
[38], Salberger, Thunder [57] and many others. These authors usually
take a projective variety X (of a very special type) defined over Q or
k and then count points of bounded height in X(Q) or X(k). Let us
point out that any variety defined over k has a Zariski-dense set of
points over k of sufficiently large degree, whereas the points over Q or
k are necessarily restricted via diophantine constraints like Faltings’s
Theorem (see [16]) or the various conjectural generalizations.
So suppose N > M + 1 and let V be a linear subvariety of PN−1 of
dimension N −M − 1 and defined over k. Then there are coefficients
a11, ..., aMN in k such that V is the set of (x1 : ... : xN) in PN−1 with
x = (x1, ..., xN) solving the system (5.1.1). Let S ⊆ kN be the vector
space defined by the same system (5.1.1), so that (x1 : ... : xN) lies
in V if and only if (x1, ..., xN) lies in S\{0}. Then we define of course
H2(V) = H2(S). Moreover we define
V(k; e) = PN−1(k; e) ∩ V(k).(5.1.5)
Denote by ZH2(V(k; e), X) the associated counting function abbrevi-
ated to Z2(V(k; e), X) so that
Z2(V(k; e), X) = |{P ∈ V(k; e);H2(P ) ≤ X}.(5.1.6)
For a number field k and natural numbers e, n we define the sum
α = α(k, e, n) =
∑
K
(2−rKpi−sK )n+1V (n+ 1)rKV (2n+ 2)sKSK(n)
(5.1.7)
where the sum runs over all extensions of k with relative degree e and
V (p) denotes the volume of the euclidean ball in Rp with radius one.
As in Chapter 4, we will shortly see that this sum sometimes converges.
The main result of this chapter is Theorem 5.1.
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Theorem 5.1. Let k be a number field of degree m, let n, e and
N ≥ n+2 be natural numbers, and let V be a linear subvariety of PN−1
of dimension n defined over k. Suppose that either e = 1 or
n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me).
Then the sum in (5.1.7) converges and as X > 0 tends to infinity we
have
Z2(V(k; e), X) = αH2(V)−meXme(n+1) +O(Xme(n+1)−1L0).
Here L0 = logmax{2, 2X} if (me, n) = (1, 1) and L0 = 1 otherwise,
and the constant in O depends only on k, e, n.
Note that the error term does not depend on the variety V. This
may be found surprising, especially because the proof of the result in-
volves an Arakelov-Lipschitz systems N = N (V) which does depend
on V.
Let us compare the number of points on V as counted in Theo-
rem 5.1 with the quantity Z = ZH2(Pn(k; e), X). From Subsection
1.1 and Subsection 1.2 in Chapter 4, each time right at the end, we
already know that there is a uniform ALS N (of dimension n) on
Ce(k) such that H2 = HN on Pn(k; e). Hence we can use the Main
Theorem part (b) to get the asymptotics for Z. Right after (4.2.2)
we verified that V finN = 1 if Nv is the max-norm for all finite places
and it is not difficult to see that V infN = V (n + 1)
rV (2n + 2)s (see
also [34] p.432). Thus Z = αXme(n+1) + O(Xme(n+1)−1L). So when-
ever e = 1 or n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me) we find that the number of
points in V(k) of degree e over k and l2-height ≤ X is asymptotically
H2(V)−meZH2(Pn(k; e), X).
Next we look once more at the example of Subsection 1.1 Chapter
3. Here V was given by the equation 2x1 + 3x2 + 5x3 = 0 and we get
H2(V) =
√
38. The constant α is 2−2V (2)SQ(1) = 3/pi. So we have
asymptotically
3
pi
√
38
X2 +O(X logX)
rational points on this projective variety. The example above (and
much more) is already covered by Thunder’s result. In fact the remark
at the end of Section 2 of Chapter 4 means that we could probably
obtain the asymptotics for counting points of fixed degree over any k
despite n = 1 being so small; and this even for arbitrary lines in PN−1.
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The novelty in Theorem 5.1 is that we can count also points of fixed
degree provided the dimension is much larger than the degree. What
about the simple equation
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + x9 + x10 + x11 + x12 + x13 = 0
defined over Q? We compute H2(V) =
√
13. Using the formula V (p) =
pip/2/Γ(p/2 + 1) for p = n+ 1 and p = 2n+ 2 where n+ 1 = N −M =
13− 1 = 12 we obtain: there are
1
13
 ∑
K
[K:Q]=2
(
pi6
2949120
)rK (
1
479001600
)sKSK(11)
X24 +O(X23)
pairwise non-proportional solutions of degree 2 over Q with height less
or equal X.
Next consider the equation
x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4 + 5x5 + 6x6 + 7x7
+8x8 + 9x9 + 10x10 + 11x11 + 12x12 + 13x13 = 0
defined over Q. Here we have
1
819
 ∑
K
[K:Q]=2
(
pi6
2949120
)rK (
1
479001600
)sKSK(11)
X24 +O(X23)
pairwise non-proportional solutions of degree 2 over Q with height less
or equal X.
If we increase the ground field k then we can sometimes even de-
crease the number of variables. Here is an example actually with rather
a large field:
√
1x1 +
√
2x2 +
√
3x3 +
√
4x4 +
√
5x5 +
√
5x6
+
√
7x7 +
√
8x8 +
√
9x9 +
√
10x10 +
√
11x11 +
√
12x12 = 0
defined over the field
k = Q(
√
1,
√
2,
√
3,
√
4,
√
5,
√
6,
√
7,
√
8,
√
9,
√
10,
√
11,
√
12)
= Q(
√
2,
√
3,
√
5,
√
7,
√
11).
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So we have m = [k : Q] = 32. We find H2(V) =
√
78 and setting e = 2
we get H2(V)−me = 78−32. As in the previous example we find
1
7832
 ∑
K
[K:k]=2
(
pi5
332640
)rK (
1
39916800
)sKSK(10)
X704 +O(X703)
pairwise non-proportional solutions of degree 2 over k with height less
or equal X.
Actually there is no problem to obtain similar results using the l∞-
height H on V(k; e). For example with rational points on 2x1 + 3x2 +
5x3 = 0 as above we get a main term 12/(5pi)
2X2. But already the
volume computations for x1 + ... + x13 = 0 are more intricate, and in
general the dependence on V will probably not be expressible as any
recognizable height function of V.
2. A reformulation of Theorem 5.1
Suppose
1 ≤M ≤ N − 2.(5.2.1)
Set n = N −M − 1 so that
n = N −M − 1 ≥ 1.(5.2.2)
Let V ⊆ PN−1 be a linear subvariety of dimension n and defined over
k. Then there are coefficients a11, ..., aMN in k such that a system as
in (5.1.1) of M linearly independent equations defines V. Let S be the
k-vector space defined by the same system, so that (x1 : ... : xN) lies
in V(k) if and only if (x1, ..., xN) lies in S\{0}. Thus the dimension of
the vector space S (over k) is n + 1. Since S is defined over k, there
are (homogeneous) linear forms L1, ..., LN in k[z] such that there is a
(1 : 1)-correspondence between k
n+1
and S given by
zt = (z0, ..., zn)←→ (L1(z), ..., LN(z)).(5.2.3)
Now (5.2.3) implies a (1 : 1)-correspondence between the sets Pn(k)
and V(k)
(z0 : ... : zn)←→ (L1(z) : ... : LN(z)).(5.2.4)
If we permute the coordinates in (L1(z) : ... : LN(z)) we will probably
no longer parameterize V but we will parameterize a linear subvariety
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with the same number of points of fixed degree and bounded height.
Therefore we may assume
Lj(z) = zj−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1.(5.2.5)
Lemma 5.1. The counting function Z2(V(k; e), X) is given by the
number of
(z0 : ... : zn) ∈ Pn(k; e)
with
H2((L1(z) : ... : LN(z))) ≤ X.
Proof. By (5.2.4) we see that Z2(V(k; e), X) is the number of projective
points (z0 : ... : zn) in Pn(k) with
[k((L1(z) : ... : LN(z))) : k] = e(5.2.6)
H2((L1(z) : ... : LN(z))) ≤ X.(5.2.7)
Moreover the linear forms Lj have coefficients in k. By (5.2.5) we see
that
k((L1(z) : ... : LN(z))) = k((z0 : ... : zn)).
So the number of points of V of degree e over k and with l2-height not
exceeding X is the number of (z0 : ... : zn) ∈ Pn(k; e) with H2(L1(z) :
... : LN(z)) ≤ X. 2
2.1. The corresponding Arakelov-Lipschitz system. The pre-
vious lemma shows that we shall count (z0 : ... : zn) ∈ Pn(k; e) with
H2(L1(z) : ... : LN(z)) ≤ X. The strategy is to choose a uniform ALS
N on Ce = Ce(k) of dimension n to obtain
HN (z) = H2(L1(z) : ... : LN(z)).(5.2.8)
We define N as follows: for each K of Ce we define an ALS NK on K
(of dimension n) by
Nv(z) = max{|(σvL1)(z)|v, ..., |(σvLN)(z)|v} : v -∞(5.2.9)
Nv(z) =
√
|(σvL1)(z)|2v + ...+ |(σvLN)(z)|2v : v | ∞.(5.2.10)
Here σv acts on the coefficients of the linear forms Li. With this defini-
tion of N , and having (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) in mind, we see that equation
(5.2.8) holds. For v -∞ the ultrametric inequality |(σvL1)(z1+z2)|v ≤
max{|(σvL1)(z1)|v, |(σvL1)(z2)|v} implies that condition (iii) of Sub-
section 1.2 Chapter 3 is satisfied. For v | ∞ it is not so obvious that
(iii) holds and we postpone the proof. But let us describe the set
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Bv = {z;Nv(z) < 1} and its boundary ∂Bv = {z;Nv(z) = 1}. We
write
bv(z, z
′) = (σvL1)(z)(σvL1)(z′) + ...+ (σvLN)(z)(σvLN)(z′).
Let e1, ..., en+1 be the canonical basis of Rn+1 if v is real and of Cn+1 if v
is non-real. Let Q = Qv be the matrix with entries qij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+1)
where
qij = bv(ei, ej).
At this stage where matrices enter the game we should point out that
z is a column. Using the definition (5.2.10) of Nv(·) we see that
Nv(z)
2 =
N∑
j=1
n∑
r=0
n∑
p=0
zrzp(σvLj)(er+1)(σvLj)(ep+1) = z
tQz.
Thus Bv = {z; ztQz < 1} and ∂Bv = {z; ztQz = 1}. In fact we need
that N defines even a uniform ALS on Ce. This will be verified in the
next subsection.
Now notice that according to our choice of L1, ..., LN
bv(z, z
′) = z0z′0 + ...+ znz′n(5.2.11)
+ (σvLn+1)(z)(σvLn+1)(z′) + ...+ (σvLN)(z)(σvLN)(z′).
Equation (5.2.11) shows that Q = E + R where E is the identity
matrix and R is a hermitian positive semidefinite matrix. Hence all
the eigenvalues of R are non-negative reals. There is a unitary matrix
U with U
t
J ′U = R for a diagonal matrix J ′ whose diagonal entries are
the eigenvalues of R. Now U
t
(J ′ +E)U = Q and so the eigenvalues of
Q are real numbers of size at least 1.
2.2. N is a uniform Arakelov-Lipschitz system. Suppose v is
infinite then we just have seen that Q = Qv is a positive definite matrix
so that Nv is a norm on K
n+1
v . We could apply the observation in
Remark 4 Chapter 3 to deduce that ∂Bv is Lipschitz parameterizable.
But Remark 4 refers to Appendix A and so in order not to distract
the reader too much it is convenient to give a direct proof here. More
precisely we will show that ∂Bv lies in Lip(dv(n+1), 1, 1, 2pidv(n+1)).
But first we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose p > 1. Then the (p − 1)-dimensional unit
sphere ∂B0(1) lies in Lip(p, 1, 1, 2pip)
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Proof. Let
ϕ : [0, 2pi]× [0, pi]p−2 −→ ∂B0(1)
be the standard parameterization of ∂B0(1) via polar coordinates θ =
(θ1, ..., θp−1) such that
x1 =cos θ1 cos θ2 cos θ3... cos θp−1
x2 =sin θ1 cos θ2 cos θ3... cos θp−1
x3 = sin θ2 cos θ3... cos θp−1
...
xp = sin θp−1.
Using the max-norm | · |∞ we have |∂xi/∂θj|∞ ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and
1 ≤ j ≤ p − 1. Applying the Mean-Value Theorem we get |ϕ(θ) −
ϕ(θ′)| ≤√p(p− 1)|θ−θ′| ≤ p|θ−θ′|. Now normalizing to get a map
as in (1.1.1) with parameter domain [0, 1]p−1 gives an additional factor
2pi and thereby proves the lemma. 2
In Appendix A we generalize (up to a slightly different Lipschitz
constant) the previous lemma to boundaries of arbitrary bounded con-
vex sets. However with Lemma 5.2 we can prove
Lemma 5.3. Suppose v | ∞. Then the set ∂Bv = {z;Nv(z) = 1}
lies in Lip(dv(n+ 1), 1, 1, 2pidv(n+ 1)).
Proof. The set ∂Bv is given by the condition z
tQz = 1. Since Q is
hermitian there is a unitary matrix U with U
t
JU = Q for a diagonal
matrix J where the diagonal entries, say λ0, ..., λn, are the eigenvalues
of Q and we have already seen that they are at least 1. Set y = Uz.
Then ∂Bv = {U ty;ytJy = 1} = U t{y;ytJy = 1}. Now |U t(y) −
U
t
(y′)| = |y − y′| so it suffices to check that {y;ytJy = 1} lies in
Lip(dv(n + 1), 1, 1, 2pidv(n + 1)). But the latter set is the image of
the unit sphere in Kn+1v = Rdv(n+1) centered at the origin under the
Kn+1v -endomorphism say φ, defined by
φ((w0, ..., wn)) = (λ
−1/2
0 w0, ..., λ
−1/2
n wn).
By the previous lemma we know already that the unit sphere lies in
Lip(dv(n + 1), 1, 1, 2pidv(n + 1)). So let ϕ be the corresponding pa-
rameterizing map of the sphere then φ(ϕ) is a parameterization of
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{y;ytJy = 1}. We compute a Lipschitz constant
|φ(ϕ(t))− φ(ϕ(t′))| = |φ(ϕ(t)− ϕ(t′))|
≤ sup
|w|=1
|φ(w)||ϕ(t)− ϕ(t′)|
= sup
|w|=1
(
n∑
i=0
|wi|2
λi
)1/2|ϕ(t)− ϕ(t′)|.
Since λi ≥ 1 (0 ≤ i ≤ n) we deduce the estimates
≤ sup
|w|=1
(
n∑
i=0
|wi|2)1/2|ϕ(t)− ϕ(t′)|
= |ϕ(t)− ϕ(t′)|
≤ 2pidv(n+ 1)|t− t′|.
2
We write
CN = 1,
MN = 1,
LN = 4pi(n+ 1).
Lemma 5.4. The system N defines a uniform ALS on Ce of dimen-
sion n with associated constants CN ,MN , LN .
Proof. Let NK be an ALS of the collection N . For non-archimedean
v in MK we have
Nv(z) = max{|(σvL1)(z)|v, ..., |(σvLN)(z)|v}
≥ max{|(σvL1)(z)|v, ..., |(σvLn+1)(z)|v}
= max{|z0|v, ..., |zn|v}.
The l2-norm is at least as big as the max-norm and so we get also for
v archimedean
Nv(z) ≥ max{|z0|v, ..., |zn|v}.
So for the finite part we may choose according to (3.1.3) and (3.1.4)
CfinNK = 1.
For the infinite part we get according to (3.1.5)
CinfNK = 1.
Combining both parts we end up with
CNK = C
fin
NKC
inf
NK = 1 = CN .
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Lemma 5.3 implies that the sets ∂Bv = {z;Nv(z) = 1} lie in Lip(dv(n+
1), 1, 1, 4pi(n + 1)) and thus we may choose MNK = 1, LNK = 4pi(n +
1). This shows that N is a uniform ALS of dimension n on Ce with
associated constants CN = 1, MN = 1, LN = 4pi(n+ 1). 2
3. Proof of Theorem 5.1
We have a uniform ALS N of dimension n on Ce with
HN ((z0 : ... : zn)) = HN (z) = H2((L1(z) : ... : LN(z))).
By Lemma 5.1 we conclude that Z2(V(k; e), X) is given by the number
of (z0 : ... : zn) in Pn(k; e) with HN ((z0 : ... : zn)) ≤ X, which we
denote by ZN (Pn(k; e), X). Furthermore we have the hypothesis e = 1
or n > 5e/2+4+2/(me) in Theorem 5.1. This is exactly the situation
where we can apply the Main Theorem part (b) from Chapter 4. So we
find
ZN (Pn(k; e), X) =
∑
K
[K:k]=e
2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNKSK(n)X
me(n+1)
+O(ANXme(n+1)−1L),
where AN =MmeN (CN (LN + 1))
me(n+1)−1 with
CN = 1, MN = 1, LN = 4pi(n+ 1)
and L = logmax{2, 2CNX} if (me, n) = (1, 1) and L = 1 otherwise.
Moreover the constant in O depends only on k, e, n. Thus
AN = (4pi(n+ 1) + 1)me(n+1)−1
depends only onm, e, n. All that remains is to compare the main terms.
Therefore we are finished once we have shown that
VNK =
V (n+ 1)rKV (2n+ 2)sK
H2(S)d
.(5.3.1)
At this point we make a simple but crucial remark. Recall the gen-
eral Definition 3.1 of Chapter 3. Given a positive rational number l
and a ALS N we can define a new ALS lN by changing each Nv to
|σv(l)|vNv. However the volume VlN = VN is independent of l. This
can be computationally verified from the definitions using the prod-
uct formula. More intuitively it is clear that the height HlN = HN is
independent of l, and since VlN , VN occur in their respective counting
functions, their equality follows.
For the purposes of evaluating VNK in (5.3.1) we are therefore enti-
tled to use lN . Note that changing N into lN (with a positive rational
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number l) changes L1, ..., LN from (5.2.9) into lL1, ..., lLN . We choose
a positive rational integer l such that lL1, ..., lLN have coefficients in
OK . In order to keep the notation simple we will redefine NK as lNK
and L1, ..., LN as lL1, ..., lLN ; this will cause no confusion. So from
(5.2.5) we get
Lj(z) = lzj−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1.(5.3.2)
And clearly
zt = (z0, ..., zn)←→ (L1(z), ..., LN(z))(5.3.3)
remains a (1 : 1)-correspondence between k
n+1
and S. For the rest of
this chapter NK will be fixed. Therefore it is convenient to drop the
index and simply write N .
Recall from the definition that VN splits into a finite and an infinite
part. Let S⊥ be the orthogonal complement of S consisting of all
y ∈ kN with xty = x1y1 + ...+ xNyN = 0 for all x in S or equivalently
(L1(z), ..., LN(z))y = 0 for all z in k
n+1
. Let A⊥ be the (N −M)×N
matrix with columns formed by the coefficients of L1, ..., LN . Writing
Lr(z) =
∑n+1
j=1 l
(r)
j−1zj−1 and not forgetting (5.3.2) we have
A⊥ =
l l
(n+2)
0 · · · l(N)0
. . .
...
...
l l
(n+2)
n · · · l(N)n
 .(5.3.4)
So the first n+1 columns of A⊥ are given by (l, 0, ..., 0)t, ...,(0, ..., 0, l)t.
The equations
(L1(z), ..., LN(z))y = ((A
⊥)tz)ty = ztA⊥y
show that S⊥ is given by the equation A⊥y = 0. Now by definition
H2(S
⊥) = H2(A⊥) and later on we will use a duality for the height
of subspaces (see [47] p.28), telling us that H2(S
⊥) = H2(S). This
is no surprise since changing signs of certain coordinates of a tuple of
Grassmann coordinates of S yields a tuple of Grassmann coordinates
of S⊥.
3.1. Computing V infN . Suppose v | ∞. The volume Vv is that of
the set defined by ztQz < 1 where the (i, j) entry of Q is given by
bv(ei, ej) = (σvL1)(ei)(σvL1)(ej) + ...+ (σvLN)(ei)(σvLN)(ej).
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For v real this is
V (n+ 1)√
detQ
and for v non-real it is
V (2n+ 2)
detQ
Recalling from above that Lr(z) =
∑n+1
j=1 l
(r)
j−1zj−1 we get bv(ei, ej) =∑N
r=1 σv(l
(r)
i−1)σv(l
(r)
j−1) which is the (i, j) entry of σv(A
⊥)σv(A⊥)
t
. So
Q = σv(A
⊥)σv(A⊥)
t
.
Therefore the denominator is just the local part of the height H2(A
⊥)d
(see (5.1.4) or [26] p.13). This is one of the reasons why it is convenient
to choose the l2-height here. Multiplying Vv over all archimedean places
yields
V infN =
V (n+ 1)rKV (2n+ 2)sK
H inf (A⊥)d
.(5.3.5)
3.2. Computing V finN . The finite part is more troublesome. Here
we will use the fact that the coefficients l
(r)
j−1 of the linear forms L1, ..., LN
are algebraic integers. Recall also the definition of A⊥. The matrix A⊥
defines two maps. One from Kn+1 to KN by multiplication on the right
z −→ (ztA⊥)t. Now (5.3.3) is a (1 : 1)-correspondence, which tells us
that this map is injective. The second map comes from multiplication
on the left x −→ A⊥x, which sends the column x from KN to Kn+1.
Recall the lattice ΛN from (3.1.10)
Lemma 5.5. Let A 6= 0 be a fractional ideal in K. Then
ΛN (A) = σ(ANA⊥
−1
)(5.3.6)
where A⊥ is considered as a map Kn+1 −→ KN defined by zt −→
(ztA⊥)t and A⊥−1 denotes the set-theoretical inverse.
Proof. The lattice ΛN (A) is given by the σα where
max{|(σvL1)(α)|v, ..., |(σvLN)(α)|v} ≤ |A|v(5.3.7)
for all finite v. But (5.3.7) is equivalent to
L1(α), ..., LN(α) ∈ A
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and this in turn means nothing else but (αtA⊥)t ∈ AN . So the α’s
are exactly the elements of the set ANA⊥−1 and therefore ΛN (A) =
σ(ANA⊥−1). 2
Now A⊥ takes An+1 to AN , thanks to the integrality of its entries,
and so
σAn+1 ⊆ σ(ANA⊥−1) = ΛN (A).(5.3.8)
We know detσAn+1 = (2−sNA
√|∆K |)n+1 (see [36] p.33 (5.2) Satz) and
so to calculate det ΛN (A) it suffices to calculate the index [ANA⊥
−1
:
An+1]. This can be done by using some “duality” where the set-up is
as follows.
Let W be a finite dimensional Q-vector space and let b : W ×
W −→ Q be a non-degenerate, symmetricQ-bilinear form. An additive
subgroup G ⊂ W has a dual
G˜ = {w ∈ W ; b(w, g) ∈ Z for all g ∈ G},(5.3.9)
which is also an additive subgroup. Suppose dimW = D and from now
on assume G is a free Z-module of rank D so that there exist g1, ..., gD
in W with
G = g1Z+ ...+ gDZ.(5.3.10)
Since g1, ..., gD are Z-linearly independent we have
W = g1Q+ ...+ gDQ.(5.3.11)
The following four lemmas are well-known but for the sake of com-
pleteness we include the simple proofs.
Lemma 5.6. There are g˜1, ..., g˜D in W linearly independent with
b(g˜i, gj) = δij(5.3.12)
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ D.
Proof. By solving a homogeneous linear system of D − 1 equations in
D variables we may find a non-zero g˜1 in W with b(g˜1, gj) = 0 for
2 ≤ j ≤ D. Now suppose b(g˜1, g1) = 0. Then by (5.3.11) b(g˜1,w) =
0 for all w in W but b is non-degenerate and we conclude g˜1 = 0
- a contradiction. Hence b(g˜1, g1) 6= 0 and so after multiplying g˜1
with a suitable rational number we get b(g˜1, g1) = 1. In this way we
obtain g˜1, ..., g˜D with (5.3.12). The linear independence is immediately
implied by (5.3.12). 2
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Lemma 5.7. We have
G˜ = g˜1Z+ ...+ g˜DZ.(5.3.13)
Proof. Clearly the right set is contained in the left one. To prove the
other inclusion let w be an element of G˜. There are µ1, ..., µD in Q
with
w = µ1g˜1 + ...+ µDg˜D.
By definition of G˜ we have b(w, g) in Z for every g in G. In particular
b(w, gi) ∈ Z.
But by (5.3.12) we see that b(w, gi) = µi, which proves the second
inclusion. 2
Lemma 5.8. We have ˜˜
G = G.
Proof. We have b(gi, g˜j) = b(g˜j, gi) = δji for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ D. So by
Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7
˜˜
G = g1Z+ ...+ gDZ = G. 2
Now let H ⊆ G be a submodule of G also of rank D. We have
Lemma 5.9. The indices [G : H], [H˜ : G˜] are finite and equal.
Proof. Using the elementary divisors Theorem (see [24] p.153 Th.7.8)
we find a basis g1, ..., gD of G such that there are rational integers
a1, ..., aD with a1g1, ..., aDgD a basis of H. So [G : H] = |a1...aD|. Let
g˜1, ..., g˜D be as in Lemma 5.6. By Lemma 5.7 it is a basis of G˜. Due
to (5.3.12) we have a1
−1g˜1Z+ ...+ aD−1g˜DZ ⊆ H˜. On the other hand
every element in H˜ is of the form µ1g˜1+ ...+µDg˜D where µ1, ..., µD are
in Q. Now a1g1+ ...+aDgD lies in H and therefore by the definition of
the dual group and (5.3.12) we see that in fact µiai ∈ Z for 1 ≤ i ≤ D
and so a1
−1g˜1Z+ ...+ aD−1g˜DZ ⊇ H˜ so a1−1g˜1Z+ ...+ aD−1g˜D = H˜.
And now we get [H˜ : G˜] = |a1...aD| = [G : H]. 2
From the general context let us return to our specific situation. We
define
W = Kn+1 and(5.3.14)
G = ANA⊥
−1
, H = An+1(5.3.15)
Clearly An+1 ⊆ G and using just the first n+ 1 columns of A⊥ we get
G ⊆ l−1An+1. Now An+1 is a free Z-module of rank D = d(n + 1) =
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n+1. Thus G and H are both free Z-modules of rank D. For
b(·, ·) we choose
b(w,w′) = TrK/Q(wtw′).(5.3.16)
Here wtw′ = w1w′1+ ...+wn+1w
′
n+1 means just the scalar product and
TrK/Q denotes the trace of K relative to Q, from now on abbreviated
to Tr. It is well-known ([25] p.214 Satz 3) that b(·, ·) defines a non-
degenerate, symmetric Q-bilinear form from Kn+1 to Q at least for
“n = 0”; but the extension to any n is clear. Suppose w is such that
Tr(wtw′) ∈ Z for all w′ in An+1 and moreover assume λ ∈ O = OK .
Then Tr((λx)ty) ∈ Z for all y in An+1. Hence H˜ is the (n + 1)-th
power of a non-zero fractional ideal, say B. So
H˜ = Bn+1.(5.3.17)
Lemma 5.10. We have
G˜ = A⊥BN .(5.3.18)
Here A⊥ is considered as a map from KN to Kn+1.
Proof. We abbreviate A⊥BN to G0. Again using the first n+1 columns
of A⊥ it is easily seen that lBn+1 ⊆ A⊥BN and clearly A⊥BN ⊆ Bn+1.
Therefore G0 is a Z-module of rank D. Now let us calculate the dual
group of G0
G˜0 = {α ∈ Kn+1;Tr(αtA⊥β) ∈ Z for all β ∈ BN}(5.3.19)
where of course α and β are both columns. First consider G˜0A
⊥ being
the set of (αtA⊥)t with α ∈ Kn+1 and Tr(αt(A⊥β)) ∈ Z for all β ∈
BN . Clearly one has G˜0A
⊥ ⊆ Kn+1A⊥ and since
Tr(((αtA⊥)t)tβ) = Tr((αtA⊥)β) = Tr(αt(A⊥β))(5.3.20)
we see that G˜0A
⊥ ⊆ B˜N where B˜N denotes the dual ofBN in KN with
respect to the analogue of (5.3.16). Hence G˜0A
⊥ ⊆ B˜N ∩Kn+1A⊥. On
the other hand suppose α ∈ Kn+1 with (αtA⊥)t ∈ B˜N . Then (5.3.20)
implies that α is in G˜0 and so (α
tA⊥)t ∈ G˜0A⊥. So we conclude
G˜0A
⊥ ⊇ B˜N ∩Kn+1A⊥. Combining both inclusions yields
G˜0A
⊥ = B˜N ∩Kn+1A⊥.
It follows easily using the injectivity of the map z −→ (ztA⊥)t that
G˜0 = B˜NA
⊥−1.
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By (5.3.15) and (5.3.17) it is clear that A˜N = BN where again A˜N
denotes the dual of AN in KN . By Lemma 5.8 we have A˜N = AN . So
B˜N = AN and it follows that G˜0 = A
NA⊥−1 = G. Appealing once
more to Lemma 5.8 we obtain G0 = G˜ - exactly the claim. 2
We are now in a position to compute the determinant of the lattice
ΛN (A)
Lemma 5.11. Let A 6= 0 be a fractional ideal in K. Then we have
detΛN (A) = (2−sNA
√
|∆K |)n+1Hfin(A⊥)d.
Proof. By Lemma 5.10 and Lemma 5.9 we get
[ANA⊥
−1
: An+1] = [Bn+1 : A⊥BN ].
Now
Hfin(A⊥)d = [On+1 : A⊥ON ]−1
by Lemma 2.1 (p.111) in [27]. But here O can be replaced by any
non-zero fractional ideal, which comes out of [27] immediately after
equation (2.25) (p.114). We conclude
det ΛN (A) =
detσ(An+1)
[ANA⊥−1 : An+1]
= (2−sNA
√
|∆K |)n+1Hfin(A⊥)d.
2
So the ∆N (D) in (3.1.12) are all equal to
(2−s
√
|∆K |)n+1Hfin(A⊥)d.
Hence
V finN = H
fin(A⊥)−d.
3.3. End of the proof. Now the height of V is defined as the
height of the vector space S. But H2(S) = H2(A) and H2(S
⊥) =
H2(A
⊥) also by definition, and the duality for heights of subspaces says
H2(S
⊥) = H2(S). Finally (5.3.1) comes out after we recall H2(A⊥) =
Hfin(A⊥)H inf (A⊥). This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
APPENDIX A
Narrow class and Lipschitz class
The aim of Appendix A is to compare Theorem 1.2 with Schmidt’s
Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.3 is ideal in the situation of a bounded,
convex (so narrow class 1) set S. But there are sets, which are not of
narrow class s for any s and which have a boundary of Lipschitz class
(n, 1,M, L) (e.g. take the modified square with side 1/pi, where one
edge is replaced by a translate of the curve (x, x3 sin(1/x)) for 0 ≤ x ≤
1/pi). In our application S was defined by a distance function N (see
[45] p.431); namely S = {x ∈ Rn;N(x) < 1}. Also in this situation it
is easy to find an S, which is not of narrow class s for any number s
but which has boundary in Lip(n, 1,M, L) for certain numbers M,L.
So if Theorem 1.3 does not apply there is still hope that Theorem 1.2
does. If S is of narrow class s for some s it still might be very arduous
to prove it, since one has to check certain intersection conditions of
any line not only with S itself but also with all projections of S on any
linear subspace of Rn. On the other hand the Lip(n, 1,M, L) condition
on the boundary of S seems to be rather mild. And indeed we believe:
Conjecture A.1. Let S in Rn be a set of narrow class s and
assume S lies in a ball of radius R. Then there is a natural num-
ber M = M(n, s) and a real number C = C(n, s) such that ∂S is in
Lip(n, 1,M,CR).
Remark 6. The case n = 1 is trivial. So assume n > 1. If a
set in Rn is in Lip(n, 1,M, L) and lies in a ball of radius R then it
can be shown that it is in Lip(n, 1, 1, L′) with a new (for example L′ =
8M
√
n− 1(L + R)) Lipschitz constant L′. Therefore the Conjecture
A.1 implies a stronger form of itself with M = 1.
Theorem A.1. For s = 1 Conjecture A.1 is true. More precisely
we have ∂S is in Lip(1, 1, 2, 0) if n = 1 and ∂S is in Lip(n, 1, 1, 8n2R)
if n > 1.
For n = 2 we prove only a very weak version of Conjecture A.1 (see
Subsection 2). The proof of Theorem A.1 requires the following
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Lemma A.1. Let n > 1, S in Rn be a convex set, P a point in S
and r, R positive reals such that
BP (r) ⊆ S ⊆ BP (R).(A.0.21)
Then the boundary ∂S is in Lip(n, 1, 1, 8
√
n− 1R2/r).
Proof. We may translate S to get P = 0. Let
ϕ : [0, 2pi]× [0, pi]n−2 −→ ∂BP (r)(A.0.22)
be the standard parameterization of ∂BP (r) via polar coordinates such
that
x1 =r cos θ1 cos θ2 cos θ3... cos θn−1
x2 = r sin θ1 cos θ2 cos θ3... cos θn−1
x3 = r sin θ2 cos θ3... cos θn−1
...
xn = r sin θn−1.
Let A,B be different points in Rn then we denote by [A,B] the line
segment between A and B (A,B are included) of the line containing
A,B. Similar (A,B) denotes the line segment without the points A,B.
We claim that intersecting the half-line, which starts in P and contains
ϕ(θ) with the boundary of S leads to a parameterization ϕ˜ of ∂S. It
suffices to show that each such half-line contains no more than one
boundary point of S. So assume such a half-line contains more than
one boundary point, say A and B where A is closer to P . Now consider
the union of all line segments (B,F ) starting in B and ending on any
boundary point F of BP (r). Then each point of the line segment (B,P )
lies in the interior of this union. Due to the convexity of S this set is a
subset of the topological closure of S (but not always of S itself) and
since A lies in (B,P ) we conclude that A lies in the interior of S, a
contradiction. This little argument will be used once more at the end
of the proof.
The next step of the proof is to show that ϕ˜ is a Lipschitz param-
eterization with Lipschitz constant (4/pi)
√
n− 1R2/r such that after
normalizing properly to get a map as in (1.1.1) one gets the Lipschitz
constant 8
√
n− 1R2/r.
We use only simple planimetric arguments. Let us write AB for the
length of the line segment [A,B]. Let A,B,C be three different points
then we may talk of the angle β between the line-segments [A,B]
and [A,C]. It is defined as the value in [0, pi] such that cos β =
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〈B − A,C − A〉/(AB · AC) where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the euclidean scalar
product. If the points do not lie on one line then we may consider the
triangle 4(A,B,C) with vertices A,B,C.
Let ϕ˜(θ1) = A, ϕ˜(θ2) = B two distinct points on the boundary of S.
We may assume
0 < |θ2 − θ1| < pi
2
√
n− 1(A.0.23)
for otherwise we get automatically
AB ≤ 2R ≤ (4/pi)√n− 1R|θ2 − θ1|.(A.0.24)
Denote by α the angle between [P,A] and [P,B] and write | · |l1 for the
l1-norm. Then we have
α ≤ |θ2 − θ1|l1 ,(A.0.25)
which is a simple consequence of the triangle-inequality in the metric
space Sn−1 (see p.17 in [6]). Hence
α ≤ √n− 1|θ2 − θ1|.(A.0.26)
If A,B, P lie on a common line then either α = pi and so |θ2 − θ1| ≥
pi/
√
n− 1 or A = B, both contradicting our assumptions. So the lines
joining P,A and P,B respectively span a plane say P . Write B for the
interior of BP (r) and L for the line joining A and B. The line in P
perpendicular to L which joins P intersects L in a point denoted by C.
The proof splits into the following three cases:
(1) L does not meet B (C not in B).
(2) L meets B between A and B (C is in [A,B] and in B).
(3) The remaining case (A is in [B,C] or B is in [A,C] and C is in B).
We start with the first case. Now L does not meet B is equivalent
to PC ≥ r. The area of 4(P,A,B) is PC · AB/2. It is clear that
4(P,A,B) does not exceed the area of a sector of BP (R) ∩ P with
angle α, which is αR2/2. Thus
AB ≤ R
2
r
α.(A.0.27)
For the second case we have [A,B] contains C. Denote the angle
between [P,C] and [P,A] by α1 and the angle between [P,C] and [P,B]
by α2 such that α = α1 + α2 and 0 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ α ≤ pi/2. Hence
AC = PA sinα1 ≤ PAα1 ≤ Rα1(A.0.28)
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and similar BC ≤ Rα2 leading to
AB ≤ Rα.(A.0.29)
Since A,B lie on the boundary of S none of them can lie in B. Thus
the remaining case occurs if either A is in [B,C] or B lies in [A,C].
Since C is in B there is a positive  such that BC() lies in B. But now
we use the same argument as in the beginning of the proof to show
that due to the convexity either A or B lies in the interior of S - a
contradiction and so the remaining case is impossible.
Recalling (A.0.26) and R ≥ r proves that all cases are covered by
|ϕ˜(θ1)− ϕ˜(θ2)| = AB ≤ (4/pi)
√
n− 1R
2
r
|θ1 − θ2|.(A.0.30)
Properly normalizing to get a map as in (1.1.1) gives an additional
factor 2pi and completes the proof. 2
1. Proof of Theorem A.1
Clearly a set of narrow class 1 is convex. For n = 1 the set S is
just a single interval (maybe even a single point) and so its boundary
consists of at most two points proving that ∂S lies in Lip(1, 1, 2, 0).
So assume n > 1. Suppose the interior intS of S is empty. Pick P0
in S; then the points of S − P0 cannot span Rn as a R-vector space,
else S would contain a small neighbourhood of P0. Hence S lies in a
hyperplane and so ∂S lies in a ball BP ′(R
′) in Rn−1 for some R′ ≤ R.
So it suffices to know that BP ′(R
′) lies in Lip(n, 1, 1, 2R), which can be
seen by parameterizing a (n−1)-dimensional cube containing BP ′(R′).
From now on we may assume intS 6= ∅. Therefore we have a point
P1 in intS and a positive real number r > 0 such that BP1(r) lies
in intS. On the other hand there is a point P2 such that S is in
BP2(R). The triangle-inequality implies S lies in BP1(2R). Applying
Lemma A.1 proves the existence of a Lipschitz parameterization of the
boundary. Unfortunately the Lipschitz constant L has still a disallowed
dependence on r and moreover the exponent of R should be one not
two. We can overcome these problems by the use of John’s theorem
(see for example [1] p.242). Roughly speaking it says that a convex set
is not far from an ellipsoid or more precisely; we can find an ellipsoid
E with center say P such that
E ⊆ S ⊆ nE.(A.1.1)
We can translate to get P = 0. Now after an orthogonal transformation
we can suppose that E is defined by (x1/a1)
2 + ...+ (xn/an)
2 = 1. We
may assume that 0 < a1 ≤ a2 ≤ .... ≤ an. Moreover E lies in a ball, say
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B, of radius R and so 2an = supA,B∈E |A−B| ≤ supC,D∈B |C−D| = 2R.
Hence
0 < a1 ≤ a2 ≤ .... ≤ an ≤ R.(A.1.2)
Let Φ be the endomorphism which sends xi −→ xi/ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Applying this map to (A.1.1) yields
B0(1) ⊆ Φ(S) ⊆ B0(n).(A.1.3)
Lemma A.1 with r = 1 and R = n yields a map ϕ˜ : [0, 1]n−1 −→ Rn
with image containing ∂(Φ(S)) such that
|ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1)| ≤ 8n2|x2 − x1|.(A.1.4)
Since Φ is linear and bijective the maps Φ and its inverse Φ−1 are
continuous. So the boundary of S is simple the image under Φ−1 of the
boundary ∂Φ(S). Thus Φ−1(ϕ˜(·)) is a parameterization of ∂S. Let us
calculate a Lipschitz constant:
|Φ−1(ϕ˜(x2))− Φ−1(ϕ˜(x1))| = |Φ−1(ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1))|
≤ sup
|z|=1
|Φ−1(z)||ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1)|
= sup
|z|=1
(
n∑
i=1
(aizi)
2)1/2|ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1)|
≤ sup
|z|=1
an(
n∑
i=1
z2i )
1/2|ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1)|
= an|ϕ˜(x2)− ϕ˜(x1)|
≤ an8n2|x2 − x1|
≤ 8n2R|x2 − x1|.
This agrees with our claim and thereby completes the proof.
2. The 2-dimensional case
For n = 2 we can apply Poincare´’s formula from integral geometry
to prove a weak form of Conjecture A.1. We call Γ a simple curve if
there exists a continuous map φ : [0, 1] −→ R2 injective on (0, 1) such
that Γ = φ([0, 1]). We say Γ is closed if φ(0) = φ(1). Let Γ0,Γ1 be two
rectifiable (see [6] p.12), simple curves of length |Γ0|, |Γ1|. Poincare´’s
formula tells us (see [21] and [42] Chap. 6 and Chap. 7 for more
details) ∫
M
ndK = 4|Γ0||Γ1|(A.2.1)
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whereM is the group of motions φ in the plane, n = n(φ) = |Γ1∩φ(Γ0)|
(possibly infinite) is the intersection number of Γ1 and φ(Γ0) and dK
is the kinematic density forM that is the invariant volume element of
the space of the group of motions in the plane (therefore the integral is
independent of the initial positions of the curves). It seems that formula
(A.2.1) has been generalized by Maak ([30]) to arbitrary simple curves
(for non-rectifiable curves the right hand side has to be interpreted
as infinity). In particular if n is bounded then Γ0 and Γ1 are both
rectifiable. But possibly Maak’s definition of the intersection number
n is different from ours so that we prefer not to rely on his result. Now
any φ = φa,b,θ is given by a rotation and a translation
φ(x, y) = (x cos θ − y sin θ + a, x sin θ + y cos θ + b)
where −∞ < a < ∞, −∞ < b < ∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2pi. So n = n(φ(a, b, θ))
becomes a function of a, b, θ and we write by abuse of notation n(a, b, θ).
In fact (A.2.1) can be written as∫
θ
∫
b
∫
a
n · dadbdθ = 4|Γ0||Γ1|(A.2.2)
see for example [41] p.22.
Now consider the following conditions on a set S in R2.
(I) The boundary ∂S of S is given by a rectifiable, simple, closed
curve.
(II) Let Γ0 be a line-segment. Then the subsetM0 ofM defined by
|∂S ∩ φ(Γ0)| > 2s has measure zero, so that
∫
M0
dK = 0.
A set S in R2 of narrow class s satisfying (I) and (II) will be called a
set of very narrow class s .
We can now state our approach to Conjecture A.1 in dimension
two.
Theorem A.2. Let S in R2 be a set of very narrow class s and as-
sume S lies in a ball of radius R. Then ∂S is in Lip(2, 1, 1, (3pi/2)2sR).
Proof. We may assume ∂S lies in B0(R). Suppose Γ0 is a line-segment
of length R with its middle point on the origin. LetM1 =M1(Γ0) be
the subset ofM defined by n(φ) = |∂S ∩ φ(Γ0)| ≤ 2s. Then condition
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(II) implies ∫
M
ndK =
∫
M1
ndK.
Hence from (A.2.2)
4|Γ0||∂S| =
∫
Θ
∫
%
n · dadbdθ.
with certain subsets Θ ⊆ [0, 2pi] and % ⊆ R2 and
n(a, b, θ) ≤ 2s
for all (θ, a, b) ∈ Θ× %. Now ∂S ⊆ B0(R) and thus ∂S ∩ φa,b,θ(Γ0) = ∅
if
√
a2 + b2 > 3R/2. Therefore we have n = n(a, b, θ) = 0 for (a, b) /∈
B0(3R/2). Hence
4R|∂S| = 4|Γ0||∂S| =
∫
Θ
∫
%
n · dadbdθ =
∫
Θ
∫
B0(3R/2)∩%
n · dadbdθ
≤
∫
Θ
∫
B0(3R/2)∩%
2s · dadbdθ
≤
∫ 2pi
0
∫
B0(3R/2)
2s · dadbdθ
= 9pi2sR2.
Thus |∂S| ≤ (3pi/2)2sR. It is well-known that a rectifiable curve can
be parameterized by the arc length. Let ψ be such a parameterization
of ∂S, scaled from [0, |∂S|] to [0, 1], then we have |ψ(t) − ψ(t′)| ≤
|∂S||t− t′|. This shows that ∂S lies in Lip(2, 1, 1, (3pi/2)2sR). 2
The bound |∂S| ≤ (3pi/2)2sR can be improved at least under some
regularity conditions. Any line l in the plane is given by a normalized
vector ν = (cos θ, sin θ) perpendicular to l and the distance p ≥ 0 of
l to the origin. If we restrict the parameter θ to lie in [0, 2pi) then
each line joining the origin has two representations (namely l(θ, 0) and
l(θ + pi, 0)) and all other lines have exactly one representation. The
formula of Cauchy-Croft (see [13] Theorem 3 p. 34 and (8) p. 37) for
a regular (for definition see [13] p.5) curve Γ1 in the plane tells us that
2|Γ1| =
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
n(θ, p)dθdp
where n(θ, p) is the intersection number of l(θ, p) and Γ1. Now suppose
∂S is regular and for simplicity also n(θ, p) ≤ 2s for all (θ, p). Since
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∂S ⊆ B0(R) we get n = 0 for p > R and therefore
|∂S| ≤ 2pisR.
The value on the right-hand side cannot be lowered as we can see by
the following examples: for s = 1 we take S as a circle, for s even we
take S as a worm wrapped s − 1 times around a circle and for s > 1
odd the circle should be considered as the head of the worm and its
tail is wrapped s− 2 times around the head.
3. Dependence on n
Finally we compare the dependence on n of the error terms in The-
orem 1.3 and Theorem 1.2. Since it had no relevance for the original
application neither of Theorem 1.3 nor of Theorem 1.2 it is not a sur-
prise that none of them provides optimal dependence on n. However we
observe that our c0(n) is n
3
2
n2 , while for s fixed and n large Schmidt’s
c1(s, n) just goes as 3
n2 .
APPENDIX B
Gao’s and Schmidt’s definition of heights
A different approach to define heights than the one of Subsection
1.2 in Chapter 4 goes back to Schmidt [49] for degree d = 2 and Gao
[17] for arbitrary degree. We follow Gao. He starts by defining a
projective height on Kn+1\{0} attached to a subset of Rd(n+1) where
d = [K : Q]. The reference set U0 is defined as the set of (z1, ..., zq+1)
in Rr(n+1) × Cs(n+1) with ∏v|∞Nv(zi)dv ≤ 1 where Nv is as in (3.1.2)
Chapter 3 for all v and q + 1 = r + s. Recall the meaning of F,Σ and
SF (1) from Chapter 3 Section 3. Notice that SΣ(1) = U0. For a set U
in Rr(n+1) ×Cs(n+1) and F ⊆ Σ define U(F ) as SF (∞)∩ U . From now
on let U be an arbitrary closed set in Rr(n+1) × Cs(n+1) = RD with
(a) µ1U0 ⊆ U ⊆ µ2U0 for some µ2 ≥ µ1 > 0.
(b) For every η in Rr × Cs with |
q+1∏
i=1
ηdii | = 1 we have
(z1, ..., zq+1) ∈ U if and only if (η1z1, ..., ηq+1zq+1) ∈ U.
If U is measurable and if F is a fundamental domain (see Chapter 1
Section 3) of the unit lattice then U(F ) is measurable and the volume
is finite. Moreover (b) implies that the volume does not depend on the
particular choice of F (see [17] p.30), so that we can write
VU,K = Vol (U(F )).
Gao defines
HKU (α) = NA
−1 inf{λd;λ ≥ 0, σα ∈ λU}.
Here A is the non-zero ideal generated by the coordinates α0, ..., αn of
α and σ is as in (3.1.9). This is a height relative to K. In order to
make it comparable with our height we have to take the d-th root so
that
HU(α) = H
K
U (α)
1/d.(B.0.1)
Moreover it is easily seen that the finite part NA−1/d can be expressed
in the manner of (4.1.3) by choosing (3.1.2) for all finite v. We even may
replace (3.1.2) for a finite number of finite places by Nv as in Subsection
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1.2 of Chapter 3. This introduces cv as in (3.1.3) and consequently
CfinN =
∏
v-∞ c
−dv/d
v . We need only the functions Nv at the finite places
v but we do not want to introduce a new terminology and therefore let
us stick to the whole ALS. So let N be an ALS of dimension n on K
and U as above. Then we generalize (B.0.1) by setting
HN ,U(α) =
∏
v-∞
Nv(σvα)
dv/d
 inf{λ;λ ≥ 0, σα ∈ λU}.(B.0.2)
Now (b) and (ii) of Subsection 1.2 Chapter 3 together with the prod-
uct formula implies that HN ,U defines a height on Pn(K). This height
could be referred to as an Arakelov-Gao-Lipschitz-height, short AGL-
height. If we take the standard ALS with (3.1.2) for all v we recover
Gao’s height (B.0.1). Now choose F as in (3.3.19) with i = 0. Then
U(F (0)) is the analogue of SF (0)(1) from Chapter 3. To count points
of bounded height Gao applied Theorem 1.3 to the set U(F (0)) and
so he needs U(F (0)) to be of narrow class s for some s. If we apply
Theorem 1.2 we need no narrow class condition. But we need that
the boundary ∂U(F (0)) is in Lip(D, 1,M, L) for some M and L. No-
tice that by (a) and (3.3.28) we have U(F (0)) ⊆ (SF (0)(∞) ∩ µ2U0) =
(µ2SF (0)(∞)∩ µ2U0) = µ2(SF (0)(∞)∩U0) = µ2SF (0)(1) ⊆ B0(r) where
r = µ2
√
D exp{q}. Suppose Conjecture A.1 in Appendix A is true then
our Lipschitz condition condition is strictly weaker than Gao’s narrow
class condition.
To define a height on points P in Pn(Q) with [Q(P ) : Q] = d Gao
proceeds as follows. Assume for every K of degree d one has a set
UK and corresponding µ2 = µ2UK . After choosing a reduced basis of
the unit lattice one gets F and so U(F (0)) and corresponding s. Gao
has to assume that µ2, s  1 whereas we need µ2, L,M  1 and the
implicit constants in  depend only on n, d. Now for a point P in
Pn(Q) of degree d Gao defined
H(P ) = HUQ(P ) .(B.0.3)
In similar manner we may define Arakelov-Gao-Lipschitz-heights (AGL-
heights) on Pn(Q; d). Let us consider the more general situation where
Q is replaced by an arbitrary number field k. Recall that Ce is the
collection of all extensions of k of relative degree e and [k : Q] = m so
that [K : Q] = me for each K in Ce. Suppose we have a uniform ALS
N of dimension n on Ce and a set UK in Lip(D, 1,MUK , LUK ) with (a)
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and (b) for each K in Ce. For a point P in Pn(k; e) we then define
H(P ) = HNk(P ),Uk(P ) .(B.0.4)
Note that by uniformity of N we may assume CNK ≤ CN for a constant
CN (independent of K). This implies
CfinNK ≤ CfinNKCinfNK = CNK ≤ CN
for each K in Ce. Suppose there are constants µ,M,L (independent of
K) such that
µ2UK ≤ µ, MUK ≤M, LUK ≤ L
for each K in Ce. Then we call the resulting height a uniform AGL-
height on Pn(k; e). Next consider
VNK ,UK = V
fin
NK V
inf
UK
where V finNK is as in (3.1.13) but V
inf
UK
is defined as
V infUK =
VUK ,K
RK(n+ 1)r+s−1
.
Now define
DN ,U = DN ,U(k, e, n) =
∑
K
2−rK(n+1)pi−sK(n+1)VNK ,UKSK(n)(B.0.5)
where the sum runs over all extensions of k with relative degree e.
Following the proof of the Main Theorem part (b) it is most likely
that one can get the following result:
let H = HN ,U be a uniform AGL-height on Pn(k; e) and denote by
ZN ,U(Pn(k; e), X) its corresponding counting function. Suppose that
either e = 1 or n > 5e/2 + 4 + 2/(me). Then the sum in (B.0.5)
converges and as X > 1 tends to infinity we have
ZN ,U(Pn(k; e), X) = DN ,UXme(n+1) +O(Xme(n+1)−1 logmax{2, X}),
where the logarithm in the error term can be omitted in all cases except
(me, n) = (1, 1). The constant inO depends only on k, e, n, µ, CN ,M, L.
For the proof one has to replace SF (0)(T ) by
(TU)(F (0)) = (SF (0)(∞) ∩ TU) = T (U(F (0))).
Since by assumption U(F (0)) lies in Lip(D, 1,M, L) it is clear that
TU(F (0)) lies in Lip(D, 1,M, LT ) and thus one can get rid of the
tedious Lemma 3.2. On the other hand applying this “theorem” would
usually involve much more work than applying the Main Theorem since
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proving U(F (0)) ∈ Lip(D, 1,M, L) is more difficult than verifying the
condition (iii) for each v | ∞ in Subsection 1.2 of Chapter 3.
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